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1. PROGRESS ON WORK PACKAGES AND DELIVERABLES 
 

WP1 European Minimum Income Network EU- level development 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Develo
pment 
of the 

Europ
ean 

Minim
um 

Income Network 
 
EMIN Structures at EU level 

 The Project Management Team is completed, and contracts agreed.  

 The Project Steering Committee is complete, with representatives as per the application. 
The Steering Committee has met on three occasions, January and May 2017 and Feb 2018. 

 National Coordinators: The first meeting took place on 27 of March 2017 in Brussels. The 
second meeting of the EMIN National Coordinators was held 25-26 of September 2017. The 
third meeting was held on the 27th of Feb 2018  

  The European Parliament Supporters Group: 27 MEPs have signed the request to use the 
Esplanade for the launch of the Bus Journey.  Fintan Farrell as EMIN project Manager spoke 
at the Hearing in the Parliament on their report on Minimum Income. A meeting of the EP 
Supporters Group was held on 11 April 2018.  

 EU Supporters Group: The first supporters network was held in Nov 2017. The second was 
held on 21 March 2018. NGOs are actively participating to the Bus Tour. 

 EUISG: Progress on the EMIN project is reported on at the meetings of the EAPN EUISG. The 
input of the EAPN EUISG has been essential for giving content to the work of EMIN at 
European level. 

   EMIN was presented and discussed at the Social Protection Committee of ETUC held on 26 
April. There are ongoing efforts to ensure consistency between the messages of the ETUC 
and EMIN on Minimum Income. 

 
Capacity Building 

Deliverables identified in the Application 

 1 European Minimum Income Network coordinated 

 1 overall capacity development strategy adopted and implemented at EU-
level; 

 2 meetings a year of the EMIN Steering Committee  
 2 face-to-face meetings a year with the EMIN ‘Supporters’ Group; 
 At least 2 meetings of the EMIN Advisory Group within the European 

Parliament; 

 At least two meetings with the Social Protection Committee of ETUC and the 
EUISG of EAPN (European Inclusion Strategy Group) to exchange on 
developments of the Network 

 1 European context report produced, based on the national Context Reports 

 A timeline for addressing questions of post-Project sustainability developed  
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 Contracts are developed and signed for the Coordination of the National EMIN Networks.  

 A template was developed, and advice and support given to enable the completion of the 
National Context Reports.  

 An EMIN Communication Strategy was developed has additional elements that should 
support the capacity building of the National Networks. A Communication implementation 
plan was developed in relation to the bus journey. 

 
European Context Report 
The EMIN European context report ‘Developments in relation to Minimum Income Schemes in 
Europe – 2017’ was completed. This report builds on the data from the national EMIN context 
reports, as well as on recent data sources at EU level. The European Context Report and the 
Individual National Context Reports can be found under ‘EMIN Publications’ on www.emin-
eu.net   The context report includes chapters on:  
 EU Policy Framework on Minimum Income 
 Developments in Minimum Income Schemes across Europe 
 Reference budgets, a promising tool in the fight for decent income standards 
 Basic income: a ‘new’ kid in town 
 Minimum Income and Minimum Wages 
 Minimum Income and Active Inclusion 
 The European Semester and Minimum Income 
 The use of EU funding in support of the fight against poverty 

 
Post-Project Sustainability 

 The Joint meeting of National Coordinators and the Steering Committee addressed the issue 
of what an EMIN3 might look like and outlined a series of attractive options that could be 
put together into a package that could attract funding. The key added value of EMIN was 
the effort to build broad based stakeholder engagement.  

 The National Public Bodies responsible for Minimum Income Schemes met in Dec 2017 and 
agreed to build an ongoing network beyond the life of the EMIN2 project. A follow up 
meeting to develop this further was held on the 16th April. 
  

WP2 National EMIN Network Development 
 

  
Deliverables identified in the Application 
Agreed programme of events and activities delivered by the 28 NMIN 
- 28 Coordinators operating at national level 
- 1 capacity development strategy adapted and implemented at national level; 
- Regular meetings of the Networks at national level throughout the duration of 
the Project 
- 3 Meetings of 28 National Coordinators and European staff and representatives of 
the Steering Committee at EU- level; 
- A timeline for addressing the questions of post-Project sustainability developed; 
- Identified options for sustainability of the Network. 
 

http://www.emin-eu.net/
http://www.emin-eu.net/
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Developments of the National EMIN Networks 
 
Overview 
 Networks are working in 27 of the EU member states (see annex 2: list of National EMIN 

Network Coordinators). Outside of the EMIN project funding Networks are also operating in 
Macedonia (FYOM), Serbia, Iceland and Norway. Unfortunately, we are missing Sweden in 
the project. Despite several efforts, including engaging the support of other European level 
organisations, to agree a Swedish partner to deliver the work under the project we have not 
managed to secure such a partner. We endeavour to ensure that there is some activity in 
Sweden, including a stop as part of the Bus Road Tour.  

 A template was developed to give information, suggestions and advice re the development 
and delivery of the National EMIN work packages. 

  

Development of the National EMINs  
 
Austria 
As Austrian MI-scheme is regulated mainly on federal level, they have established over the last 
years several contacts into the provinces. In our national EMIN Network several actors are 
involved: 

 For most Ngo’s (from all Austrian provinces), which directly work in counselling MI-
beneficiaries 

 Our regional Anti-poverty networks and other civil organisations which are working 
especially on political level by lobbying work, public relations etc. 

 Scientists (from Universities and other institutions) who elaborate studies or other projects 
with MI-context 

 People experiencing Poverty / MI-beneficiaries, which are connected with our national PEP-
group 

 Representatives of institutions like Austrian Chamber of Labour; through EMIN2 project we 
recently also involved Trade Union (contact person Martina Lackner) 

 Through EMIN2 we also included representatives of social welfare offices and contact 
persons in our Federal Ministry for Social Affairs (person in charge of MI: Andrea Otter) 

 
The Austrian National Coordinator participated in all Coordinator meetings in March 2017 in 
Brussels, in September 2017 in Leuven und in February 2018 in Brussels.   
 
We had a MI-monitoring-group already before the EMIN project (since years) and Minimum 
Income always was a topic for our network. The EMIN-project helped us to widen our network, 
to involve more groups and persons, to meet more regularly and to finance some activities (like 
the conference). We don’t see a reason why we should stop our national EMIN-network just 
because the project ends. Probably we won’t be as active as now, but the network will 
continue, and we will seek funds to support activities.   
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Belgium  
The Belgian EMIN Network has regular meetings and consist of a wide range of actors and 
different stakeholders:  
 

 The Belgian Anti-Poverty network (BAPN) consist of 4 regional networks (Network tegen 
Armoede, Le Forum, Brussels Platform Armoede, Réseau Wallon de Lutte contre la Pauvreté) 
and all are also partners of the EMIN network.  

 Trade Unions: Algemeen Christelijk Vakverbond, Algemene Centrale der Liberale Vakbonden 
van België, Algemeen Belgisch Vakverbond 

 Health Insurance Organisations: Socialistische Mutualiteit, Landsbond der Christelijke 
Mutualiteiten, Liberale Mutualiteit 

 Civil Society: Decenium Doelen, Steunpunt tot bestrijding van armoede, 
bestaansonzekerheid en sociale uitsluiting, Vivre Ensemble 

 NGO’s: we invited Unicef to join the meetings 

 Academics: Bea Cantillon, Ides Nicaise, Anne-Catherine Guio, Marc Jacquemain, Isabelle 
Pannecoucke, Bérénice Storms, Pierre Reman, Nicolas Bernard, Wim Vanlancker 

 Belgian administration: POD Maatschappelijke Integratie 
 
Bulgaria 
EMIN Network Bulgaria is built on the basis of the good and long-term partnerships, established 
between EAPN Bulgaria and different stakeholders on different occasions, in which 
representatives of Union of Economists in Bulgaria, NGO ‘Solidarity Bulgaria’, Open Society 
Foundation, Plovdiv University, Trade-Union “Podkrepa”, CITUB, Bulgarian Women’s Lobby, 
Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, National Statistical Institute, Institutes at the Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences, NGO for parents with many children, Association of Retirees, Family 
Policy Institute, etc. participated. 

 
Cyprus 
All the members of EAPN-Cyprus are engaged to our cause plus Universities (University of 
Nicosia, University of Cyprus, Frederick University, European University, we have contacts with 
all these Universities). We have approached members of the Parliament, politicians and 
Important personalities from the local Authorities, like for example the Major of Strovolos in 
Nicosia. We have also invited social partners to our events, like for example representatives 
from employer’s organisations. However, there is an ongoing effort to widen the Network by 
inviting other relevant associations that we have marked and still trying to communicate with.  
 
In the framework of our work to develop the context report we have discussed the issue of the 
sustainability of the Network and this is the reason that we are promoting co-operation with 
relevant associations and academic institutions and local authorities. There was a 
recommendation to create an observatory for minimum income with the cooperation with the 
Government, but this was assessed as a very ambitious expectation while there is no 
mechanism of a continuing evaluation which is going to allow GMI legislation modifications 
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where it is evaluated that is needed. Furthermore, the observatory could make suggestions for 
modifications on operational level, while there is still a problem with the Governmental 
Services to operate properly since they do not yet have the personnel needed.  
 
Czech Republic 
In the National EMIN Network in the Czech Republic are involved mainly the member 
organizations of EAPN Czech Republic: Charita Česká republika (Caritas Czech Republic), 
Diakonie v České republice (Diaconia in the Czech Republic), Armáda spásy v České republice, 
z.s. (Salvation Army in the Czech Republic), Sdružení křesťanských seniorů, z. s. (Association of 
Christian Seniors), Slezská diakonie (Silesian Diaconia), Plzeňská potravinová banka  (Food Bank 
of Pilsen), Diakonie Českobratrské církve evangelické (Diaconia of the Evangelical Church of the 
Czech Brethren), Česká asociace streetwork, z.s. (Czech Streetwork Association), Asociace 
TRIGON, o.p.s. (TRIGON Association), Hnutí Křesťan a práce, z.s. (Movement Christian and 
work), Člověk v tísni, o.p.s. (People in Need), Asociace občanských poraden (Association of Civic 
Counseling), Výbor dobré vůle - Nadace Olgy Havlové (Good Will Committee - Olga Havel 
Foundation), Domov důchodců Ústí nad Orlicí (Retirement homes), Rozkoš bez rizika, z.s. 
(Delight without risk), Vzájemné soužití, o.p.s. (Mutual coexistence), IQ Roma Servis, z.s., 
Platforma pro sociální bydlení (Platform for social housing). We have asked to involve these 
other partners in the EMIN campaign: Českomoravská konfederace odborových svazů (Czech-
Moravian Confederation of Trade Unions), Poradny pro finanční tíseň (Counseling for financial 
distress), Rada seniorů ČR (Council of Senior Citizens of the Czech Republic). In addition, we 
strive to involve other major partners. 
 
The National EMIN Coordinator for the Czech Republic has participated in all the meetings of 
the National Coordinators at EU level so far. 
  

Croatia 
For the implementation of the EMIN2 project in Croatia, cooperation with several key 
stakeholders for the success of the project has been established. Thus, the EMIN2 project in 
Croatia is conducted in close cooperation with the Croatian Anti-Poverty Network whose 
president signed the Contract for EMIN2 with European EAPN. Croatian Anti- Poverty Network 
has a wider network of members such as the Croatian Red Cross, Caritas, Croatian Independent 
Trade Unions and other members. From other people and organizations, it is important to 
emphasize close cooperation with the Independent Croatian Trade Unions and their President 
Mr. Kresimir Sever, who was appointed as a trade union representative in the EMIN2 project 
for Croatia. Regarding public authorities for EMIN2 we set up contacts with Ms. Katica Lažeta, 
Head of Department for social policy within Ministry for Demography, Family, Youth and Social 
policy  Ms. Lažeta confirms her availability to participate in this project and to represent her 
Ministry which is very important link for eventual influence on policy recommendation which 
will arise from the project.  
 
Estonia 
EAPN, Care Providers, Food Bank, Union for Child Welfare and the Association of Pensioners are 
EAPN members and we all participate in the development of an Estonian Welfare Development 
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Plan and work together against poverty. Trade unions, various committees of the Riigikogu, 
Office of the Equality Officer, Praxis, Office of the Child Ombudsman, MEP Yana Toom, schools 
and universities, residents and employees of social housing establishments, village associations 
and many active volunteers support clarification to better understand and implement the 
adequate minimum income. 
 
Denmark 
The EAPN.DK network consists of social NGO’s: Red Cross, Work Nobility, Church Cross Army, 
Salvation Army, Kofoed School, SAND Homeless, Overforstergaarden, Askovgaarden, We 
Shelter, Social Policy Ass. And are all part of EMIN DK. The EMIN network is also including: 
Trade Unions: Social pedagogues, Social Adviser, LO, FTF, FOA and 3F. Civil Society 
organisations for disabled, Women’s Council, Children’s Council, Council for socially excluded, 
counselling for social justice and debt. Ministry of Social Affairs and Ministry of Labour. Experts: 
Think Tank Europe and RUC.  
The EU Commissions representation in Denmark has been a very helpful dialogue partner.  
 
Name and contact details for the Coordinator of the National EMIN Network: Per K. Larsen. 
Mail per.k.larsen@eapn.dk. Tel +45 2328 4480 who attended three meetings at EU level of the 
National Coordinators: 27 March 2017, 25-16 September 2017, 27 February 2018.  
  

The Social NGO’s and EAPN.DK have each year initiated a debate against Poverty since 2011. 
Yet, this initiative is now since 2017 replaced by a campaign against poverty among children.  
The political mainstream opinion in Denmark is not in favour of a decent minimum income. 
There is instead an overall headline like: It shall pay to work. Meaning that the minimum 
income is under pressure and has not been improved but impaired with few exceptions during 
the last 25 years. This also affects the energy and belief in campaigns for minimum income in a 
negative way. And is also resulting in low cohesion in networks like EMIN. Yet, there is some 
hope in the growing interest among trade unions in favour of a proper minimum income and 
maybe also in a better political understanding of the very negative societal effects coming from 
the growing inequality.  
 
Finland 
We have invited wide range of different actors and stakeholders to the EMIN Finland Network. 
A lot of them have participated to our meetings and seminar, but some have also said that they 
are pleased that the Network is open, so they can also follow what we are doing by e-mail and 
web communication. The following actors/stakeholders have participated to the network. 

 EAPN-Finland and its 45 member NGO´s, members of board and members of PeP-group 

 SAK – Central Organisation of the Workers un Finland 

 STTK - Finnish Confederation of Professionals 

 3K - Who hears the poor Network 

 The Church of Finland 

 Freedom to Choose Another Way NGO 

 Kela -  National social insurance institution of Finland (Olli Kangas) 

mailto:per.k.larsen@eapn.dk
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 University of Turku (Lauri Mäkinen, Mikko Niemelä) 

 THL - The National Institute for Health and Welfare (Pasi Moisio, Jouko Karjalainen) 

 Consumer Society Research Centre (Anna-Riitta Lehtinen and Kristiina Aalto) 

 SOSTE Finnish social and Health NGO 

 Finnish Youth Cooperation Allianssi, a national service and lobbying organisation for youth 
work 

 
The EMIN Fin Coordinator has attended all three European Meetings for National Coordinators 
We have had some discussion in EMIN Network that we might have some meetings also after 
the project. EAPN-Finland could also feed the Network and invite the Network to meet and 
organise some common activities after the project. 
 
France 
An effort has been made by the French national coordination to involve different types of 
actors: 
 
Political authorities (national and regional) Contacts with Lille City Council, services of the 
Ministry of Social Affairs, Nord departments, National Union of CCAS, members of CESER 
(Regional Economic and Social Council of the Hauts-de-France), CAF du Nord (North Family 
Allowance Fund). We are in touch with the staff of the French interdepartmental delegate to 
fight against poverty for children and young people, in order to invite him to the meetings in 
Lille. 
 
National/Regional networks: The Uriopss Hauts de France being the French coordinator of the 
program, we took advantage of the opportunity to rely on the regional cells of our national 
union to develop the EMIN program throughout the country. Also, since the Uriopss is a 
federation of various structures, we have benefited from our network of members to 
disseminate information on the EMIN program and to mobilize the most relevant actors of this 
network. Contacts with the ALERTE members in France and in the Hauts-de-France region. 
Same contacts with the UNIOPSS network and specifically in the Champagne Ardennes Network 
(Reims). Contacts with the EAPN France members. Total members contacted: 400. 

 
Local associations: The EMIN bus trip around France was an opportunity to mobilize new local 
association to host the bus in regions where we were less established. This is particularly the 
case for the city of Montpellier where rural world associations have mobilized to bring EMIN to 
this part of France. It will allow the bus to stop in Cessenon sur Orb and Perpignan where a 
group of associations will work on the EMIN Objectives. Total members : 50 

 
Civil Society: Disseminating information to local associations has allowed us to gain more direct 
access to civil society, and in particular to people directly concerned by the issue of minimal 
income, and to mobilize them on the key events planned for the year (national meeting and bus 
trip) ; We are in touch with the “forum d’insertion” with people having minimum income 
allocations, they will participate in the meetings and the bus animation. About 100 people. We 
keep contact with the social partners and trade unions in the region.  
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Academic world: The visibility offered by our national events has allowed us to mobilize people 
from the academic world (Denis Clerc, former director of an economic publication for 
Alternativess Economiques…) to talk about the issue of minimum income in Europe, which 
helps to challenge a little more public authorities and civil society in this regard. Contacts with 
some professors in the university of Paris, Lille.  
 
The major stakes to sustain the EMIN project will be the monitoring of the changes that will 
occur in the coming years at European level, on the establishment of minimum income but also 
on the construction of a “social Europe” in general. Relaying on actors that already do that in 
Lille/France could be an option to sustain the network after 2018. 
 
Germany 
The advisory board attended the first meeting on 21th of November 2017 and the second 
meeting on 22th January 2018. 
 
The following members of the Advisory Board of the EMIN-2-Project: 
• Frank Meissner (national coordinator) 
• Werner Schäffer (trade union: ver.di, Bundesverwaltung) 
• Angelika Klahr (KOS) 
• Anna Dietrich (nak, Geschäftsführerin) 

 Dr. Andreas Aust (Paritätischer Gesamtverband) 
• Michael David (Diakonie) 
• Michaela Hofmann (Caritas) 
• Claudia Mahler (Dt. Institut für Menschenrechte) 
• evtl. Sophie Schwab (AWO) 
 
Members of EU Parliament, National Parliament, Experts and local networks (Bus-Journey)  
Robert Spiller attended the first Coordinator meeting on 27th March 2017 
Frank Meissner attended the second Coordinator meeting on 25-26th September 2017 
Frank Meissner attended the third Coordinator meeting on 27th February 2018 

 
Greece 
EMIN is implemented by PRAKSIS which joined the project at a later stage. There was a network 
within the previous EMIN project framework which has been inactive. As of today, the current 
EMIN Network in Greece is on an ad hoc basis and in the process of expanding. There are three 
different elements: 
 
(a) Already existing networks with relevant activity or activity that falls within the spectrum of 

EMIN 

 Athens Coordinator Centre for Migrants and Refugees (ACCMR) – under the auspices of 
Athens Municipality 

 Greek Network for the Homeless and the Right to Housing 

 Victoria Square Project – ad hoc network 
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 Council for the Integration of Migrants – under the auspices of Athens Municipality 

 Task force to combat Homelessness in Athens  
 
(b) Projects implemented either for support of economically/socially excluded groups or 

towards employability 

 ESTIA 

 Social Housing 

 Day Centre for Homeless  
 

(c) Media (I Efimerida ton Syntakton) 
 
Dina Vardaramatou: attend the three meetings at EU level of the National Coordinators:  
 
Hungary 
A number of formal and non-formal civil groups are engaged, they also became the members of 
our Dignified Living Working Group: Workfare Workers for the Future, Lépjünk, hogy 
Léphessenek Association, Hilscher Rezső Association, Social Innovation Foundation, SZOCSOMA, 
FNA Association.  
 
The Faculty of Social Sciences, ELTE, Budapest is also a regular partner in MI-related activities. 
Budapest Institute is an important actor as well, they worked with us already in EMIN 1. Civil 
College Foundation – as a frequent supporter of our campaigns – is also a key ally. 
There are several civil actors working with people experiencing poverty, with whom we are 
currently working on strengthening the relationship, such as women’s organizations, homeless 
activist groups. 
 
Faith-related organizations: at our latest general assembly, we were contacted by the Salvation 
Army, their representative expressed her intention to work with us, and we are also in the 
process of building the relationship with the evangelic church of the 8th district of Budapest. 
 
One of the board members of HAPF is the president of a small trade union called SZÁD, he 
already worked with us in EMIN1 as well. In different campaigns we also reached out for the 
Trade Unions of Nursery Workers. 
 
Ireland 
An EMIN Working Group was set up in Ireland in early 2018. This network includes: 

 National Youth Council of Ireland 

 One Family (An organisation representing one parent families) 

 Irish National Organisation of the Unemployed 

 All Together indignity (ATD) Ireland 

 Society of Saint Vincent de Paul 

 Disability Federation of Ireland 

 Focus Ireland (Homeless organisation) 
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 Vincentian Partnership for Social Justice (dealing with Budgeting Standards) 

 Longford Women’s Link (local women’s organisation) 
The Irish Congress of Trade Unions was invited to join the Working Group. EAPN Ireland 
coordinates this Working Group. 
 
Robin Hanan attended the first and second European Coordinators meetings. Paul Ginnell 
attended the third Coordinators’ meeting on 27th February 2018 
  

If there will be no additional resources to support activities of the Working Group past 2018, 

EAPN Ireland will provide support to the network. The focus of the group will be on advocacy 

for access to an adequate minimum income (social welfare) in Ireland. 

 
Italy 
The 4 years between EMIN 1 and EMIN 2 marked some very significant changes in Italy, none of 
which positive as for the development of the EMIN network or the involvement of the 
stakeholders. As a matter of fact, the opposite occurred since the organizations that had taken 
part in the initiatives of EMIN 1 have taken different roads either because they had different 
points of view about minimum income, as for example the ones linked to the concept of “basic 
income”, or due to their belonging to networks other than EAPN ITALIA. This discontinuation 
has two more explanations: the first is economic, that is to say that with EMIN being a 
European project, the organizations hoped for economic resources that the project could not 
give; the second, more political, deals with the position of the Trade Unions that although in 
2015-2017 participated in the network that strongly supported the new Inclusion Income (REI), 
they have always opposed both minimum income and minimum salary.   
 
How did it happen? As we stated in many other occasions, the topic “minimum income” is very 
politicized in Italy, a situation that penalizes networks or groups as EAPN ITALIA that are fully 
independent from political parties. Furthermore, Europe has become by now synonym of 
coercion and austerity (“it’s Europe that forces us to do it”, has been the leitmotiv of our 
politicians in the last years) to the point that even the NGOs or the trade unions, that should be 
the most advanced entities of our society, have come to regard it in an increasingly poor light.  
 
Conversely, the local institutions are showing broad interest vis-à-vis minimum income schemes 
but more for economic reasons, due to the cuts in their finances they have been subjected to, 
than the belief in the necessity of an anti-poverty measure linking economic support with active 
inclusion, the latter taking a long time to unfold and impossible to be carried out for all the 
beneficiaries.  
 
FEDERICA DOLENTE is the National Coordinator and has attended two of the tree National 
coordinators meeting. 
 
Latvia 
Engagement of stakeholders,  
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In January-February 2017, EAPN-Latvia created a database consisting of non-governmental 
organizations (300), trade unions (10), state institutions (8), local governments (119) and 
enterprises (10) that could potentially be interested in the project and could be involved in the 
EMIN network in Latvia.  
 

On February 28, 2017 in Riga the Working group of EAPN-Latvia (national coordinator Laila 

Balga) introduced the Ministry of Welfare to the EMIN-2 project. 
 

On March 9th, 2017, the National Coordinator of EMIN-2 presented the member organizations 
of the Dialogue Platform for Immigrant Support with EMIN project objectives and activities. 
 

On May 26th, 2017 in Jurmala the EAPN-Latvia National Coordinator, two regional coordinators 
and one NGO expert had a discussion with the representatives of the Freedom and Solidarity 
Fund, Progressive Political Party and Jurmala City Council’s Public Council on the possibilities for 
the implementation of EMIN-2 tasks in Latvia in 2017-2018. 
 

On August 15th, 2017 in Riga the National Coordinator of EMIN-2 and one regional coordinator 
had a meeting with the management of the Latvian Women's Non-Governmental 
Organizations’ Collaboration Network with the purpose to introduce the EMIN project.  
 

Motivation and capacity building of the relevant stakeholders  
 

On February 2017 EAPN-Latvia delivered Latvian translation of EMIN-2 summary report in 
Latvian and Russian. 
 

On February 6, 2017, EAPN-Latvia submitted informative letters to the Latvian Alliance of Free 
Trade Unions, and 8 Ministries informing regarding objectives of EMIN-2 persons.  

 

On March 23rd, 2017 in Riga at the EAPN-Latvia Annual review meeting, where 22-member 
organizations were represented, the National Coordinator presented the objectives and 
planned activities of the EMIN-2 for attracting cooperation partners in 2017. 
 

On May 19, 2017 a meeting of representatives of the EAPN-Latvia Strategic Platform member 
organizations and the Board members was held in Riga where the national coordinator and the 
regional coordinators provided in-depth information on the establishment of the EMIN-2 
network.  
 

On August 22, 2017 in Riga there was held an NGO Capacity Strengthening Working Group 
meeting (managed by Laila Balga) on the engagement of Latvian NGOs in the EMIN-2 network 
represented by 11 member organizations: IWO-International Women’s Organisation, Women's 
Rights Institute, Association for Social Support and Aid “Veiksme”, Association “PINS”, Centre 
for Terciary Education Quality Evaluation, Latvian Red Cross, Latvian Association of Large 
Families, Association for Development of Latgale district in Riga, Association of Disabled 
persons in Dobele, Association of  Disabled Persons in Sigulda City “Aicinajums Tev”, and 
Latvian Union of Lawyers. 

 

Awareness raising activities for general public regarding the EMIN Network 
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On February 16th, 2017 in Dobele (Zemgale Region) the EMIN-2 National Coordinator and two 
experts had a discussion on EMIN policy with leaders of municipal institutions of Dobele district, 
as well as members of Dobele Disabled Society, Dobele Diabetes Association and the Latvian 
Red Cross. 

 

On March 30th, 2017 in the NGO building in Riga within the framework of the EMIN-2 project 
was held a meeting organized by Latvian Association of Large Families. The topic of this meeting 
was the material support of large families. A national coordinator and one NGO specialist 
participated in this meeting. 

 

On May 17th, 2017 in Balvi (Latgale region) within the framework of the EMIN-2 project was 
organized a discussion meeting between EAPN-Latvia national coordinator, 10 experts and 
specialists from local government institutions and NGOs that represent the interests of the 
poor and socially excluded people. The topic of this discussion meeting was the impact of 
minimum income on the reduction of poverty and social exclusion. 
 

On May 31, 2017, at the NGO Resource Centre in Jekabpils (Vidzeme region) took place a 
discussion meeting between the EMIN-2 National Coordinator, two regional coordinators and 
the representatives of disabled people’s organizations from Jekabpils city and district and from 
Sala district. The topic of this discussion meeting was: the experiences and needs in raising 
awareness about the provision of decent living for people with special needs. 
 

On August 2, 2017 in Riga within the framework of the EMIN-2 project the EAPN-Latvia National 
Coordinator and 9 experts presented the meeting participants from Riga, Jekabpils, Dobele, 
Tukums, Saldus, Talsi and Aluksne, as well as from Rucava, Jaunpils, Olaine and Garkalne 
districts and Dobele district Bikstu parish non-governmental organizations with the advantages 
of the EMIN network in reducing poverty. 

 

On September 6, 2017, in Rucava (Kurzeme region) within the framework of the EMIN-2 project 
the EAPN-Latvia National Coordinator, four regional coordinators and one expert presented the 
representatives of Rucava district municipalities and members of non-governmental 
organizations with EMIN goals and activities.  

 

On September 7, 2017, in Ziemupe (Kurzeme region) within the framework of the EMIN-2 
project the EAPN-Latvia National Coordinator, three regional coordinators and one expert 
presented the participants of Latvian non-governmental organizations for the blind with EMIN 
goals and activities.  

 

On September 14, 2017, in Varaklani (Vidzeme region) within the framework of the EMIN-2 
project the EAPN-Latvia National Coordinator, three regional coordinators and two experts 
presented the representatives of the Varaklani district municipality and members of non-
governmental organizations with EMIN goals and activities. 

 

On September 15, 2017, in Rezekne (Latgale region) within the framework of the EMIN-2 
project the EAPN-Latvia National Coordinator, three regional coordinators and two experts 
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presented the representatives of Rezekne city and district municipality and members of non-
governmental organizations with EMIN goals and activities. 

 

On January 20, 2018, in Varaklani (Vidzeme region) within the framework of the EMIN-2 project 
the EAPN-Latvia National Coordinator, two regional coordinators and two experts presented 
the representatives of Varaklani, Madona, Livani and Ergli, as well as Preili, Lubana, Rezekne 
and Vilani district municipalities and members of non-governmental organizations with EMIN 
goals for the welfare of the population. 

 

Strengthening the communication with media to provide visibility of the EMIN Network 
 

A consultant for public relations was engaged in the EMIN-2 project during the period from May 
1 to September 30, 2017. 

 

Engagement of media in the EMIN-2 events as well as dissemination of information regarding 
events organized was strengthened during 2017, and specifically: on May 17 in Balvi, on May 31 
in Jekabpils, on August 2, October 25 and 27 in Riga. 

 

Communication with media aiming to provide visibility of the EMIN Network among the general 
public has been strengthened since January 1, 2018 

 

Activities to ensure technical support and informative resources to maintain sustainable 
capacity of the Network, including a separate www site 
 

EAPN-Latvia developed a database of mass media during January and February of 2017 where 
more than 40 addresses of media on the list to provide information regarding EMIN-2 activities. 

 
A sub-page „EMIN-2” http://www.eapn.lv/emin2/ was created under EAPN-Latvia website in 
January 2017. The page has been regularly updated during implementation period of the 
project („Sanne” Ltd. is contracted to perform this activity, as well as a national coordinator and 
a volunteer are involved). 

 

Assessment of capacity efficiency of the EMIN Network twice a year 
 

An evaluation meeting within the EMIN-2 project aimed at capacity assessment of the EMIN 
Network during the period from January 1 to July 31, 2017 was hold in Riga on August 22, 2017.  

 

An EMIN network capacity efficiency evaluation meeting where the national coordinator, four 
regional coordinators and two experts from NGOs contributed to the meeting. 

 

There are two EMIN network capacity efficiency evaluation meetings scheduled in March and 
July of 2018 to evaluate the period from August 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018. 
 

EMIN-2 National Coordinator Laila Balga has carried out the preparatory work before each 
project event at the EU level, having read the relevant project documents. Laila Balga has 
participated in the following three national coordinators’ EU-level meetings: 

1. On March 27, 2017 in Brussels, Belgium; 
2. On September 25-26, 2017 in Leuven, Belgium; 

http://www.eapn.lv/emin2/
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3. On February 27, 2018 in Brussels, Belgium. 
 
In order to continue the EMIN-2 project and the development of the national network, from     
August 1, 2017, EAPN-Latvia has prepared relevant project applications for various funds: 

 
1. On 17 August 2017, EAPN-Latvia in partnership with EAPN-Netherlands submitted a project 

application to the EAPN Solidarity Fund regarding the capacity building of EAPN-Latvia. The 
planned project budget is 6000 euros.  

2. On 14 February 2018, EAPN-Latvia submitted the project application "Empowering of NGOs 
for efficient social rights’ advocacy" for the Nordic Council of Ministers' Baltic Sea Region 
NGO programme. The cooperation partners in this project are from Estonia, Lithuania, 
Poland, Russia, Belarus, Denmark and Norway. The planned project budget is 59 730 euros. 
We expect a response in May 2018. 

 
Lithuania 
Before marking the work done, it is important to note that in 2017 EAPN Lithuania in 
cooperation with Vilnius University conducted a study on social assistance reform which was 
analysed from the beneficiaries and NGOs workers point of view. It really helped to engage 
different stakeholders to the EMIN project. We organised a presentation of the study in the 
Parliament 26/10/2017. It was also broadcasted on Parliament channel. There’s also record on 
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4gW5cN4UCM&t=5073s  
 
We hoped that this event will be a breakthrough in the development of our National EMIN 
Network, but it is very hard to maintain engagement between all the stakeholders. However, 
this event really helped to put on a relationship with different stakeholders separately (see WP 
10). 
 
NGOs:  
EMIN project and its ideas are always being developed while communicating with our national 
members. EAPN Lithuania National members are always informed about new amendments 
related to minimum income schemes in Lithuania, but they are also invited to suggest their own 
ideas on how to improve minimum income schemes to make them more adequate, accessible 
and enabling.  
All our national members were given detailed information about the EMIN project itself during 
EAPN Lithuania strategic meeting in 2017 October attended by approximately 40 NGO 
representatives. During the meeting, we presented main ideas of the EMIN, showed data about 
impact of transitions on poverty reduction, presented the study on minimum income schemes 
in Lithuania and discussed about possible improvements. Also, NGOs were also involved in the 
study itself because we invited them to participate in the focus group. 
It is also important to note that engaging with NGOs, especially with our National members, is 
always in progress through our internal and external communication. 
 
Academics: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4gW5cN4UCM&t=5073s
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EAPN Lithuania chose a well-known academic as an ambassador. Therefore, we meet regularly. 
The study that was mentioned many times here was also conducted in cooperation with Vilnius 
University. We are also going to invite academics as speakers to our National Conference. 
 
Municipalities: 
In the autumn and winter 2017, representatives of EAPN Lithuania met with representatives of 
three different municipalities. In these meetings we also discussed about minimum income 
schemes in Lithuania, their disadvantages and opportunities that are not used enough. Also, the 
EMIN project itself was introduced. 
 
National Audit Office of Lithuania: 
EAPN Lithuania did not plan it, but a few representatives from National Audit Office of Lithuania 
also showed at our presentation of the study mentioned above. It is also important to note that 
recently state controllers started an investigation on social assistance system in Lithuania. 20th 
March National Audit Office of Lithuania invited EAPN Lithuania to interview on social 
assistance systems in Lithuania. There we discussed about realities of minimum income 
recipients, their concerns and improvements that must be made to make minimum income 
schemes in Lithuania more adequate, accessible and enabling. 
 
WORK PLANNED: 
 
Ministry and municipalities:  
8th March EAPN Lithuania representatives met the Minister of Social Affairs and Labour. There 
the EMIN project and the bus trip was presented to the Minister personally.  Also, the Minister 
agreed to participate as a speaker during the National Conference. 
 
During the meeting with the ministry, EAPN Lithuania representatives stressed that the 
Ministry, municipalities and NGOs should collaborate more on improving minimum income 
schemes. It was agreed to make joint meetings where NGOs would have an opportunity to 
improve their knowledge on minimum income schemes in Lithuania and to propose their own 
ideas on how the regulations could be improved. 
 
The law that regulates minimum income schemes in Lithuania is one of the most confusing laws 
so not only beneficiaries do not understand it, but also the people who work with them (e.g. 
NGOs social workers). We also see some confusion among workers of municipalities. That is 
why we want to bring together different stakeholders, allow them to learn from each other and 
to make some proposals to the Ministry. This would also contribute to the development of the 
National EMIN Network.  
 
It was agreed that the first meeting should take place in April or May. Then there should be at 
least one repeated meeting in the summer or the autumn of 2018. 
 
Attend three meetings at EU level of the National Coordinators:  
1st: Deimante Bukeikaite, 2nd Rimgaile Matulionnyte, 3rd Rimgaile Matulionyte 
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As the minimum income schemes in Lithuania are likely to remain relevant after 2018 we are 
going to try maintain and develop the National Network. We are going to release posts about 
necessity of minimum income protection, try to get. One of our oldest desires is to carry out a 
comprehensive research about “poverty portrait” in Lithuania. Our main idea is to do not only 
quantitative data analysis but also an extensive qualitative analysis where minimum income 
beneficiaries would be interviewed. We see it as an opportunity to destroy many myths about 
minimum income protection. However, this kind of researches are very expensive are not sure 
that we will be able to afford it anytime soon. 
 
Luxemburg 
Besides the members of EAPN Luxembourg (13 members, all CSOs), we contacted an 
organisation which works with migrants and refugees. Not only this organization accepted to 
participate in EMIN but will become a member of EAPN Luxembourg too. The two most 
representative trade-unions, members of ETUC are taking part, as well as we had good contacts 
to representatives of the Ministry of Family. Also, the national statistical agency STATEC is 
participating, especially regarding the reference budget. 
 

Malta 
A detailed meeting on the work of EMIN2 was held on Tuesday 21st November to the following 
organisations: Richmond Foundation Malta, Caritas Malta, OASI Malta, Fondazzjoni Suret il-
Bniedem, Paolo Freire Institute and The Alliance of Pensioners Organization (APO) Malta. In this 
meeting the objective was to give a good idea to these organisation of what is being done in the 
EMIN2. The aim was that the representatives who came from their respective organisations 
would engage in EMIN project and they could get back to their people and explain better the 
work of EMIN. A power point presentation was also handed over to these representatives. All 
these organisations work in the social sector and they take care of those who are in need. 
Below there is a brief description of each organisation: 
 
Richmond Foundation Malta: Richmond Foundation endeavours to provide optimal community 
mental health services that promote mental wellbeing, address the prevention of mental health 
problems and provide support for good quality of life. 
 
Caritas Malta: Caritas aims is to alleviate poverty and promote human development and social 
justice, witnessing to the Christian faith and Gospel values. To fulfil this mission, – Adheres to 
the guiding values and principles of the Pastoral Plan of the Diocese and the Strategic Plan of 
Caritas Internationalis and Caritas Europa. 
 
OASI Malta: The OASI Foundation promises a commitment to assist people in their continuous 
life-long education to enhance their self-awareness, mature growth and happy life, to 
accompany them in personal distress from desperation into hope and eventually to treat and 
lead those with the disease of addiction or alcoholism towards a recovery touched with a 
serene future. 
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Fondazzjoni Suret il-Bniedem: Suret il-Bniedem commits itself to positively impact the lives of 
marginalised people, their families and support systems, through creating a safe haven for 
homeless women and their children. 
Paolo Freire Institute: The Paulo Freire Institute in Malta by the Maltese Jesuits to promote 
literacy and community development. The aim of the Paulo Freire Institute is to empower, and 
promote the self-development, self-confidence and the talents (including functional literacy) of 
each and every individual, especially the vulnerable in society. 
 

The Alliance of Pensioners Organization (APO) Malta: The APO strives to improve the lives of 
those elderly people in Malta. This is done to help these people be more independent and 
active in the community. 
 
Various tentative are being made to hold up meetings with the Government (Cabinet), the 
Opposition Nationalist Party and all Maltese MEPs. This is to engage them in the EMIN Project. 
A leaflet with all the information of EMIN Project is being designed to distribute to politicians, 
NGOS’s, Trade Unions and the general public. 
 
Name and contact details for the Coordinator of the National EMIN Network:  
Andre Bonello – andre.bonello@caritasmalta.org, Attend three meetings at EU level of the  
 

Netherlands 
EAPN Netherlands, a coalition of Inclusie Nederland, stichting Onze Droom, Inloophuis de Kans, 
Deventer in actie, werkgroep Armoede Peel en Maas, stichting Minima, stichting Houvast, 
vereniging Basisinkomen,  stichting ECO-Vrede, Oudere Vrouwen Netwerk Nederland, stichting 
Samen voor gezondheid van vrouwen, stichting Ommen Samen Sterk, stichting U 2B Heard! 
network Leido, Adviesraad BAD, and working in changing coalitions with Resto van Harte, 
stichting Zwerfjongeren Nederland, ATD 4e Wereld, Cliëntenraad Onderbanken-Landgraaf, 
Cliëntenraad Groningen, Cliëntenraad Amsterdam, Netwerk Cliëntenraden in de Zorg, Cliënten 
Service Desk Amsterdam, Samenwonen Samenleven Amsterdam, het Zwarte Gat (GGZ), 
Herstelgroep Nederland en de Armoedecoalitie Utrecht, had a meeting with a high ranged 
member of the FNV (Federation of Trade Unions) and spoke about our possibilities to co 
operate. At this meeting the EMIN co-ordinator was introduced to the vice-president of the FNV 
and one of the things that were appreciated was to have a joined action including young people 
–of which the trade unions say that they do not really reach them enough- within the EMIN 
process. Unfortunately, there is no further communication since that moment, whatever we 
tried. So, we had to decide to go on, without the FNV. 
 
Within the boundaries of an SDG meeting, the co-ordinator of EMIN NL spoke with the 
representative of the Employers Union, VNO-NCW. She showed interest in the EMIN process 
and we agreed to seek for a meeting moment. At the moment however, we send a mail to 
realize the meeting, no answer was coming back. 
 
We will invite both, FNV as VNO-NCW, to attend our conference in end of September/beginning 
of October.  

mailto:andre.bonello@caritasmalta.org
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We integrated the Association on Basic Income in the EMIN network and several other 
organizations that will be mentioned at the part where the busses will be explained. 
Name and contact details for the Coordinator of the National EMIN Network: Jo Bothmer, 
jobothmer@eapnned.nl who attended the three meetings at EU level of the National 
Coordinators. 
 
Poland 
In addition to the EAPN Poland members, in our network we have managed to have 3 different 
trade unions (OPZZ, Solidarność and the trade union of social worker) other NGO’s that are not 
a member of EAPN  Poland and different academics. We also try to involve some city council 
and social welfare centres. 
 
The National Coordinator (Kamila Płowiec) has attended at 3 meetings at EU level of the 
National Coordinators. 
  
Portugal 
EAPN Portugal was a partner of RAP – Rendimento Adequado em Portugal (adequate income in 
Portugal) Project (conducted by José Pereirinha) participating mainly in the 1st phase 
(construction of guidance groups). RAP project was referenced in the Reference Budgets in 
Europe report as the main study in Portugal in this field. The presentation of its main results 
was on the 4th of July and EAPN Portugal was present not only as a partner but also as a 
member of EMIN project. At the beginning of this presentation was delivered a brochure with a 
summary of the main results of the project, available (in Portuguese) on 
http://www.rendimentoadequado.org.pt/images/rap/pdfs/Brochura%20raP%20_%20FINAL.pdf
. José Pereirinha, the coordinator, Elvira Pereira and Francisco Branco, researchers, presented 
several aspects of the RAP, from the methodology to the values obtained and afterward there 
was a debate. In the future, more detailed reports about the project will be published. 
 
On July 10, the first national meeting within the framework of EMIN 2. For this meeting we 
began to identify relevant participants for this phase and build a database, translate the 
presentation of EMIN to Portuguese and elaborate a summary of the project. We invited these 
people by email, sending them the summary attached. Most of them responded positively and 
the ones that couldn´t be present have shown their interest in participating in future actions. 
The meeting took place in Lisbon, in EAPN Portugal facilities, and was attended by 17 people, 
from different entities: Instituto de Ciências Sociais da Universidade de Lisboa, Saúde em 
Português, CGTP-IN, CESIS, ISEG, UGT, Instituto de Segurança Social, Instituto de Apoio à 
Criança, Cáritas Portuguesa and Animar, besides EAPN Europa and EAPN Portugal. After 
presenting the project EMIN 2, there was a debate concerning adequate income in Portugal and 
some proposals to work together throughout the EMIN 2 (namely in future meetings, 
organizing the activity “Everyone on the bus” or participating in peer reviews). In the end of July 
we have sent the meeting minute and a work proposal to all participants of the first national 
meeting (and others that couldn’t be present but were also interested) and asked for their 

mailto:jobothmer@eapnned.nl
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inputs. In that proposal we highlight the activities of the project and propose others, in which 
they can participate. 
 
Invitation of Carlos Farinha Rodrigues (academic) and Rute Guerra from GEP – Gabinete de 
Estratégia e Planeamento (Office for Strategy and Planning) to attend Peer Review on March 
14. 
 
Contact Oporto and Lisbon City Hall to organize the arrival of EMIN BUS 
Invite organizations from civil society to hold meetings in Oporto and in Lisbon, associated to 
the EMIN Bus. Invite Social Security Institute, Trade unions and political parties to a meeting, 
associated to the EMIN Bus. Invite European Commission to a meeting, associated to the EMIN 
Bus 
 
Name and contact details for the Coordinator of the National EMIN Network: Allocation of a 
person to the EMIN project (Filipa Cabral), being the coordination divided between that person 
and internal members of EAPN Portugal (Paula Cruz, Sandra Araújo, Sérgio Aires). 
 

Attend three meetings at EU level of the National Coordinators:  
 
Romania 
The EMIN2 Network in Romania is built upon the previous efforts done within the EMIN1 
project. In this sense, several relevant stakeholders in Romania, at central and local levels have 
been approached through different means, formally and informally and they have been 
informed about the EMIN2 project as potential partners that can help build alliances at national 
level for the improvement of MIS in Romania. Amongst them, we can count: Ministry of Social 
Dialogue and Civic Consultation, National Agency for Benefits and Social Inspection, Ministry of 
Social Justice – Direction of Social Assistance, Federation of Nongovernmental Organisations for 
Social Services (FONSS), CNS ‘Cartel Alfa’ Trade Union, MERIDIAN Trade Union, County Agency 
for Benefits and Social Inspection from Ilfov county, the Anti-poverty Coalition coordinated at 
the level of the Prime Minister (the Government General Secretariat). During the 2nd year of 
project implementation other stakeholders, such as: public authorities, MPs, MEPs, politicians, 
TUs, EC Representative in Romania, NGOs etc will be approached and engaged within the 
Romanian EMIN Network through lobby meetings, events, letters of support, promoting EMIN 
messages to their target audiences etc.  
 
Attend three meetings at EU level of the National Coordinators: Raluca Manaila, one of the 
national EMIN2 coordinators participated in all three EMIN2 coordinators meetings organized. 
  

At Romanian level, the sustainability of the network will be achieved via the incorporation of 
EMIN issues and core messages into the agendas of key actors such as national TU 
confederations and Romanian MEPs and MPs. 
 
Slovakia 
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Besides the members of Slovak Anti-Poverty Network we contacted KOS - Confederation of 
Trade Unionists Slovakia ( President Josef  Kollar, Vicepresident Monika Uhlerová), , Univerzity 
Alžbeta focused on social affaires, Bratislava (head of University prof. Krčmery with his team 
helping migrants, refugees in Austria, Greece,  too), Alena Bašištová, chair of Social Committee 
of Slovak National Council and its members as PhDr. Sona Gaborčáková, Mr.Pamula to widen 
the scope of actors involved in our EMIN Network. From Ministry of Social Affaires we 
cooperate with expert  Elena Novotná, PhD (MS ´s activities). We cooperate with the Institute 
of Employment  and its director Ing. Páleník, author of calculator. We contacted expert 
Gerbery, Institute of Family and Social Affairs, participating especially regarding the reference 
budget, mayors of Banska Bystrica,  Bratislava – Nove mesto, regional chairman of Žilina region 
– Mrs. Jurinová, regional chairman of Banska Bystrica region - Mr. Lunter.  We involve them into 
EMIN 2 Events, BUS Trip. We asked Slovak ´s MEPs to support the EMIN report.  
 
Slovenia 
In 2017 and the beginning of 2018 we had several meetings to widen the network supports of 
EMIN 2 project in Slovenia. Meetings were held with the following stakeholders:  

 Ms. Andreja Poje and Ms. Irena Štamfelj, The Association of Free Trade Unions of Slovenia;  

 Ms. Vijolica Neubaer and Ms. Sonja Lokar, Women’s Lobby of Slovenia.  

 Mr. Bojan Kuljanac, Kralji ulice (Kings of the Street), 

 Mr. Marko Funkl, Gibanje za dostojno delo in socialno družbo (Movement for Decent Work 
and Welfare Society). 

 
The Slovenian EMIN team will participate with the presentation (including EMIN work) at the 
event (with huge range of various publics) on March 26, 2018 at Kino Šiška in Ljubljana that is 
organized by the Gibanje za dostojno delo in socialno družbo (Movement for Decent Work and 
Welfare Society). We are also in the process of getting a kind of application form to enter EMIN 
in Slovenia from all the above-mentioned organizations. And not only that: we are sharing this 
invitation to join the EMIN in Slovenia to a whole range of organizations and individuals, 
working in different fields. It turned out that people here needs to have a written application 
form in order to have a feeling of joining the initiative. Thus, I can report on the concrete 
numbers of the supporting organizations and individuals for the next report. But I can assure 
you that we are working with a lot of people from public organizations (Centres for Social Work, 
municipalities etc.), non-governmental organizations and many individuals.  
 

Živa Humer attended first meeting in Brussels (27.3.2017) 
Mojca Frelih attended second meeting in Leuven (25. -26. 9.2017) 
Mojca Frelih was willing to attend the meeting in February in Brussels, but it was agreed with 
coordinator that it will be sufficient if Živa Humer had a bilateral meeting with the coordinator 
in Zagreb in February (20.2.2018) 
 
Spain 
EMIN Committee is formally constituted, and is integrated by:  

 Carlos Susias (EAPN Spain’s President, Platform of the Third Sector’s Vice-president and 
EAPN EU’s Vice-president), based in Toledo, Castilla La Mancha 
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 Jose Javier López (EAPN Spain’s Director), based in Ciudad Real, Castilla La Mancha, and 
Madrid. 

 Sali Guntin (EAPN Spain’s Vice-President and Fundación Secretariado Gitano’s Board 
Member), based in Madrid. 

 Graciela Malgesini (EAPN Spain’s European Affairs Officer and EMIN’s Coordinator), based in 
Madrid. 

 Marcello Roncchi (EAPN Castilla La Mancha’s Officer), based in Toledo 
 Javier Pérez (EAPN Galicia), based in Vigo. 
 Gema Gallardo (EAPN Madrid’s Director), based in Madrid. 
 Sonia Fuertes (La Taula d’Entitats Socials de Catalunya), based in Barcelona. 
 Alfonso López (EAPN Euskadi’s Director), based in Bilbao. 

 
UK 
Please note: these are not members of a formal EMIN network as we are not planning to build a 
standalone network for EMIN but to influence the agenda of other organisations. Thus, these 
are key organisations or individuals in organisations, who are engaging with us on EMIN. They 
are in addition to organisations who are in EAPN (and who are not listed below).  Some contacts 
are at local level and others at regional and Scotland level. Few are at national office level. But 
this is our entry point, through EMIN activities at local and regional level, to promoting our aims 
at the national level of the organisations. Most of the organisations listed below or individuals 
in them are engaged in other networks and therefore the connections go wider than those 
listed.  

 Trades Unions: Unite; Unison  

 Faith Groups: Anglican church and Muslim organisations 

 Political parties: Labour Party, Women’s Equality Party  

 NGOs: Citizens Income Trust, CPAG, CAB; 

 Academic and expert institutes (individual academics and experts) New Policy Institute, 
Resolution Foundation, Loughborough University, Oxford University, Manchester 
Metropolitan University.  

 Cultural figures: not confirmed yet  
 
Name and contact details for the Coordinator of the National EMIN Network: Katherine Duffy 
attended all three European meetings for National Coordinators. 
 
Identify options for the sustainability of the Network: The main route is not a stand-alone 
network. The goals of UK EMIN are to: 

 Ally with key organisations active on adequacy of incomes 

 Progress demands for adequate minimum income and a minimum income standard to 
measure need and as a basis to address need, to become part of the NGO, political and 
trades unions agendas. 

WP3 National Context Reports 
 

 Deliverables identified in the Application 
- 1 Framework for the context reports prepared 
- 28 National context reports drafted 
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The policy coordinator provided a template for the National Context Reports. All context 
reports were drafted and commented on by the EMIN Policy Coordinator, then redrafted and 
sent to the officers in the relevant Commission country desk for comments.  These comments 
were then responded to and the final version of the context reports were published on emin-
eu.net.  At this stage all Country Context Reports are there except Hungary whose final version 
is now being checked by the Policy Coordinator. Below is information on how the National 
reports were developed. 
 
Austria 
The report was produced mainly by the main MI-expert in our network Martina Kargl (using 
also information and sources of MI-network) and EMIN-coordinator Robert Rybaczek. With 
support in section 2 of colleagues of ASB Schuldnerberatungen GmbH  (Austrian umbrella 
organisation of officially recognised debt advice centres), which is most active on reference 
budget.  
 
Belgium 

 Desk Research 

 Gathering testimonies of people living in poverty 

 Consultancies with different stakeholders (trade-unions, academics, public federal 
administrations, …) 

 
Bulgaria 

 Desk research of different developments in the field; 

 Consultancies with different stakeholders and position papers of organizations concerned 
(like trade-unions, Ministry of labour and social policy, etc.)  

 
Cyprus 
A formal steering committee was developed/formed which was responsible to exchange views 
and configure the general framework of the context report. Furthermore, there was an ongoing 
communication with the Welfare Benefits Administrative Service which is responsible for the 
general administration of GMI and of course with a number of Beneficiaries who spoke to us 
about the problems they are facing.  
 
Czech Republic 
The context report was made based on information publicly available, studying of the current 
legislation and on the knowledge of Caritas Czech from the field. In fact, the changes of the MI 
system in 2017 were quite turbulent, so we had to add some information later. Information 
from the report was presented at National anti-poverty meeting organized by EAPN. 
 
Croatia 
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Our National Context Report was prepared using existing expert knowledge regarding Minimum 
Income in Croatia, also using actual statistical data and describing actual Institutional and Legal 
setting in close cooperation with our key stakeholder.  
 
Estonia 
Our report was developed in the cooperation with partners and with Social Ministry analysts. 
 
 
Denmark 
The Partners were informed and asked to give inspiration and questions they wanted to be 
answered in the report. Instead of a meeting for everybody, there were bilateral meetings with 
many of the partners.  A first draft was elaborated and circulated to the partners and they were 
asked to give comments. Nearly none did this, unfortunately. They are interested in sure in the 
report, but the priority is low, when it comes to deliver time-consuming contributions. 
 
The National Business Board, which administrates the Danish National Programme for EU’s 
social fund 2014-20, gave critical remarks to the evaluation of the Programme given in 
Appendix 1 and in so far as there are factual errors identified, these are corrected 
 
 “Analysis & Numbers”, a new social enterprise established by young sociologists, has delivered 
many facts and has given very useful comments, which for sure has qualified the report.    
 
Finland 
Jiri Sironen and Anna Järvinen drafted the national context report. We both follow the subjects 
very closely. We also used some available sources from the NGO´s, institutions, universities etc. 
 
France 
It was established with the contributions of the coordinator, assistants and staff bureau of the 
organisation. 
 
Germany 
The report was developed by the National Coordinator based on recent policy changes and in 
discussion with EC country desk officer for Germany. 
 
Greece 
The report combined desk research, literature review, discussions with stakeholders and 
meetings with members of the Network. 
 
Hungary 
There were various contributors to our report: experts of the social field (sociologists, social 
workers, community organizers, social policy expert) and people experiencing poverty. The 
process of developing the text represents the opinion and observation of our organization 
indeed.  
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Krisztina Jász (sociologist, member of the ExCo and member of our Board of Trustees) wrote 
most of the text by using recent data and references to studies and legal regulation too; 
meanwhile there was a frequent dialogue with Johanna László (social worker, member of the 
EUISG and national coordinator), who added parts to the text and edited it. When the first 
version was ready, our volunteers (professionals of various social sciences, such as sociology, 
social work, social policy, community and civil studies) were also involved into the work, as well 
as people experiencing poverty via our working group. Our Board also sent written 
contributions. We worked together with many of the contributors in EMIN1, their participation 
in EMIN2 is an organic improvement growing out of our former common work. 
 
Ireland 
The report was developed by the National Coordinator based on recent policy changes and on a 
Fact Sheet developed by the Irish Network on an adequate and accessible social welfare for 
Ireland.  
 
Italy 
The Italian report is available at www.emin-eu.net 
 
Latvia 

(1) Gathering of relevant information to draft the Latvian Context report 
 

On March 2017 EAPN-Latvia conducted a survey between members of EMIN-2 Working group 
regarding Minimum Income schemes, Reference budgets and development of national EMIN 
network. Conclusions from the survey were incorporated in the Context Report. 

 

In accordance with the guidelines provided by the EMIN-2 project team, EAPN-Latvia National 
Coordinator and regional coordinators have collected information to draw up a Latvian Context 
Report.  
 

(2) Drafting the National Context report 
 

The EAPN-Latvia National Coordinator consulted with the EMIN-2 Project Management on the 
compilation of Latvian Context Report until June 2017, also the working group was created, and 
the compilation of materials was made. 
On June 20, 2017 EAPN-Latvia submitted the Latvian Context Report (prepared by the    EMIN-2 
Working Group) to the EAPN Europe. 

 

In July 2017 the EAPN-Latvia working group consulted on improving the quality of the Context 
Report submitted. 

 

The final version of the Latvian Context Report was submitted to the EMIN-2 Project Manager 
on August 18, 2017. 
 

(1) Dissemination of the finalised National Context report to the EMIN Network 
stakeholders and general public 
 

http://www.emin-eu.net/
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In August 2017, the Latvian Context Report was formatted and circulated to the parties 
interested in the EMIN network, primarily – to the organizations registered in the EMIN 
network and the EAPN-Latvia member organizations. This final version of the Latvian Context 
Report was placed on the EAPN-Latvia web site, the information about it was also provided on 
Facebook, thus making it accessible to the general public. 
 
Lithuania 
The Context report was successfully accomplished by Professor Boguslavas Gruževskis while 
consulting with Ms. Svetlana Kulpina and Professor Mr. Romas Lazutka from the Ministry of 
Social Security and Labour, with Ms. Aistė Adomavičienė the leader from the EAPN Lithuania. 
The report includes the insights of different stakeholders, so it should objectively reflect the 
minimum income scheme and its’ issues in Lithuania. 
 
Luxemburg 
We built this report on the report we did for EMIN1, we had then extended 
discussions/interviews etc. with the members of EAPN, the trade-unions and the Chambre des 
salaries, the STATEC and the Ministry of Family. 
 
Malta 
The Context report was developed into 5 sections. The first section contained the evolution in 
laws and regulations regarding minimum income schemes in Malta, where a brief description of 
the Maltese Context was giving. In Malta we refer to minimum income as the non-contributory 
benefits. These benefits are meant to assist those people who are in poverty or at risk of 
poverty and social exclusion. It is in hands of the national Maltese legislation to regulate and 
monitor the non-contributory welfare. A description of these non-contributory benefits was 
given.  
 
In the second section a description of the use of the reference budgets in relation to the 
minimum income was given. It was stated that Caritas Malta conducted a research (A Minimum 
Essential Budget for a Decent Living – 2016) which was launched in March 2016. This study 
builds on a previous study published in 2012 which used a Budget Standard Approach to 
describe and cost the minimum essential budget required by different households to live 
decently in Malta. The two overarching objectives of this second edition of the Minimum 
Essential Budget for a Decent Living (MEBDL) are: a) To revise the minimum essential 
components of a basket of basic goods and services to achieve a decent standard of living in 
Malta as laid out in the 2012 MBDL study; b) To calculate the minimum essential budget for the 
three different low-income household categories in Malta based on this basket. 
 
The third section focused on the implementation of the CSRs on Minimum Income and follow 
up through the Semester process. It was pointed out that Malta is doing well when coming to 
stability and growth, therefore the Commission recommendation was to set up measures to 
ensure the long-term sustainability of public finances. Further to this the commission 
recommended to take the necessary measures to continue strengthening the labour supply, 
notably through increased participation of low-skilled persons in lifelong learning. 
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The fourth section focused on the political developments impacting on the reference budgets in 
relation to Minimum Income, where there needs to be an ongoing active labour market policy 
to provide the labour market with a permanent supply of initiatives all year around. This would 
enable employers to strategically plan without running into labour market obstruction. 
Investment in the labour market needs to be addressed both from a demand and supply 
perspective. 
 
The fourth section focused on the developments in relation to the (Insert name of country) 
EMIN Network where future potential partners would be 

 The government with the Minister for Family and Social Solidarity,  

 University of Malta, the Department of Social Well-being, 

 Community Chest Fund, 

 The President Foundation,  

 Other NGO’s including Caritas Malta. 
 
Netherlands 
Our national context report was completed and published on emin-eu.net 
 
Poland 
Our national report was prepared, accepted by the EC and presented during some meetings in 
Poland. Some parts of the report were used in other report about poverty in Poland prepared 
by EAPN Poland. On the base of the report we have prepared the postulates of Polish EMIN that 
we use to sign them etc. 
 
Portugal 
To produce our context report, delivered by the end of May, we did some research about what 
has changed since 2014 till now, in what concerns minimum income schemes in Portugal. We 
have also researched about social and political environment in Portugal and other data 
according to the model sent by EAPN Europe. We received positive feedback from the 
European Commission on August 3 and the report was already published on EMIN blog. 
 
Romania 
The EMIN2 Romanian Context Report has been drafted on the basis of complex information 
gathering from different sources such as: reports and official communications issued by 
Ministry of Labour and Social Justice and reports and communications of non-governmental 
organisations active in the field of social assistance; the data obtained was validated through 
informal and formal discussions with independent experts and decision makers in the field of 
social assistance in Romania. 
 
Slovakia 
We contacted national coordinator of EMIN 1 and academic Zuza Kusa  and we then extended 
discussions with the Elena Novotna from Ministry of Social Affaires and other experts. 
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Minimum income has gone up at the 1st of July 2017. This increase however is not enough for 
the people living at MI level.  
 
Slovenia 
National context report was prepared within the project timeline. In the process of gathering all 
the information, reports and studies, related to minimum income in Slovenia, we contacted and 
met with dr. Nada Stropnik from Institute for Economic Research in Ljubljana (Slovenia), an 
expert in the European Social Policy Network and an author of the research about reference 
budget in Slovenia.  
 
 
Spain 
Most of the regions have made changes in their regional legislation of minimum income. The 
situation is not smooth as we would have liked in some of them, with unexpected setbacks, as 
in the case of Euskadi and Castilla La Mancha. In other cases, after a lot of mobilization, the 
outcome does not meet the expectations, as in Andalucia, Aragon and Galicia. The report 
needed to be quite complex to cover all these changes 
 
UK 
A draft report was prepared by Katherine Duffy after discussion at UK EMIN steering group 
meetings on key issues to be included and following substantial secondary research. The draft 
was sent for comment to the EMIN steering group, Anne van Lancker of EMIN central team and 
two UK academics, Fran Bennett of Oxford University (social policy expert) and Donal Hirsch of 
Loughborough University (MIS expert). Comments were received from all parties and the draft 
was amended accordingly before the final report was submitted. 
 

WP4 Public Authority participation in EMIN2 
 

Deliverables identified in the application 
- 1 smaller preparatory meeting of representatives of public authorities willing to discuss facilitating 
engagement in the Network and prepare the larger meeting; 
- 1 larger meeting of all interested representatives to define cooperation among public authorities 
responsible for MIS, their engagement in the Network and topical exchange on adequacy, coverage and 
take-up.  

 
 Support Worker: Patrizia Brandellero has been employed to support the work under this 

work package.  

 The first meeting of representatives of National Administrations responsible for Minimum 
Income Schemes took place in December 2017.  Four countries took part and two country 
desk reps from the Commission. An exchange took place about the administrative 
arrangements for Minimum Income Schemes in the different countries. An exchange was 
also had on benchmarking. There was agreement to progress the idea of a Network of 
National Administrations. 
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 The second meeting of Public Authority Representatives took place on16 April 2018. 13 
countries have committed to be engaged in the development of the Network and 10 have 
registered for participation on the meeting.  Draft Terms of Reference for the Network have 
been developed for discussion at the meeting. 

 Participation of Public Authorities in the EMIN overall has also being developed, with 
representatives of Public Authorities taken part in the first Peer Review in Finland on Non-
Take-Up of Minimum Income Schemes. Public Authorities in many countries are also 
engaged to the Bus awareness tour.  

    

WP5 Communication strategy 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

General development of the Communication Strategy 
 

 Communication Strategy: As per the application Andrew Manasseh from Communication 
Europe was employed to support the development of the EMIN2 Communication Strategy. 
The Communications Strategy has been finalised, the concretisation and implementation is 
ongoing. 

 Developing EMIN2 tools:  The Communications Officer has updated the EMIN Blog 
(www.emin-eu.net) to make it suitable for the EMIN2 project. The Blog is regularly 
developed. 

 A PPP on EMIN has been developed which is useful for general opportunities to present the 
EMIN project.  

 A revised general presentation leaflet of EMIN was published. Several national networks 
are translating it, adapting it to their national context, and are actively using it. 

 The online platform Trello has been developed and is in place as an internal 
communication tool for the EMIN2 project. 

 A Communication Implementation plan has been developed in association to 
communication for the bus journey. The Communication Implementation plan includes the 
production of the following tools: 
 A false myth bosting campaign in relation to Minimum Income 
 Video testimonies associated to the false myth busting campaign 
 Bus logo, slogan and bus wrapping 
 A bus blog: emonbus.eu 
 Bus badges and stickers 
 Social media tools 

 

Deliverables identified in application 
- 1 two-day meeting to plan the strategy 
- 1 EMIN2 Communication Strategy Plan produced 
- Implementation of the strategy in 28 countries and at EU level (including 
communication outputs as defined in the strategy) 
 

http://www.emin-eu.net/
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National EMINs Communication Activities 
 

Austria 
In spring and summer 2017 we made some press releases, as rigorous minimum income laws 
were introduced in some Austrian federal states. As described in our context report on page 9 
in Upper Austria, in Lower Austria and in Burgenland a cap of 1.500€ was agreed. In first line 
this regulation hit families with children. Because in German language for “cap” we use the 
same word as for “lid” (“Deckel”), we made a cartoon and spread it quite largely on social 
media (in June 2017 before cap-law in upper-Austria was officially agreed in regional 
parliament): 
“Deckel drauf! – Kinder und ihre Zukunftschancen bedroht.” (Lid on! – Children and their future 
perspectives are threatened.) 
Press release in german: 
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/news/news-2017/mindestsicherung-ooe-deckel-drauf-kinder-
und-ihre-zukunftschancen-bedroht.html  
 
Press releases and public pressure because of practice in some federal states to deduct amount 
of care allowance from amount of Minimum Income (especially single mothers with 
handicapped children and caring relatives are the sufferers). Success: Lower Austria changed 
the law in August 2017, others hopefully will follow.  
Press release:  
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/news/news-2017/pflege-und-mindestsicherung-schikanen-
gegen-pflegende-angehoerige-und-alleinerziehende.html  
 
October 2017: Press release and public pressure because the 1.500€-cap per “household” led to 
the curious situation that women living with their children in a women’s shelter were estimated 
to live in one household, receiving 1.500€ together! 
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/aktivitaeten/mindestsicherungs-
monitoring/mindestsicherung-news/auswirkungen-mindestsicherungsgesetz-frauen-und-
kindern-in-not-existenz-gestrichen.html  
 
Designing big(ger) campaign “We together” 
Just now we are finishing a campaign named “We 
together” to be launched officially on 5th of April 2018. 
Main responsibility for the campaign has the working 
group public relations and communication of the Austrian 
Anti-Poverty Network. It will have a wider range than just 
Minimum Income but MI is a major reason for the 
campaign.  
It goes in line with EMIN2 as it is also designed as 
awareness raising campaign – it shall influence people to 
have more positive view on social security measures and 
on welfare state in general. With the special add-on, that 

http://www.armutskonferenz.at/news/news-2017/mindestsicherung-ooe-deckel-drauf-kinder-und-ihre-zukunftschancen-bedroht.html
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/news/news-2017/mindestsicherung-ooe-deckel-drauf-kinder-und-ihre-zukunftschancen-bedroht.html
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/news/news-2017/pflege-und-mindestsicherung-schikanen-gegen-pflegende-angehoerige-und-alleinerziehende.html
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/news/news-2017/pflege-und-mindestsicherung-schikanen-gegen-pflegende-angehoerige-und-alleinerziehende.html
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/aktivitaeten/mindestsicherungs-monitoring/mindestsicherung-news/auswirkungen-mindestsicherungsgesetz-frauen-und-kindern-in-not-existenz-gestrichen.html
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/aktivitaeten/mindestsicherungs-monitoring/mindestsicherung-news/auswirkungen-mindestsicherungsgesetz-frauen-und-kindern-in-not-existenz-gestrichen.html
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/aktivitaeten/mindestsicherungs-monitoring/mindestsicherung-news/auswirkungen-mindestsicherungsgesetz-frauen-und-kindern-in-not-existenz-gestrichen.html
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we try to affect new target groups “outside of the bubble” (more conservative, traditional and 
individualist groups). 
In the background there is the socio-political analysis that “Minimum Income” and the term 
itself is “successfully” discredited not only by the political right but also by representatives of 
people’s party – so Minimum Income has a quite bad image in big part of society (linked with 
“scrounger”-debate etc.). So it doesn’t make sense to directly name Minimum Income in a 
campaign because you wouldn’t get positive response by major groups of society.  
As we want to affect parts of society, we normally don’t reach, we needed to design this 
campaign in a new manner (regarding slogans, images, wording). Oriented on the saying: “The 
bait must be tasty for the fish and not for the angler.” 
 
 
The campaign is based on people’s needs:  
I need a doctor – You need a doctor 
We don’t let somebody die! 
We together 
 
Other (basic) needs we include: eating, shower, home / housing, friends, free-time (dance / 
music), education, work  
 
This campaign will be the most important communication tool – linked with EMIN2. We had 
internal presentation at our big Anti-Poverty-Conference beginning of March with 350 
participants. It shall be actively supported by most members of the Austrian Anti-Poverty 
Network. Although our financial resources are quite scarce we hope to generate some real 
impact. It shall be supported actively by most members of the Austrian Anti-Poverty Network. 
Campaign will be spread through Social Media, freecards, posters etc. (hopefully also 
advertisement in some newspapers) so we hope to generate some real impact. 
 
Belgium 
The Belgian Network will embrace the opportunities facilitated by the European Bus tour to 
formulate not only European but also Belgian and even local demands for better minimum 
income. Due to the visibility of the bus, we will be able to communicate directly with the local 
public but also with local and national press. During the bus stop events we will post contents 
on the social media pages of EMIN. We will also report about the undertaken action in 
newsletters and on the websites of the regional networks and other partners of the Belgian 
EMIN Network.  
  
 
Bulgaria 
Connections with journalists, arranging public awareness of the bus trip (for example, bgnes) 
and using different occasions to disseminate information (conferences, media presentations, 
etc.). 
 
Cyprus 
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The Communication Strategy was discussed and developed by the Steering Committee, but we 
had to recruit communication professionals to support our activities both on technical and on 
public relations level, hence consult us how to create the biggest impact possible.  
 
Czech Republic 
2017: We have completed the database of contacts of medias, partner NGO´s, local authorities 
and governmental organisations which are/should be involved in MI system awareness 
campaign. EAPN CR website was innovated and news on the MI system has been refilled 
continuously. The network of new cooperating & informed partners has extended, also through 
the EAPN CR activities: 
- 4 regional seminars to support senior and aging in Ostrava, Brno, Plzeň and Prague 
- National Meeting (November, 2017, the European House in Prague); The press release 

(included detailed information on the national context of minimum decent income) was 
prepared for the following press conference. The press information/press release was 
published by at least 10 medias in the CR. 

2018 
- Study on functioning of Czech system of minimum income, with special focus on changes in 

2017, based on case stories provided by Caritas Czech republic  social workers 
- Preparation of campaign regarding the Bus journey – contacting medias, partners in regions, 

potential National Ambassadors 
- Publishing press release before the bus start in CR, organizing meetings with medias, 

interviews with Ambassadors, stories of people living on MI etc. 
- Extending database and completing EAPN CR website 
 
Croatia 
EMIN2 Croatia project team already prepared Comunication strategy for EMIN2 in Croatia 
following general EAPN communication strategy guidelines. EMIN 2 project already contacted 
media and developed good cooperation with some TV and radio station and some influential 
journalists in Croatia.  
 
More on that EMIN2 project aims and activities for Croatia were presented to broader Croatian 
public on 3 influential National Radio broadcast. Namely National Coordinator Z. Babić has 
participated on Radio Sljeme broadcast 17.4.2017 than on Croatian Radio 1 (one of the most 
important National radio –reach whole country) in  ‘Dossier Europa’ 15/6/2017 available at 
http://radio.hrt.hr/aod/dossier-europa-borba-protiv-siromastva/213534  and ‘Civilno društvo’ also on Croatian Radio 1 
21/6/ 2017 available at http://radio.hrt.hr/emisija/civilno-drustvo/515.   

 
In February 2018 after organizing influential National Conference our main National Awareness 
Raising event media coverage was really huge so we achieve large impact. For instance, there 
were a news about our Conference even on central information daily news broadcast in prime 
time  on Croatian National Television. Links to media coverage for our conference: 
 

 http://vijesti.hrt.hr/431112/u-hrvatskoj-svaki-peti-stanovnik-izlozen-riziku-od-

siromastva 

 

http://radio.hrt.hr/aod/dossier-europa-borba-protiv-siromastva/213534
http://radio.hrt.hr/emisija/civilno-drustvo/515
http://vijesti.hrt.hr/431112/u-hrvatskoj-svaki-peti-stanovnik-izlozen-riziku-od-siromastva
http://vijesti.hrt.hr/431112/u-hrvatskoj-svaki-peti-stanovnik-izlozen-riziku-od-siromastva
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 http://balkans.aljazeera.net/vijesti/petina-stanovnika-hrvatske-u-riziku-od-

siromastva 

 

 http://www.index.hr/mobile/clanak.aspx?category=vijesti&id=1027211 

 

 http://m.vijesti.ba/clanak/394744/hrvatska-svaki-peti-stanovnik-izlozen-siromastvu 

 

 https://dnevnik.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/svjetski-dan-socijalne-pravde-svaki-peti-

stanovnik-hrvatske-izlozen-riziku-od-siromastva---507419.html 

 

 https://www.cropix.hr/index.php?menuid=gallery_cropix&gid=115281 

 

 http://hr.n1info.com/a282010/Vijesti/U-Hrvatskoj-svaki-peti-stanovnik-u-riziku-od-

siromastva.html 
 
We plan to continue in the future further develop our good relations with journalists and media 
developers in Croatia. 
 
Estonia 
Estonian president emphasized our important positions and values in her speech on 
24.02.2018. Full-length version of the speech in English can be found: 
https://www.president.ee/en/official-duties/speeches/14154-the-president-of-the-republic-at-
the-estonian-national-museum/index.html 
 
An important paragraph here:
“It is devastating to the dignity of the state if the local government, whose immediate 
responsibility is to notice the people around us, does not assume responsibility for that person 
at their time of need or does not help to protect the dignity of that person, even after having 
accepted their tax contributions in happier times. 

http://balkans.aljazeera.net/vijesti/petina-stanovnika-hrvatske-u-riziku-od-siromastva
http://balkans.aljazeera.net/vijesti/petina-stanovnika-hrvatske-u-riziku-od-siromastva
http://www.index.hr/mobile/clanak.aspx?category=vijesti&id=1027211
http://m.vijesti.ba/clanak/394744/hrvatska-svaki-peti-stanovnik-izlozen-siromastvu
https://dnevnik.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/svjetski-dan-socijalne-pravde-svaki-peti-stanovnik-hrvatske-izlozen-riziku-od-siromastva---507419.html
https://dnevnik.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/svjetski-dan-socijalne-pravde-svaki-peti-stanovnik-hrvatske-izlozen-riziku-od-siromastva---507419.html
https://www.cropix.hr/index.php?menuid=gallery_cropix&gid=115281
http://hr.n1info.com/a282010/Vijesti/U-Hrvatskoj-svaki-peti-stanovnik-u-riziku-od-siromastva.html
http://hr.n1info.com/a282010/Vijesti/U-Hrvatskoj-svaki-peti-stanovnik-u-riziku-od-siromastva.html
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It is devastating to the dignity of the State, if the rural municipality will deliver to your post box 
a newspaper published with taxpayers´ money but will leave this person alone after a tragedy, 
or without the assistance or support towards the end of their life because of the budget. 

Somehow there is always enough budget for brain washing, for creating the impression that 
local rulers are irreplaceable – the grotesque of the capital is visible but the same is repeated 
also at local level. 

I would like to thank all the local government officials who put their hearts into their work, 
thinking about the needs and the dreams of their people, assigning funds primarily to where 
the problem is the biggest! 

We do not need to be among the top 5 wealthiest countries, nor even among the top 5 
wealthiest local governments in Estonia in order to think about the dignity of our citizens. A 
little will take you a long way if we put enough caring into it. Our public means are far from 
being small. They are sufficient for Estonia to be a country of dignity for our people.” 

It is so important to feel, that even our president is “on our side”. 
 
Network of Estonian Non-profit Organizations, NENO (or EMSL in Estonian) is the single and 
largest Estonian organization uniting public benefit non-profit organizations. NENO issues a 
magazine “Good Citizen”. The next issue is sustainable development. It also reviews the UN's 
sustainable development goals and the current status of the areas listed in Estonia. 
We were asked to write an article that appears in the next issue. "Losing Poverty Everywhere". 
How to assess the current situation in Estonia and the Estonian perspective? What is good, 
what's wrong? What should be done to be happy by 2030? How can NGOs contribute? The 
article was sent to NENO on 20th of February 2018. https://heakodanik.ee/ and published in 
March 2018. 

 
The Evening newspaper has the largest readership in Estonia, the newspaper can also be read 
online. They asked for our EMIN Network opinion about the wage gap, gender pay gap and 
possible solutions - of course, EMIN! Published on 20.03.2018. 
https://www.ohtuleht.ee/865739/graafik-eesti-on-uks-korgeima-palgavaesusega-riike-euroopa-
liidus 
 
Our aim is to raise awareness on adequate Minimum Income Schemes amongst citizens, social 
partners, the media and decision makers. But we need to make it clear that the people in whose 
name we act will understand the MIN scheme. The biggest challenge is the opposition of the 
public opinion to the EMIN. It is much influenced by the past and stigma.  
 
 

The Opinion Festival, taking place in Estonia for the sixth year running, is now part of 
Democracy Festivals, a newly established network of like-minded events. It’s an important 
opportunity to put forward EMIN messages. 

 December 1, 2017 at 9.20. We gave an interview to Saaremaa Kadi radio. 

https://heakodanik.ee/
https://www.ohtuleht.ee/865739/graafik-eesti-on-uks-korgeima-palgavaesusega-riike-euroopa-liidus
https://www.ohtuleht.ee/865739/graafik-eesti-on-uks-korgeima-palgavaesusega-riike-euroopa-liidus
http://democracyfestivals.org/
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 Saturday, November 25, 2017. At 10.15 we gave an interview to Kuku Radio. "Good 
Saturday Morning" Leader Olaf Suuder knows the social field very well. 

 
Denmark 
The report was published and mailed to a wider range of organisations and persons.  
 
Aside, the report was summarized in an article in the magazine “Social Policy”, September 2017 
along with other articles from experts, labour market partners and political parties, al related to 
the theme: Minimum income and the European Pillar of Social Rights.  
 
The Magazine together with the report was used as background material for a conference 
concerning “A social Denmark – A social Europe”, held 31 October 2017 in Copenhagen. At this 
Conference we succeeded for the first time to unite social NGO’s, Trade Unions and political 
parties in a common initiative in favour of a decent minimum income. There were different 
opinions, especially concerning EU’s role versus the traditional national independency, but the 
mere fact that the different actors met and had a positive debate, are a progress.   
 
The next event where the report and the debate concerning a decent minimum income is taken 
up, is at meeting 6 March 2018 in the Governments Contact Committee for EU – 2020 Strategy. 
The Committee is invited by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the ministry of Finance, and 
gathers representatives for relevant ministries, regions, local authorities, labour market 
partners, social NGOS and other interest organizations.  
 
In the coming months up to the visit of the bus in Denmark, 21 – 26 June 2018, minimum 
income is justified and discussed in net medias targeted the relevant actors.   
 
Finland 
We have used EAPN-Finland´s communication channels (website, Facebook, Twitter, 
newsletter), but in near future we will do our own leaflet, poster and videos for Youtube to 
support our events, seminars and the Bus tour, and especially the citizens’ initiative EAPN-
Finland is starting 1th of March to raise the basic social security benefits by Guaranteed 
Income. 
 
France 
 A first call for contributions has been made upstream of 2018 to mobilize relevant actors of 

our network on the construction of the 2018 events (which actors to mobilize, how, which 
media to use ..?) 

 We put in place communication tools (presentation flyer, Awareness Quiz….) sent on a large 
scale, taking advantage of the events organized during the year 2018 to publicize EMIN and 
its messages.  

 We called on public authorities in different French cities / regions to make them aware of 
their necessary involvement in the project and on events, creating partnerships with them 
when possible in cities where the bus will stay. They will communicate our information in 
their networks. 
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 We take advantage of the resources that we have within our own organisation: the political 
entries of our directors/administrators to communicate on the program in political contexts, 
and the more local implementation of our project managers to disseminate information at 
the local level (departments, cities, regional working groups, etc.) but also directly to civil 
society when the opportunity arises (training, public events ...) 

 Once again, the support of our national union and the regional unions of our network is a 
major tool to disseminate information not only over a very large territory but also among 
our members who represent a very wide range of sectors intervention. 

 There will be an “agora” on the Emin project in the national congress of the UNIOPSS in April 
: around 1000 persons. 

 The website of the EAPN French network presents the Emin project and the events in 2018. 
www.eapn.fr  
 
Germany 
The communication strategy based on four issues: 
a) Application of the EMIN objectives by the advisory board.  
b) Support from Trade Union (DGB): 

 Articles, flyers and advertising on the DGB homepage 

 planned here is a commercial 

 Integration of EMIN objectives into a common trade union strategy about a social Europe 
(minimum wages, high working conditions, EPSR – and the integration of the several EU-
initiatives to social protection) 

c) Communication and discussion on events 

 Information on the DGB-Congress in March 
d) Bus stop in Dortmund and Erfurt with cooperation from local networks. 
 
Greece 
The communication strategy focuses on the use of PRAKSIS website and of social media such as 
facebook and twitter.  
 
The outcomes of the Bus Trip will be distributed (leaflet) and will be uploaded in website and 
social media. 
 
Hungary 
Visibility, informativity and opportunities of involvement are the main pillars of our strategy. 
Visibility:  
Online: we develop platforms for our EMIN work, such as a separated campaign page at our 
website: http://www.mszeh.hu/garantalt_minimumjovedelem_emin/ or a Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/minimumjovedelem/ and also created content to our blog under 
the label “minimumjövedelem” (MI in Hungarian) and “gmj” (refers to guaranteed MI), see 
these here: http://meltomegelhetes.blog.hu/tags/minimumj%C3%B6vedelem We also use 
testimonies to bring the issue of MI closer to the people: 
http://meltomegelhetes.blog.hu/tags/t%C3%B6rt%C3%A9net and 
http://www.mszeh.hu/ugyeink/melto_megelhetes_munkacsoport/  

http://www.eapn.fr/
http://www.mszeh.hu/garantalt_minimumjovedelem_emin/
https://www.facebook.com/minimumjovedelem/
http://meltomegelhetes.blog.hu/tags/minimumj%C3%B6vedelem
http://meltomegelhetes.blog.hu/tags/t%C3%B6rt%C3%A9net
http://www.mszeh.hu/ugyeink/melto_megelhetes_munkacsoport/
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We also take part in collaborations related to MI – see the video of the Roma Press Centre on 
the issue: 
https://www.facebook.com/RomaSajtokozpontRomaPressCenter/videos/1549552501749613/ 
(it is a short and easy-to-understand explainer to the viewers). 
Offline: 
We organize events where the issue of MI can be discussed by the participants. A good 
opportunity was our general assembly on 10th Nov 2017 or our field visits (in Debrecen: 
http://meltomegelhetes.blog.hu/2017/07/07/debrecenben_jartunk, in Mátraverebély: 
https://www.facebook.com/mszeh.hapn/photos/a.139200546136763.25530.13403147998700
3/1611701635553306/?type=3&theater). We generate discussion around the social safety net, 
focus on an item of it and raise questions, develop campaign activities since the people entitled 
for these benefits are the target group of an adequate MI as well. Two examples: we launched a 
campaign concentrating on the poor quality of the family allowance: 
http://www.mszeh.hu/ugyeink/melto_megelhetes_munkacsoport/duplazzuk-meg-a-csaladi-
potlekot/ and also collected complains about the restrictions around the employment 
substitution benefit: 
http://meltomegelhetes.blog.hu/2017/06/13/felhivas_fht_elvesztese_tartos_betegseg_miatt 
On the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty (17/10/2017), we organized a round-
table discussion, at which the expert participants also talked about the urgent need of a proper 
MI in Hungary: https://www.facebook.com/events/1279528235492562/  
Informativity:  
Online: see the shared information at the links above. 
Offline: see the examples of the events we organized or take part in. One addition: we were 
contacted in order to attend at a conference on MI on the 8th March in Brussels. We used the 
opportunity to send a delegation with 3 members of our working group who has been already 
working on our MI campaign. 
Involvement: 
The method we use in our daily work is community organizing, which is a structured form of 
interest representation of excluded and oppressed people. All of our campaigns are 
participation-based, which means that people experiencing poverty and their allies are the 
main actors. See more about the method here: http://www.mszeh.hu/ugyeink/szegenysegben-
elok-a-halozat-mukodeseben/  
 
Ireland 
A communications strategy is in the process of development. Central elements to the strategy 
will be: 
- the role played the recruitment by EAPN Ireland of a staff member with a specific 

communications brief who will take over as EMIN Coordinator in Ireland.  
- The development of a new EAPN Ireland website. 
- agreement by the Irish network to carry out national advocacy work on access to an 

adequate social welfare for Ireland. 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/RomaSajtokozpontRomaPressCenter/videos/1549552501749613/
http://meltomegelhetes.blog.hu/2017/07/07/debrecenben_jartunk
https://www.facebook.com/mszeh.hapn/photos/a.139200546136763.25530.134031479987003/1611701635553306/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/mszeh.hapn/photos/a.139200546136763.25530.134031479987003/1611701635553306/?type=3&theater
http://www.mszeh.hu/ugyeink/melto_megelhetes_munkacsoport/duplazzuk-meg-a-csaladi-potlekot/
http://www.mszeh.hu/ugyeink/melto_megelhetes_munkacsoport/duplazzuk-meg-a-csaladi-potlekot/
http://meltomegelhetes.blog.hu/2017/06/13/felhivas_fht_elvesztese_tartos_betegseg_miatt
https://www.facebook.com/events/1279528235492562/
http://www.mszeh.hu/ugyeink/szegenysegben-elok-a-halozat-mukodeseben/
http://www.mszeh.hu/ugyeink/szegenysegben-elok-a-halozat-mukodeseben/
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Italy 
EAPN ITALY has made EMIN part of its general communication strategy: a communication 
officer manages EAPN ITALY’s newsletter, which includes news and articles on the EMIN project 
and minimum income. We have a Facebook page dedicated exclusively to the project and 
publish press releases whenever there are events. We recently created a new Facebook page 
for dissemination of news on the “EMIN BUS” project. 
 
Notable among activities undertaken in 2017 to raise national awareness of EMIN 2 was the 
initiative in Avellino (Region of Campania) to present the project. Campania, and more precisely 
its capital, Naples, is one of the scheduled stops of the Bus Tour.  
 
Latvia 
(1) Meeting of the National coordinator and regional coordinators regarding usage of the 

Communication guidelines provided by EMIN 2 Project Staff Team building the 
communication with the Latvian society; and regarding target groups, and available 
communication channels (social networks, TV, radio, national level and regional printed 
media) and tools (website, informative handouts, leaflets, brochures 

 

(2) Appointment of PR officer and approval of his/her duties 
 

(3) Engagement and explanatory activities with stakeholders to provide communication and 
visibility of the project 

 

Lithuania 
EAPN Lithuania is intensively working on spreading the minimum income idea on the social 
media. The main tool for communication work is Facebook. During the EMIN project, it is 
planned to release about 50 Facebook posts related to the project and the provision of 
minimum income. So far, we have published about 20 posts on the minimum income 
protection gaps in Lithuania. After we released the study of social assistance in Lithuania, we 
also started a series of posts using the quotes from the research along with our 
recommendations to improve minimum income schemes in Lithuania (e.g. 
https://goo.gl/nmny13 ).  
 
Also, the EMIN project reports were published together with EAPN Lithuania comments, 
summaries which present the key issues of minimum income schemes across the Europe. We 
seek to inform people that most countries are facing the same challenges while ensuring the 
adequacy, coverage and effectiveness of the minimum income schemes. Lithuanian minimum 
income scheme was also presented in the context of the EU.  
 
Occasionally we also publish relevant data on poverty and social exclusion, as well as data 
which reveals the role of social benefits on reducing poverty and other posts on the EMIN 
project. 
 
We also try to educate society about the importance of minimum income guarantee by telling 
stories about social benefit recipients. We plan to find about 20 people who would agree to be 

https://goo.gl/nmny13
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interviewed and participate in video reportage. We made an agreement with the local initiative 
called “Positive diary”, were positive stories of people who overcame difficulties are published. 
In these videos, we try to highlight the importance of enabling minimum income and enabling 
social services that must be a part of minimum income schemes. In addition, we try to include 
NGOs into these videos, so they could share their experiences. So far, about 7 videos has been 
published (e.g. https://goo.gl/PcV56k; video with the director of an NGO: 
https://goo.gl/cAXdEZ). 
 
It is also important to mention that we also distribute these messages among our National 
Network members who share this information internally or on their own websites.  
 
There was also a radio show were we also talked about minimum income protection in 
Lithuania. 
 
We also published a press release about the presentation of our study so there was also some 
attention from the media. The director gave an interview to the radio and was invited to 
participate in the news show. In both of these, she talked about minimum income protection 
and the main EMIN messages. 
 
All the communication work mentioned above will be continued.  
In addition, we are planning to make short videos (up to 3-5 minutes) with the well-known 
people in Lithuania who would talk about the main EMIN messages. We want to make videos 
with academics, recognised people from NGO and other socially oriented well-known people.  At 
this stage we are still making a list of possible participants and thinking about different 
questions for each of them. These videos will be published on EAPN Lithuania Facebook account. 
Video communication will be strengthened before the Bus trip in order to maintain public 
attention. The first video is already prepared. 
 
Luxemburg 
We don’t have a strategy yet. 
 
Malta 
Our communication strategy is to involve Politicians, Non-Governmental Organisations and the 
Civil Society to ensure that all will know and understand the EMIN2 objective. Our 
communication strategy is designed to help our Maltese network to communicate effectively 
and meet the core objectives of EMIN2.  
 
Netherlands 

 Objective 1: Activate members of the EMIN Network and mobilise them to become actively 
engaged in communications campaigns at national level. 

 
We brought together local organizations in all three cities where the bus will arrive, as well as 
organizations that joined u in creating the workshops with young people and students. This 
coalition will also be invited to join the organization of the conference in September/October. 

https://goo.gl/PcV56k
https://goo.gl/cAXdEZ
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Next to the activation of the network members of EAPN NL, we invite all sort of new groups to 
join the EMIN network, as we further explain under Objective 2. 

 
• Objective 2: Extend the network to new partners and organisations and activate them to 

become actively engaged in communications campaigns. 
The network is growing and bringing all kinds of movements together, such as the 
Dreammachine in Leeuwarden, a local open group for people with mental, psychic and other 
handicaps or the stichting Don’t Forget the children in Eindhoven or the former Fries 
Samenwerkingsverband Uitkeringsgerechtigden, that is looking for a new start. All are invited to 
play a role in the stay of the EMIN bus. 

 
• Objective 3: Raise awareness at national level on adequate Minimum Income Schemes 

amongst citizens, social partners, the media and decision makers. 
We use our social media for nearly a year to raise awareness, as we use meetings to talk about 
EMIN, give EMIN an important role in our paper and reports. Create, in coalitions, workshops.  
 

 Objective 4: We will influence decision makers at national 
Meetings in our Parliament, the European Parliament, at municipality level, within the G32 Task 
Force ‘Poverty & Debts’, the Reference Budget group, the Ministry of SA&E are used to lobby 
for EMIN. As we also use opportunities like the Reaction on the concept NRP, the paper on 
Debts and causes of Debts for the Commission SA&E of our Parliament and the Poverty Watch 
2017, in which EMIN of course has a role, that was send to a range of policy makers. Plus, the 
reports and outcomes of the workshops are brought to these levels. 
 
As EMIN NL we started in 2017 a Twitter campaign, that still is going on. Through this campaign 
we show that the MI is too low to live decently in our country. Secondly, we had our say at the 
TF of the G40, which position we also use to inform them about the EMIN process. Thirdly we 
used in 2017 and will use in 2018 our position as stakeholder at the NRP process to inform 
about the EMIN process and give our opinion of the existing MI. Four: we invited all kinds of 
organizations to cooperate and work towards a higher MI. Five: we were asked by the 
Commission of SA&E of our Parliament to create a paper on the causes of debts and give 
possible solutions. We used this opportunity to write about EMIN: We have already expressed 
that we believe that the minimum income is too low. To close the gap between current social 
assistance and necessary expenses for a decent life, at least, in addition to the regular increases 
per half year, there is needed an additional increase of 5% for the minimum income over the 
next three years, in steps of 2% in 2018 and 1.5% in 2019 and 2020. This gives people with the 
lowest possible income slightly more air and will improve their quality of life, with all positive 
consequences for their children, for example. (www.emin-eu.net). 
http://eapnned.nl/assets/pdf/oorzaak_schulden_en_wat_het_veroorzaakt.pdf 
Next to this we spoke about this increase at the moment we had a meeting in the European 
Parliament with the pa. of Mr. Jeroen Lenaers, MEP CDA, EPP and will talk about it at the 
meeting we will have in March with mrs. L. Voortman, MP GroenLinks and the pa. of mr. 
Gerbrandy, MEP D66, ALDE, very likely also in March.  
 

http://eapnned.nl/assets/pdf/oorzaak_schulden_en_wat_het_veroorzaakt.pdf
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Poland 
In line with the common EMIN communications strategy we have developed out 
communication under the following headings:   

 Objective 1: Activate members of the EMIN Network and mobilise them to become actively 
engaged in communications campaigns at national level. 
 Have clearly developed EMIN contact lists to keep the organisations involved in EMIN 

Poland informed of the work 
 We use social media to spread info and motivate our contacts to forward the 

information/posts 
 We are coordinating with our EMIN organisations to ensure we maximise the 

opportunities we will have in relation to the bus  
• Objective 2: Extend the network to new partners and organisations and activate them to 

become actively engaged in communications campaigns. 
 We have prioritised the engagement of Trade Unions and have identified three Unions 

to see to be active in our Network 
 For our second target we have identified city councils and social welfare centres and we 

are in direct contact with them to try to engage them in the Network.  
• Objective 3: Raise awareness at national level on adequate Minimum Income Schemes 

amongst citizens, social partners, the media and decision makers. 
 We see the bus awareness tour as the best opportunity to raise awareness among 

public. We are planning to make the most of this opportunity through media work and 
through use of social media. 

 We have identified one ambassador who has the potential to build public awareness. 
We are seeking other Ambassadors. 

• Objective 4: We will influence decision makers at national 
 Our National Conference and lobbying activities are aimed at influencing decision 

makers 
 
We need to prepare more clear idea about communication strategy. We have given some 
interviews with media about minimum income in context of 500+ programme in Poland.  We 
use our website, facebook and twitter to communicate.  
 
Portugal 
We had an internal meeting on June 7, with two colleagues of EAPN Portugal, responsible for 
the communication and information areas, to present the project and start thinking about the 
project dissemination in Portugal. 
 
There is a presentation of EMIN project on EAPN Portugal website, available for viewing at 
http://www.eapn.pt/projeto/203/projeto-emin-ii-european-minimum-income-network-ii 
 
We wrote a document “Em análise”, concerning the adequate minimum income and the 
unconditional basic income and its place on fighting poverty, available at  
file:///C:/Users/Eapn/Downloads/EM%20ANALISE_n%C2%BA34_Rendimento%20Minimo%20A
dequado.pdf 
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We published an announce on EAPN blog Flash Rede to present EMIN project - 
http://flashrede.blogspot.pt/2017/04/projeto-emin-ii-european-minimum-income.html - and 
about the national meeting with the contact group - 
http://flashrede.blogspot.pt/2017/07/projeto-emin-reuniu-em-lisboa.html 
 
We wrote an article for magazine FocusSocial, published on June 2017  
 
We translated the communication strategy presentation to Portuguese and presented/debated 
it in the meeting with the contact group. We also translated the EMIN leaflet from English to 
Portuguese and printed 250 copies to distribute whenever appropriate 
 
We are working on the elaboration of podcasts, in Portuguese, concerning the SII in Portugal, 
namely what is the positive impact of this measure on people’s life and how it could/should be 
improved (work in progress). The speakers are only SII beneficiaries or ex-beneficiaries, so that 
we can give a voice to the people that actually have or had to live with the SII. The recordings 
were made on 5 February 2018 and we will have a first version of the work by the end of 
March. 
 
We had an internal meeting on 2 March 2018, with the communication and information areas, 
to discuss the dissemination of the project and particularly of the EMIN bus tour. 
 
The draft programme for the EMIN Bus contemplates a press conference, that we are now 
organizing. 
 
Romania 
The Romanian EMIN2 communication strategy is based on informational and promotional 
national activities aimed at disseminating relevant information for the EMIN national network 
and future possible members of the network.  The core messages at national level are synced 
with the core (European) EMIN2 messages and communications. The Romanian communication 
strategy aims to achieve a number of specific objectives, such as:  
- raising the awareness of the general public and the media regarding EMIN core messages;  
- providing informative support for the EMIN network members and key stakeholders;  
- ensuring transparent implementation.  

 
The promotion and visibility of the project at national level is ensured by drafting and 
disseminating press releases and news feeds and tracking the dissemination of 
communications, using EMIN core messages, as well as testimonials, data and statistical 
information, life stories and experiences, etc. to draw attention on the EMIN2 project. During 
the reporting period, the EMIN2 leaflets have been adapted and translated into Romanian and 
disseminated online, as well as during events and meetings organised by RENASIS and other 
EMIN network member organisations. Also, the National Context Report, as well as a summary 
of the European EMIN Report were made available into Romanian language, online and in hard-
copies during various events and meetings. 
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Social media and online platforms are constantly being used for posting project information and 
convey the project messages, e.g. RENASIS facebook page, RENASIS webpage (www.renasis.ro), 
online discussion groups, members' webpages (www.resurseumane-aur.ro, www.asociatianovapolis.ro) 
etc.  
The different communication activities and tools are being adapted to the specific targeted 
audiences and their backgrounds, circumstances, location and other specific criteria. Story 
telling is a key part of the Romanian communication strategy and therefore testimonials from 
people experiencing poverty and MIS beneficiaries have been collected and undergoing editing 
at the very moment.  
 
Slovakia 
We used communication actions before the EMIN meetings (for example: 15th of November 
2017 we had press conference in the Syndicate of journalists in Bratislava about EMIN 2 project. 
Our press release became part of their web side.) Our Strategy is in process of creation. EMIN 
Europe provides templates, tools: how to build our communication strategy, with a detailed 
plan and calendar. We collect photos of EMIN Ambassadors, photos from EMIN awareness 
raising events in 2017, interviews and personal stories of poor people and their experiences. 
We create net of journalists, writing about social issues and poverty.  We cooperated with the 
local media, regional media, and with the TV, during EMIN awareness raising event in 2017.  We 
strengthen our EMIN network. We contacted other partners and allies. We focused also on 
young unemployed people and school- leavers, using new IT technologies. We prepare cartoons 
about MI.   
 
 1) we established new web side - sapn info and update EMIN . Some of EMIN members use 
social media and post info on the preparation and meeting. After meetings EMIN network 
update our national website and post info and feedback about EMIN awareness raising Events 
in 2017.   
 
 2 ) We made 4 video clips for social media about people experiencing poverty with MINIMUM 
INCOME to give their opinion of the existing MI.  
 
3) we contacted famous singer and TV actor Gizka Oňova  focused  on helping poor people and 
families. She gave us to our disposition and web all her causes described also in T.V. series 
called Mother in law.  
 
4) During Bus Trip in Bratislava  Gizka Oňová and Bratislava Town Cultural Centre Vajnory will 
organize awareness Event. Ambassadors of EMIN help us to raise awareness of EMIN topic and 
EMIN BUS TRIP. 
 
5) We contacted expert  for communication strategy Saňo Gerič. He helped us to know more 
about effective tools and he helped us create key message: “ je to vec nás všetkých”  (it is 
matter of all us).  We communicate with the Elke and  we prepare the invitations, postures, 
booklets and other materials how to inform people during our meetings and during BUS TRIP as 

http://www.renasis.ro/
http://www.resurseumane-aur.ro/
http://www.asociatianovapolis.ro/
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much as possible people. Our strategy is based on multidimensional poverty and various kinds 
of groups, age categories to construct “puzzle”.  
 
These days we focused on actions associated with the cruel death of young 28-years old 
investigative journalist and his partner showing in which conditions is democracy, how much 
corruption and mafia steals Eurofonds in Agriculture area, where live the poorest people in 
Slovakia). Protests in many towns of Slovakia and in the world brought fruits and new election 
was chosen as only good political solution.    
 
 
 
Slovenia 
Communication with political stakeholders regarding the European Social Pillar and information 
about EMIN 2 project: 
- E-mail information, sent to the President of Republic of Slovenia, Mr. Borut Pahor and phone 

communication with his staff. 
- E-mail information, sent to the Minister of Labour, Family, Social Affairs and Equal 

Opportunities, Ms. Anja Kopač Mrak. 
- E-mail information, sent to the Prime Minister of the Republic of Slovenia, dr. Miro Cerar  
- E-mail information and meeting with the mayor of Ljubljana.  
 
We’re in the process of preparing the leaflet about the EMIN 2 project in Slovene (including 
slogan), which will be widely distributed at national conference about minimum income (3th of 
May 2018) and within EMIN BUS event in Ljubljana (4th of May 2018).    
 
The information was published in the web page of the Peace Institute.  
 
The future implementation about communication strategy: we will work with various relevant 
stakeholders (including media, policy makers, NGOs, academia, PeP etc.) in the next few 
months, during the preparations for the main EMIN events in Slovenia. 
 
Spain 
The Euskadi Network has been very active campaigning against the forthcoming reform of the 
IGI, as it wants to restrict the coverage. An example of DEIA, a regional newspaper. The article 
was written by Manu Moreno, president of EAPN Euskadi and member of the EMIN network. 
They also had radio interviews. 
In Galicia, the Galician network has been active in radio interviews regarding the Regulation of 
the Minimum Income Law in Galicia, RISGA.  
 
In Murcia, there has been an event at the University of Murcia, co-organized with the Murcian 
network, with the participation of academics, politicians and NGO members. It had also media 
impact. 
 
UK 

https://www.deia.com/2017/05/23/opinion/el-problema-de-la-rgi
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I am waiting on the relevant organisations on the EMIN Steering Group to provide the definitive 
report on WP5. In the meantime, some comments. 
 
National media interest and awareness 
This is so far the weakest part of our work but a strategy that is too ambitious is unrealistic. We 
do expect to get local/ regional and Scottish publicity from our events and we are still working 
on publicity aspects. We will use credibility from the events of 22-23 May (Leicester EMIN bus 
visit), 20 April, 10 May and 30 May (policy round tables in Glasgow) to get more UK national 
awareness, at least in certain sectors, in the autumn round of conferences and events. Our 
partners, EAPN and, informally, Unite Community, have not much money and it is unrealistic in 
the current environment to get any national publicity as we have not the profile nor the 
personnel nor financial means to get much attention in the current UK climate. We had 
approached the Guardian national newspaper to cover the EMIN bus tour, without success. A 
member organisation on the EMIN Steering Group has close informal contacts with the 
Guardian, and we will next try this more informal approach. We will have regional coverage and 
it may engender more national media interest in the final conference later in the year.  
 
However, this difficulty in EMIN getting coverage does not mean that the question of adequate 
income is not a hot topic in the UK – due to the roll-out of Universal Credit it certainly is – and it 
is quite difficult to get heard on the European dimension in a crowded and contentious 
environment where the defects of UC are the main political issue of attack and defence and 
where Brexit colours people’s attitudes. 
 
Cultural figures 
We hoped that if we could get support from cultural figures, this would attract more publicity 
for our activities. So far, we have not been successful. We have had no success with Kate 
Rutter, actress with a central role in the film I Daniel Blake, with whom one of our organisations 
had had some earlier contact. We have had a little more success with Akala, rapper, who is 
interested and with a well-known gospel choir, who support the aims. But the difficulty is 
pinning them down to do anything.  We are continuing to pursue support from cultural figures. 
Unite Community is now asking Ken Loach, director of I Daniel Blake, with whom they have 
contact.  
  
Website 
We have had difficulties with website development and maintenance capacity and we are 
rethinking in terms of links to other sites.  
 
Social media 
We have now got Facebook and Twitter sorted for EMIN news.  
We were thinking of launching a petition on EMIN’s 2 key demands on 38 degrees but wait to 
see if there is a European level petition for EMIN.  
 
2-minute Videos from high profile figures  
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We have just started this in February 2018. So far, we have managed to get one MP, Ruth 
George, MP for High Peaks Derbyshire to do a ‘selfie video’ welcoming EMIN and speaking 
about her expert work on Universal Credit. We are still waiting on the promised selfie video 
from Rory Palmer, MEP for East Midlands. We heard today that he is still planning to do it.  
 

WP6 ‘Everyone on the Bus’ Initiative 
 

 

Overv
iew 
of 
Prepa
ration
s 
 

 C
hange 

of 
time-
table: 
Given 

the 
actual starting date of the project if we stuck to the original time table the bus journey 
would take place in the winter of 2017/2018. Therefore, we have adjusted the date and the 
journey for better Minimum Income Schemes will now be in the Spring of 2018 (24 April to 
28 June). 

 Planning for the journey: DESTREE (event organisers) were supporting the organisation of 
the Bus tour, particularly in relation to the logistics and the visibility. However, their 
eventual offer for the tour was not feasible within our Budget, so Fintan as EMIN manager 
took on the task to manage the bus tour. 

 Three offers were sought, and we were pleased to accept the offer of Lauwers a Flemish 
bus company with a very good reputation established since 1947. 

 A Frequently Asked Questions document about the Bus Tour has been developed to help 
with the practical arrangements. In addition, a daily time table excel doc has been 
developed for each bus as well as an excel doc on ‘who is on the bus. 

 At the time of writing nearly all stops are finalised, and it’s expected that 6 to 8 people from 
outside the country will be on the bus for each leg of the journey. 

 Permission has also been received for the launch and closing ceremonies on the Esplanade 
in front of the European Parliament in Brussels. Key representatives of the Institutions and 
of social and civil society have being invited to speak at the launch.  

 A special blog was launched to follow the bus and communicate about the activities and 
support: www.eminbus.eu. The journey was presented to the EU stakeholder forum on 21 

Deliverables identified in application 
- Two adjusted buses and drivers secured 
- Tour planned and executed for the two buses for a period of two months each 
- Develop local, regional and national publicity work 
- Establish EU and national mixed teams to accompany and coordinate the journey 
on board 
- Manage subcontractors for event organization  
- Bloggers and communication officer to harvest stories and publish information on 
the journey 
- News articles produced 
- Attract media and social media attention 
- Volunteers to travel on bus?  
- Travelling across at least 20 countries over 2 months 
- Departure and return ‘ceremony’ of bus in Brussels around key EU institution 
- National networks to coordinate the visits in their country facilitate meetings and 
invite speakers, stakeholder, attendants… 
 

http://www.eminbus.eu/
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March and to MEPs and press on 11 April. The Bus Awareness tour involves: 2 buses, 32 
countries, 64 days, over 130 stop programmes and thousands of volunteers.   

 
 

 Preparations at Country level 
 
 
 
Austria 
We started to discuss the bus-trip already in our last National EMIN Network meeting in March 
2017 and some regional networks named their interest to host the bus. But anyway, it wasn’t 
easy to find really motivated regional networks or organizations to host the bus. We had some 
discussion early this year, first with Innsbruck (Tirol), then with Salzburg and finally we decided 
to make first station on 30th of April in the city of Linz. On that they in some cities NGOs and 
self-organizations of unemployed traditionally “celebrate” the day of unemployed on that date. 
In Linz social organizations always organize public action, so the bus perfectly fit to participate 
there.  
Although 1st of May is Mayday and holiday we decided to use that day for public action with the 
bus, because many people will be on the street. We are still negotiating for the exact place for 
the bus around the “Prater” (large public park), where thousands of people are on the street on 
that day. On 2nd of May the Bus will stay in Vienna and we try to get some media attention by 
parking the bus in the centre of Vienna (in the “ministry district”) and holding some public 
action with PEP and some kind of press conference.  
On 3rd of May the bus will stay in Klagenfurt (in the very south) and our regional network there 
organized a press conference with the regional government official for Social Affairs. Then the 
bus will leave to Slovenia.  
 
Belgium 
All stakeholders participating in the Belgian EMIN network (see above) are working together to 
develop a Memorandum that will be introduced to the public and politicians on one of the bus 
stops. To prepare this Memorandum already 4 meetings (2 external and 2 with the regional 
anti-poverty networks) were held and this group will continue to come together this year.  
 
Programme for bus stops: 
In close collaboration with the regional Networks and the local associations where people in 
poverty take the floor, BAPN is preparing the actual program of the bus stops in Belgium. Some 
local associations are working since a long time around minimum income. Within these 
associations people experiencing poverty come together, formulate mutual opinions, take 
political stance and with the help of the regional and Belgian anti-poverty network they try to 
influence decision-making on local, regional, national and even European level. Because of their 
great expertise and knowledge, it is of crucial importance to the Belgian Network that people 
experiencing poverty have a great say in the actual events that will take place.  
 
Bulgaria 
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Start of arranging the route and stops of the bus in Bulgaria: 
27 May (Sunday)– arrival in Bulgaria, Gotse Delchev city, welcome meeting, public awareness 
campaing 
1st event, 28th may (Monday) – Gotse Delchev city, internal meeting to clarify items to be 
organized & preliminary contacts with different stakeholders (municipality, NGOs, business) to 
consider possible event and arrangements; 
Travel Gotse Delchev - Sofia 
2nd event, 29 May – Sofia; internal meeting to decide on different organizational items and to 
enlist different options for the event in Sofia;  
 
30 May (Wednesday) Travel Sofia – to the place of 3rd event 
3rd event – still not clear, choosing among different options (Veliko Tarnovo, Plovdiv city ?) and 
considering pro and contra      
31 May (Thursday) Bulgaria – Giurgiu (Romania) 
 
Cyprus 
The Steering Committee met several times to develop the Bus trip in order to outline the 
program for each day and decide the cities we are going to visit. Even more we had a different 
challenge from the other countries, whereas the transportation of the Bus to Cyprus wasn’t 
possible and thus we had to configure our own Bus with the most similarities possible with the 
other Buses. There is an impact for this reason to our communication strategy, while we miss 
the opportunity to have a “studio on the wheels” and therefore we had to build up other 
alternatives. However, as a country we have other advantages while the distances between the 
cities for example are not so long and we can exploit the time we save for the promotion of our 
target.  
 
To engage the stakeholders, we had to meet face to face with them, something that took a lot 
of time and even more we have decided to give them a particular role during the Bus trip. 
Nevertheless, there is a quite different approach by stakeholders or social partners and for this 
reason we had to analyse as much as possible what our objectives are and why we support that 
accessible, adequate and enabling minimum incomes schemes are not only imperative tools of 
social protection but a practical methodology against poverty and social exclusion. 
 
Even more we had to decide who we were going to address as ambassadors, write to them and 
most importantly meet face to face with them. Because of the heavy schedules of such 
personalities it is always difficult to engage with the dates and their other obligations.   
 
Czech Republic 
We established a coordinator and basic staff for bus trip in Czech Republic right after signing 
the EMIN project contract. We also identified possible cities for Bus stops and partners. 
At present, the basic skeleton of this route and its framework content with the list of people 
responsible for the course at individual stops is prepared. Over the past few months, we have 
had a lot of talks with our member organizations and partners from the non-profit sector, along 
with public administration partners, with whom we discuss their participation on the trip and 
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events of the bus and other potential co-operators. There are places, content and number of 
events that will be held during our two main stops in the Czech Republic. At present, we have 
prepared public spaces, we are waiting for the deadlines to be confirmed. In addition, we have 
prepared variants of materials and materials that we want to distribute and provide during a 
bus trip as well as during follow-up actions and negotiations. We need to coordinate these with 
official central materials and background material, as well as custom banners and other 
advertising-presentation materials and articles. To this we have had several meetings with 
professional suppliers who are able to work with us on this friendly regime. A complete 
preparation is now complete, we expect the final outcomes and instructions from the 
coordinators' meeting and the closure of all the controversial and unclear points and the 
speedy start of the final phase of bus preparation. 
 
Croatia 
Our APN Croatia had a meeting regarding Bus trip in Croatia. We identified place for parking, 
discussing work programme for 7. May 2018 when the Bus will come in Croatia which will be 
finished soon and contacted some hostel regarding accommodation for people on the Bus. Next 
step includes invite key stakeholders from civil society organization, members of APN Croatia, 
policy makers, academics and people experience poverty to discuss with them what will be the 
best way to include them actively in a program. 
 
Estonia 
We were planning to meet with a Latvian colleague in Tallinn on February 20th, but 
unfortunately the planned meeting was postponed in March. 
On the week number 10, we will have a meeting with the Minister of Social Affairs, Mrs Kaia Iva. 
We recruit volunteers, meet local activists and look forward to a warm summer. 
The training program for volunteers is almost ready.
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Accommodation and catering are organized. The territory of Estonia is so small, that any 
possible changes in the route does not have effect. 
 
Meeting with the Minister of Social Affairs, Ms. Kaia Iva, has been agreed and we meet on 
April 3, 2018.  at Ministry of Social Affairs, at 11.00. 
 
Ambassador Riina Solman, Kärt Mere and Mart Peeter Erss will go to the meeting. After the 
meeting, we will send a confirmation of the bus stop and promission for the public event in the 
city of Tallinn and we can confirm who of the officials of the Ministry of Social Affairs will 
participate in the bus tour event in Tallinn. 
 
Denmark 
The Bus arrives in Copenhagen late Thursday 21 June. Friday 22 June from 09 – 20 and Saturday 
from 09 - 14, we have permission to park it at the most central place in Copenhagen, in front of 
the town hall. We are allowed also to  set up transparencies, hand out materials, use 
laoudspeakers, arrange meetings etc.  
We are planning parallel meetings Friday morning in cooperation with trade unions and social 
NGO’s and a conference Friday afternoon for relevant MP’s and MEP’s another interested, in 
cooperation with the EU Commission and EU parliament’s representation in Denmark.  
We will try to motivate the national TV and newspapers to visit the bus and bring interviews 
and fact concerning minimum income and the relation to EU.  
 
The Bus leaves from Copenhagen Saturday at 2 PM and arrives in Aarhus 4 – 5 hours later. 
Sunday is rest day. No activities are planned Saturday evening and Sunday. Monday from 09-18, 
the bus is parked at central place in Aarhus. Plans for meetings and parking places in Aarhus are 
not ready yet but will follow the same matrix as in Copenhagen.  
 
Tuesday 26 early the bus leave from Aarhus to Aabenraa, near the border to Germany. In 
Aabenraa the bus is parked next to a central shopping centre from 10-17. Meetings are 
arranged In collaboration with local politicians, trade unions and social NGO’s. Local 
newspapers and TV is invited. The bus leaves from Aabenraa to Bruxelles the next morning.  
 
Finland 
We have planned the tour and discussed it in every meeting of EMIN Network (three meetings 
held) and EAPN-Finland. We have also discussed about it with MEPs, European Semester 
Officers and some members of parliament. We have mostly planned it with e-mail and phone. 
We are trying to connect the new project of the 3K Who hears the poor NGO/Network and City 
of Tampere which is doing a “Program to erase Poverty”, so that all three stakeholders (EMIN, 
3K, City of Tampere) would benefit. We have made some arrangements and checked squares, 
possibilities for accommodation and possible people for the bus, but no make so much finalized 
agreements, which we will soon make. 
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France 
The different actions detailed below are carried out simultaneously in the 4 French cities that 
will host the bus (Lille, Reims, Cessenon sur Orb, Perpignan). It should be added to that for the 
Uriopss Haut-de-France the role of coordination between these different local relays to 
harmonize programs and communication, as well as the transmission of information. 
 Preparation of a set of communication documents to be distributed before the passage of 

the bus (presentation of EMIN, invitations, program) and during the passage of the bus 
(awareness Quiz and recommendations to transmit, advocacy). 

 Creation of partnerships with municipalities / departments that host the bus. Political 
appointments with the leaders. 

 Locally, set up of round tables organized during the passage of the bus. Mobilization of 
speakers and preparation of the animations. Focus on the diversity of interventions (civil 
society and institutions). 

 Mobilization of a team of volunteers in each city to participate in raising awareness around 
the bus. For this purpose, we take part in various meetings bringing together recipients of 
social minima (integration forums ...). Preparation with them in parallel of a testimonial 
video to broadcast during our events. 

 Mobilization of a team for video recordings on the day of the event, the recording of 
testimonies and the synthesis of the round tables. 

  Work on the auxiliary animation around the bus: mobilization of musicians, distribution of 
short films ... 

 Administrative and logistical work on the reception of the bus and its parking in the public 
square. 

 
Germany 
We will be two stops in Dortmund and Erfurt. Dortmund was selected because there is high 
unemployment and a correspondingly high poverty rate in the Ruhrgebiet. Erfurt is state capital 
in East Germany. It was deliberately renounced to keep in Berlin to increase the effectiveness of 
advertising. 
 
In both cities we will organize two main events: A advertising action specially for the 
regional/national press at noon and a political discussion in the evening. For example, in Erfurt 
the DGB-youth will perform a flash mob action. 
Several groups or individual actors are invited to participate in their own actions or to set up an 
information stand. 
 
In addition, presentations and discussions on EMIN will be offered during the day. 
 
Greece 
The Bus trip in Greece will take place in two cities: Athens – 22nd of May Thessaloniki – 24th of 
May 
 
There will be two sets of events per city per day of event: 
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The event in the morning will consist of reach-out activities (such as distribution of leaflets and 
discussions with people).  
 
The evening event will be an open discussion group with participants from the EMIN network, 
local authorities, state stakeholders and people experiencing poverty. 
 
The focus of these events will be on two major subjects: the increase of the level of information 
and awareness and the implementation of the scheme of Social Solidarity Income (SSI). There 
are many conditions that prevent potential beneficiaries to be actually eligible. We aim as an 
outcome of these events to produce a document to the relevant State authorities for the 
amendment in the legislation.   
 
Hungary 
The Dignified Living Working Group has already had several meetings (in Sept-Oct 2017 and Jan-
Feb 2018 almost every week) to discuss the issues of social benefits and the lack of proper MI in 
Hungary, and together we have extended the circle of our contacts as well. We will have a 
longer meeting in March with a separated workshop focusing on how to communicate the 
messages of EMIN2 during the bus journey. We have already identified the most probable 
locations where the bus should stop. These are places where we have stronger connections 
with local NGOs and local people. 
 
We also scrutinized a comparison of all more significant party programmes to know which says 
what about MI. See more here: https://www.cka.hu/szavazz/szocialpolitika/ 
 
Note: in general, parties which are in favour of the issue use the term “bevezetni” (introducing 
in Hungarian) MI into the social safety system of the country. That refers to the fact that 
according to these parties MI is not an existing form of social benefits yet. Our working group 
was also present as observer at the conference of the district of Zugló, Budapest, where the 
local council decided to give MI to those most in need. At the event the experts of the Budapest 
Institute evaluated the outcomes of the local MI. See more about it here: 
https://www.zuglo.hu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/02/BI_Zuglo_2.MJ_Monitoring_Jelentes_20171215.pdf 
 
Ireland 
Initial planning has taken place for the Irish leg of Everyone on the Bus. The bus will visit and be 
involved in public engagement events in Limerick, Longford and Dublin. Local community 
organisations will support the organisation of events in each of the three locations and ensure 
the wider engagement of local people more broadly and more specifically the media and 
politicians.   
 
There will be two elements to the visit to each location. 

i. Engagement with the public in an open public space  
ii. A seminar, including an opportunity to debate issues related to access to an 

adequate minimum income. 

https://www.cka.hu/szavazz/szocialpolitika/
https://www.zuglo.hu/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/BI_Zuglo_2.MJ_Monitoring_Jelentes_20171215.pdf
https://www.zuglo.hu/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/BI_Zuglo_2.MJ_Monitoring_Jelentes_20171215.pdf
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Italy 
Alongside communication, EAPN ITALY has been working on organizing the reception of EMIN 
Bus in the four Italian regions to be visited: Tuscany, Marche, Campania and Sicily. The arrival of 
the bus and the activities that will accompany its arrival will give representatives of local 
institutions, social and economic organizations, and the third sector opportunities to engage in 
discussion and to give and receive information. To ensure people’s involvement, information on 
when and where the bus will stop will be disseminated by means of the Service Centres for 
Volunteer Work (Italian acronym: CSV), which are present throughout Italy; the staff of the bus 
will include communication experts and translators, to facilitate interaction with the European 
representatives. The bus tour has received support from the City of Naples and the Municipality 
of Castel Sant’Angelo sul Nera, one of the towns in the Marche region hit by the 2016 
earthquake, which are contributing to its reception. The European team, instead, is taking care 
of all the contacts and initiatives planned for the stops in Florence and Palermo. 
 
We have requested and received a free sponsorship from Fondazione con il Sud, an important 
organization concerned with developing the organizations of the third sector in the South of 
Italy. 
  
Dialogue with national politicians has been complicated and their possible participation in the 
initiative rendered less likely in the wake of the March 4th general election, which altered the 
political landscape. A government has yet to be formed. We will certainly try, but it will be 
difficult to obtain the participation of our habitual interlocutors, who contributed to the 
passage of the Inclusion Income measure but who are likely to find themselves part of the 
parliamentary opposition. 
 
The final program, with scheduled days, guests, participants and hours of the various initiatives, 
will be ready shortly. 
 
Latvia 
On August 22 and December 6, 2017 meetings took place in Riga within the framework of the 
EMIN Latvian Network. During these meetings the national coordinator informed the regional 
coordinators and NGO leaders on the guidelines provided by the EMIN-2 project Staff Team to 

draw a specific framework for implementation of the initiative „Everyone on the Bus” in Latvia. 
 

On March 6, 2018 in Riga the EMIN-2 National Coordinator and one regional coordinator met 
with the Riga City East Executive Directorate to introduce the initiative „Everyone on the Bus” 
and to propose cooperation at this event. 

 
 

Draft a proposal of the two locations in Latvia to hold events according to the initiative 
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On March 28, 2018 in Riga, the EMIN-2 National Coordinator at the meeting with the regional 
coordinators plans to coordinate information on the locations in Latvia where the events will 
take place within the framework of the initiative „Everyone on the Bus”. 
 

Identify relevant Latvian experts both on MIS and experience experts to be involved in the 

initiative 
 

On March 28, 2018 in Riga, the EMIN-2 National Coordinator at the meeting with the regional 
coordinators and NGO leaders plans to identify relevant Latvian experts (both on the minimum 
income schemes and experience experts) to be involved in the initiative „Everyone on the Bus”. 
 

Identify relevant civil society organisations to be visited 
 

On March 28, 2018, in Riga, the EMIN-2 National Coordinator plans to meet with the regional 
coordinators and NGO leaders to identify the relevant Latvian civil society organizations that 
should be visited and involved in the initiative „Everyone on the Bus”. 
 

Identify relevant local, national and European level politicians to be engaged in policy 

discussions about MIS 
 

On March 28, 2018 in Riga, the EMIN-2 National Coordinator at the meeting with the regional 
coordinators and NGO leaders plans to identify in Latvia relevant local, national and European 
level politicians to be engaged in policy discussions about minimum income schemes within the 
framework of the initiative „Everyone on the Bus”. 
 

Organise a public meeting in the location specified (stop point of the bus) 
 

On June 8, 2018 in Riga, according to the EMIN-2 project plan, the EMIN-2 national coordinator 
and regional coordinators intend to organize a public meeting at the location (which is the stop 
point of the bus) specified and approved by the project working group. 
 

In addition to that, on June 7, 2018, the EMIN-2 National Coordinator and the regional 
coordinators plan to welcome the bus of this initiative at the bus stop point at the Latvian-
Lithuanian border and to see the bus departure at the bus stop point at the Latvian-Estonian 
border. 
 
Plan the delivery of the needed practical resources (e.g. accommodation, meals, parking of the 

bus) 
 

From March 6, 2018, the EMIN-2 National Coordinator, regional coordinators, employees from 
NGOs and Riga Municipality plan to provide the necessary practical resources (including 
accommodation, meals, parking of the bus) within the framework of the initiative „Everyone on 
the Bus”. 
 

 

Lithuania 
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Recently we also got in touch with the deputy of the chairman of the Social Affairs and Labour 
Committee. We presented him the EMIN project and asked to patronize our National 
Conference during the Bus trip, which he gladly agreed to do.  
 
The conference will take place at the national library. There will be up to 120 seats. 
 
We also contacted every speaker of the conference that we planned. Almost everyone has 
already confirmed their participation, including a researcher from Finland who gave worked in 
the research group of the basic income experiment. 
 
Luxemburg 
Until now we had some preparatory work regarding organizational and logistic purposes, as 
well as on content, but we went not very far because of uncertainty of dates. We had two 
meetings of the EAPN members to discuss the bus tour, we had also preliminary contacts with 
the trade-unions, but the very rest will follow only now, once the dates are really fixed. 
 
Malta 
During the first 2 months of 2018 there were contacts with hotels to gather a quote regarding 
the reservations of rooms for when the bus will come over on the 15th till the 18th May 2018. An 
email to both the Cabinet and the Opposition Party where sent to conduct a meeting with them 
to firstly explain this EMIN2 initiative and secondly discuss in what ways we can organise 
activities for when bus will come over to Malta. A good point to know is that Malta (Valletta) is 
celebrating the European Capital of Culture – V18 so it will be ideal to conduct this Bus event in 
the capital of the country as many people will be present for various activities that will be going 
around in Valletta.  
 
Netherlands 
The bus will start on the 24th of May in Eindhoven. For this we are in consultation with the 
municipality concerning permits etc. We are working on a coalition of local groups, such as the 
Foundation Health for Women, the project Refugees in trouble, Do not forget the Children, 
Dynamo Youth work and others to create a great market around the bus. For the evening we 
are preparing a panel discussion, for which 
1. Mr. Jeroen Lenaers, MEP CDA, EPP is invited. He will be in Eindhoven, if the work of the EP 
will make it possible. 
2. prof. dr. Nicolette van Gestel, expert on social issue and dep. member of the Social Economic 
Council. She will not be able to be present due to the fact that she is member of an exam 
committee for the University of Tilburg at that time. 
3. We are discussing the presence of the Alder(wo)man of the city of Eindhoven. Seen the fact 
that there will be local elections in March, we have to come back to it after these elections. 
4. a member of the representation of the European Parliament in the Netherlands. We will 
have a meeting on the 20th of March to discuss their presence. 
5. there will be a member of the local coalition that will join the panel. 
6. an MP of the social liberal party D66 is invited, but has not yet confirmed. 

http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2018-01-20/local-news/Live-Valletta-officially-becomes-a-European-capital-of-culture-6736183848
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7. The President of Inclusion Netherlands is invited. This is the national organization of parents 
of persons with a mental or physical handicap. Not yet confirmed. 
 
There will be an exposition “Living in Poverty”. Haiku and drawings about living in poverty, 
knowing that this will never change. 
 
The next day the bus will be in the heart of our country, in Utrecht, were we are working with 
the Utrecht Poverty Coalition to make it a success. 
For the evening debate we invited: 
1. Mrs. Linda Voortman, MP Groen Links. She confirmed to come. We will meet at the 7th of 
March to speak about the program. 
2. Mrs. Agnes Jongerius, MEP PvdA, S&D. We had a pleasant meeting with her P.A. on the 22nd 
of March about EMIN and her presence in Utrecht. 
3. the co ordinator of the Reference Budget Program, dr. B. Goderis. He will not be present, but 
we will have a meeting in March to discuss the possible role of EMIN/EAPN NL in the Reference 
Budget project. 
4. Dr Nadja Jungmann, well know in our country for her Mobility Mentoring Program (better 
understanding of the way people in debts react). Has not yet been confirmed? 
5. a represent of the Poverty Coalition will take place 
6. we invited the President of the Older Women Network (member of AGE). Has to be 
confirmed. 
7. We invited the Alder(wo)man of the city of Utrecht. The same as in Eindhoven, we must wait 
till after the elections. 
 
The third and last day will be in the European Capital of Culture Leeuwarden. 
We are working with local groups, such as the organization ‘The Art of Surviving”, members of 
the youngsters group of the Frisian Claimants Alliance, students of the University of AS NHL 
Stenden, a local recycling project, a project how to deal with debts and others to have a very 
informative bus meeting. 
For the evening discussion: 
1. we invited MEP Mr. Bas Eickhout, GL, Greens, who has meetings abroad at this time. 
2. we invited MEP Mr. Peter van Dalen, CU, EPP, who also is abroad. 
3. we invited Mr. Gerbrandy, MEP D66, ALDE. We will have a meeting in March to discuss the 
invitation. 
4. we invited a MP of the CDA (Christian-democratic party) and one of the VVD (liberal party). 
Both parties are looking who might be the best candidate to participate. We are in contact. 
5. The President of the National Recover Group -Nederlandse Herstelgroep- (Mental illness) will 
be present. 
6. Dr. Drik Willem Postma, lector Poverty and Social Inclusion at the University of AS NHL 
Stenden might be participating. We speak about it in the beginning of March. 
7. a representative of the bureau of the European Commission in the NL is invited. This must be 
confirmed. 
8. we invited the co ordinators for the German, Czech, Slovak and Latvian EMIN project to come 
and be our guests. There will be two experienced experts in poverty from Germany present, 
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next to the EMIN co ordinator from Slovakia. The Czech and Latvian EMIN co ordinator did not 
yet confirm their presence. 
9. We invited the Alder(wo)man of the city of Leeuwarden. The same as in Eindhoven, we must 
wait till after the elections 
10. a member of the local coalition we are building will participate in the panel. 
11. The President of EAPN NL will be present in the panel. 
With NHL Stenden we will speak in March about the possibility of English interpretation. 
 
During the three days of the bus tour we will have a film maker that will follow the activities. At 
the end there will be one or two video’s on You Tube about this process. If possible, we will put 
a short daily message on You Tube as well. Of course, our Twitter account will be used, as the 
Facebook account to tell about the progress of the bus tour. 
 
The local and regional press will be invited, in connection to the local partners. 
We are speaking to a journalist how to cooperate, and about the costs of it. He is a freelancer 
that we hope to have on board for at least Leeuwarden. His article will be offered to all major 
new papers etc. and publishes at our own social media and website (if we can make a clear 
deal). 
 
Poland 
We have had a few meetings where we prepare the Bus trip in Poland. Probably we will have 3 
stops. First stop we will have in Wrocław (West of Poland, close to German boarder) where we 
plan to have some activities with local authorities, social workers, ngo’s, local groups etc. We 
have another meeting in March to prepare the programme. Second stop will be in Łódź (central 
Poland) and we plan to have some activities there with local politicians, ngo’s etc. We have a 
meeting in March to talk more about the plan and activities there. The third stop will be in 
Olsztyn (east of Poland). We are checking all possibilities in these 3 cities (like cultural activities, 
meetings etc.) We have managed to engage local authorities in Wrocław (probably we will get a 
patronage of the president of Wroclaw) and we are working on having a free food and some 
cultural activities. We still work on other stops and we are in touch with trade unions to get 
some support from them. 
 
Portugal 
Presentation and debate of the activity “Everyone on the bus” on the national meeting with 
contact group according to the information received from EAPN Europe. 
 
Contact Oporto and Lisbon City Hall to organize the arrival of EMIN BUS. We have already 
confirmation from Oporto City Hall that the Bus can park on Praça Mouzinho de Albuquerque 
(Rotunda da Boavista) from 5 to 8 of May and on the 7 May can park on Palácio de Cristal. We 
are waiting for a response from Lisbon City Hall. 
 
Elaboration of a draft programme for May 7 in Oporto and May 9 in Lisbon.  We had an internal 
meeting on 2 March 2018, with the communication and information areas, to discuss the 
dissemination of the project and particularly of the EMIN bus tour. 
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The draft programme for the EMIN Bus contemplates a press conference, that we are now 
organizing. 
Organizing a seminar on 7 May afternoon. 
Presentation of EMIN Bus tour to Citizens National Council and invitation to participate in a 
Seminar on May 7 in Oporto. 
Invite organizations from civil society to held meetings in Oporto and in Lisbon, associated to 
the EMIN Bus 
Invite Social Security Institute, Trade unions and political parties to a meeting, associated to the 
EMIN Bus 

 Invite European Commission to a meeting, associated to the EMIN Bus. 

 Organizing a visit to an organization on May 8. 

 Organizing lunch on May 7 and May 9. 

 Reservation of Almeida Garrett Library Auditorium in the afternoon of May 7, to held 
the seminar. 

 Reservation of an apartment in Oporto to accommodate six people (from EMIN bus). 

 Asking for budgets for accommodation in Oporto and Lisbon. 

 Analysing budgets for translation on the seminar of May 7. 
 
Romania 
The schedule for the Romanian EMIN2 Bus Tour has been agreed as follows: the first stop will 
take place on the 1st of June 2018 in the Romanian - Bulgarian border region  Giurgiu-Ruse (an 
area significantly affected by poverty on both borders). During this first stop, the two EMIN 
Networks from Romania and Bulgaria will coordinate their actions together and will bring 
together relevant stakeholders from both countries, facilitating an open dialogue and debates 
with the bus speakers and guests. The second bus stop will take place on the 2nd of June 2018 in 
Constanta, a major city located in the South-East part of Romania. Both, Giurgiu and Constanta 
can be described as regions severely affected by poverty and home to several marginalised 
communities where large segments of the population are affected by severe poverty. The last 
bus stop is in the capital city of Bucharest and it will be linked with the organisation of the 
Romanian EMIN2 Conference, on the 4th of June 2018. The large-scale event held in Bucharest 
is planned to reach a large number of key central stakeholders, as well as media representatives 
and decision makers.  
 
During the reporting period, meetings have been held with the local authorities, NGO 
representatives and social workers in order to better coordinate the EMIN2 Bus Trip through 
Romania and to facilitate and engage stakeholders at local levels. For example, in order to 
prepare the Bus stop in Constanta, a meeting with representatives from the Municipality of 
Constanta took place setting the grounds of a future collaboration protocol. Also, discussions 
have been carried out with regards to several initiatives and good practices undertaken by local 
authorities and NGOs (working in poor and marginalised communities) that could be made 
more visible during the Bus Tour. Regarding the bus tour event planned for the town of Giurgiu, 
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NGOs working in the area and authorities have been approached and discussions have been 
carried out regarding their engagement in the events.  
 
At the same time, people experiencing poverty, journalists, researchers and independent 
experts have been approached to share and promote the upcoming EMIN Bus Tour in Romania 
and for identifying concrete ways of engagement. 
 
 
 
Slovakia 
Until now we had some preparatory work regarding organisation and logistic purposes, as well 
as on key messages and content (Together for the life in dignity in Slovakia – It is matter of all of 
us – agriculture, bioproducts and healthy nourishment, again revived work of Roma 
communities and unemployed people in agriculture (as during socialism) can decrease poverty 
in poor agricultural regions of south and east Slovakia and Roma communities. We involve also 
producers of bioproducts (for example Agravital in middle Slovakia), municipalities, teachers, 
children, students, educators, cultural and social workers in BUS TRIP along the BUS road. We 
had several contacts with the trade unions. Now when the dates are fixed we work on details. 
For us is Bus Trip the opportunity to network people, to reward people working for equality and 
better world as Ambassadors and  to invite them on the BUS. New partners are involved, for 
example Partners for Democratic Change of Slovakia to organize together meeting. Coalition of 
local groups, cooperation with the centres of seniors, handicapped people during the Event 15th 
of June in Bratislava is based on local and European level. Both European delegation and 
Slovaks could not only verbally, but also physically together work for life in dignity in Slovakia 
through BUS TRIP and cooperation on several levels.     
Bus will arrive from Budapest (Hungary) to Slovakia 12ve of June 2018 and it will leave Slovakia 
16th of June for Czech R. For this we arrange with the municipality concerning permits etc.  
 
Slovenia 
- Meeting with the mayor of the city of Ljubljana, Mr. Zoran Janković, was held on 14th of 

February. The main aim was to agree about the location of EMIN Bus and the mayor’s 
possible contribution/support to EMIN project. It was agreed and confirmed by Mr. Janković 
that the EMIN Bus will be parked on 4ht of May in Kongresni square. For the morning 
activities on the Bus and in front of the Bus we’ll invite many civil society organisations to 
join us and share with us their work, experiences. In this part also, people experiencing 
poverty and social exclusion will be able to talk. For the afternoon meeting with politicians it 
was agree with Mr. Janković that we can use the seminar room in the City Hall (which is 5 
minutes walking distance from the Kongresni square). 

- For the evening event we’re planning to organize music concert. All the details will follow 
shortly.  
 

As introduction to EMIN BUS we’ll held a national conference on 3rd of May in Ljubljana. The 
conference will be held in the EU House Slovenia.  
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Spain 
There will be three stops in Spain. The first one is Logroño, in La Rioja. There will (probably) be a 
round-press and a round-table on the Ingreso Mínimo de Inserción as a European right, with 
NGOs and (probably) trade unions and public authorities, in Logroño. The Basque Country 
decided to get off, as they have a specific political debate going on during these months, 
confronting the ruling majority for their reform of the Renta de Garantía de Ingresos, RGI, and 
the Bus will come at a bad timing for their purposes. 
 
The second is Santiago de Compostela, there will be a blog, and probably a vlog as well, and a 
debate on the RISGA with public authorities.  
 
The third stop is Oviedo. There will be a round press, meetings with politicians and trade union 
representatives. 
 
UK 
The Bus arrives in Leicester, England, on 22 May and departs on 23 May 2018. The context is  

 Brexit 

 The full-service roll out of Universal Credit (UC), which starts in Leicester on 13 June 2018 
and around which there is controversy, including locally. (UC replaces the six existing main 
social assistance benefits for people of working age. The principle of ‘making work pay’ is 
widely accepted.  But this effect of UC has been damaged by social security cuts and reforms 
and administrative difficulties. UC has become controversial, because of the negative effects 
on vulnerable groups, evident in the pilot areas and as the roll out has picked up speed).  

 
The bus programme for the days the bus is in England is agreed with the agencies involved, but 
publicity will only go out in early April and continue into May.  

 22 May evening: informal reception and dinner at LCS CIC Muslim community centre, in 
a majority minority quarter of the city. Red Leicester choir will sing to welcome the bus.  

 23 May, morning: Round Table discussion with EMIN bus personnel, for 20 or so 
agencies in Leicester and around, working with people in difficulties and likely to be in 
receipt of social assistance benefits. Lunch will be provided for bus participants. The 
Round Table event will take place at St Martins House, in central Leicester, a venue of 
the Anglican Cathedral, who are influential in local social dialogue, and who will 
circulate the publicity/ invitations for the event. The theme is a life in dignity. Confirmed 
speakers are Fintan Farrell, Project Director, European Minimum Income (EMIN) 
Campaign – why this campaign and why now? Professor Donald Hirsch, Loughborough 
University on the JRF Minimum Income Standard and what it shows about the adequacy 
of working age benefits and the National Living Wage; Tess Lanning, Director of the 
Living Wage Foundation; contribution of the Living Wage.  

 12 midday-3.30. Public Square. The bus will be parked in central Leicester, to greet the 
public and get sign up. All the Bus permissions, including separate ones for electricity 
and leaflets, have been applied for. Accommodation for Bus personnel and speakers and 
parking for the Bus have been booked. Regional Unite Community, Derbyshire 
Unemployed Workers’ Centre and members of EAPN will help with stewarding and 
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meeting the public at the bus. There will be speakers (2 confirmed) and a creative event. 
Before end of March Local politicians will be invited to greet the Bus. These are the 
Mayor and the 3 Castle ward councillors where the Bus is parked. However, it is not 
certain they will come. There are, as indicated, sensitivities about raising income issues, 
3 weeks before the roll-out of Universal Credit, which will significantly cut the incomes 
of tens of thousands of low income people in Leicester.  

Partners 

 The key partner in preparing for the bus event is regional Unite Community, an arm of 
the UK’s largest trade union, Unite. Katherine Duffy has spoken at one regional meeting 
of Unite (second speech on 23 March) and participated in 6 Leicester Unite Community 
meetings, and spoken at Leicester Trades Council which have resulted in the following:  

 Trades Council have agreed to take the EMIN information to the Joint Consultative 
Committee and to provide a regional speaker from the TUC for the public square part of 
the Bus event. 

 19 May: There will be an activists’ event for 100 people in central Leicester, focussed on 
awareness-raising on minimum income issues in the transition to Universal Credit. John 
Williamson, Labour MP for North Derby is confirmed to speak, and Lee Barron, regional 
TUC and Colin Hampton DUWC are tbc. Katherine Duffy will introduce EMIN at the 
event. EMIN UK is one of the co-sponsors of the event and will be branded as such on 
publicity. 

 Following that, date tbc due to broken wrist, Gail Ward of DPAC and Black Triangle, a 
well-known activist on disabled people’s rights, will do an intensive training day on 
Universal Credit for activists, also co-sponsored by EMIN UK.   

 Unite Community help with bus event organisation, including licenses. 
 

WP7 National awareness raising events and Conference/Workshop 
 

 

Awar
eness 
raisin
g 

National EMINs 
 
Austria 
Our National Awareness Raising event (Minimum Income conference) is scheduled to for 
October. We already started the planning process with members of National EMIN-network 
regarding dimension of the conference, main topic and target group(s).  
Until know we presented EMIN at 3 events: 
Regional Anti-Poverty Conference on 8th /9th of November in Carinthia organized by Regional 
Network. Our expert Martin Schenk (member of National EMIN-Network) talked about MI-

Deliverables: identified in application 
- At least 28 national awareness-raising events  
- Transnational contacts developed through participation of other Networks in event  
- At least 4 events connecting to existing gatherings at national level 
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schemes and European activities in closing plenary on 9th of November. Programme: 
https://www.armutsnetzwerk.at/images/uploads/Armutskonferenz_Einladung_web.pdf  
 
Discussion on Minimum income organized by the Law Faculty of the University of Vienna on 
11th of December 2017. Expert Martina Kargl made an input there and beside national scheme 
she also mentioned EMIN and activities on European level.  
The event was quite successful with more than 100 participants (room nearly got to small): 
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/termine/debatte-mindestsicherung.html  
 
Short presentation of EMIN activities in closing plenary of the 11th Austrian Anti-Poverty 
Conference (organized by ourselves) with 350 people  on 7th of March 2018 in Salzburgl 
 
Belgium 
For the bus stop in Flanders in June 2018, BAPN and the EMIN network are closely working 
together with the Flemish Regional Network to plan an awareness raising seminary about 
minimum income. As the expertise and knowledge of People Experiencing Poverty take a 
central position in all the work done by the Belgian Networks, it are the local organisations that 
will organise this event. At this seminary members of the Belgian EMIN network and politicians 
will participate.  
 
- BAPN is an active member of the Belgian Platform on Poverty. This Platform was created in 
the context of Europe 2020 to consult civil society on policy issues concerning poverty.  In June 
2017 the Platform came together to prepare a special ministerial council where poverty 
reduction would be discussed. BAPN made an intervention, pleading for more adequate, 
accessible and enabling minimum income schemes. 
 
- In April 2017 BAPN was invited at an event that celebrated the alliances created in 2016 
between ‘Haute Ecole Louvain’ and its students social work, the Walloon Anti-Poverty Network 
and local associations where people in poverty take the floor. BAPN spoke about its work on 
Belgian and European themes and more in specific about the advocacy work around minimum 
income schemes.  
 
- In the month of March BAPN will organize together with one of its regional networks RWLP a 
theatre piece called Monsieur. Without any words Monsieur shows the public the impact of 
material deprivation on all aspects of human life. With this theatre piece and a following debate 
BAPN want to raise awareness about the deep impact poverty has and on the importance of 
adequate minimum income. 
 
Bulgaria 
We envisage the event to be in April (needs to be clarified with the transnational contacts) 
Describe at least 4 relevant events in your country where you raised awareness of EMIN 
activities and messages in your country (or planned events). Remember these are not so much 
event organised by you, but events organised by others where you got space to tell about EMIN 
(Please try to distinguish between this answer and the answer to WP 10 below): 

https://www.armutsnetzwerk.at/images/uploads/Armutskonferenz_Einladung_web.pdf
http://www.armutskonferenz.at/termine/debatte-mindestsicherung.html
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Information on EMIN has been provided on a conference “Science for the benefit of society”, 
organized by Bulgarian Academy of Sciences on January 12th, 2018;  
 
Cyprus 
We have organised a conference during April 2017 with participation by Dr Gabriel Amitsis, 
Professor of TEI of Athens, and by an expert Mrs Fotini Marini, with two very interesting 
contributions entitled "The Development of Minimum Income Policies in the Greek Social 
Welfare System", and "The Model of National Strategies for Social Integration - Lessons from 
Greece and Cyprus " respectively. Even more we are planning to have participation in our Final 
Conference during October 2018 by the Hellenic Anti-Poverty Network and again by academics 
from Greece. It is easier for us and with lower cost to have participants from Greece rather than 
any other country and moreover we share socially some of the same worries while both 
countries have been under the austerity measures.  
We are planning to participate to the Youth Festival (April 2018) where we can promote our 
cause and we are under discussions to see whether we will be coordinating a workshop for 
minimum income under this framework.  
 
University of Cyprus open day which is relevant with the professional orientation and the 
current opportunities of the labour market is another event that we have made some contacts 
to participate and raise awareness about minimum income and if it is going to be possible, to 
make a presentation during the day (23-26 April 2018). 
 
The Women Socialist Movement is planning a seminar where we are going to present EMIN and 
discuss with the participants the positives and the negatives of the Cypriot model.  
 
Cyprus Worker’s Confederation is going to organize two seminars under the same title with the 
main subject being the Guaranteed Minimum Income in Cyprus.  
 
There is another event which is planned in May called Cyprus Pride Parade-Accept LGBT, where 
we are under discussions to have permission to put a kiosk and deliver informational 
documents about EMIN.  
 
Czech Republic 
EAPN Czech Republic organized a National Meeting on November 24, 2017 in the European 
House in Prague (attended by the Representation of the European Commission in the Czech 
Republic), attended by 84 participants. The subject of this meeting was also the question of 
minimum decent income in the context of the European Social Rights Pillar, which was adopted 
a week ago at the Gothenburg Social Summit. At the meeting spoke Mrs. Pavlína Žáková, 
Deputy of the European Commission, Mrs. Kateřina Kropáčová, European Union Department of 
the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs of the Czech Republic, and representatives of non-
governmental non-profit organizations involved in EMIN activities. After the meeting, a press 
conference was held, attended by representatives of the medias (private radio, Internet TV, 
Czech Press Agency CTK) who extensively informed the EMIN campaign in the medias. 
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In 2017, we have provided information on minimal decent income and the EMIN campaign at 
these events: 
- at 4 regional seminars to support senior and aging in Ostrava (October 11), Brno (13 October), 
Plzeň (10 November) and Prague (28 November), 
- at the meeting of the Platform for Social Housing in Prague at the Old Town Square (30 
January) 
- at a meeting of NGOs in Prague at the Office of the Government of the Czech Republic (21 
February, 29 March) 
- during an interview with the president of EAPN CR, Mr. K. Schwarz, on Internet TV (March 7) 
- at the conference of the European Senior Union in Prague (10 March), 
- at the Faculty of Humanities at Charles University in Prague (22 September), 
- at the sessions of the Social Housing Platform in Prague (20 and 21 November). 
 
Croatia 
We already organized very influential National Awareness Raising event what we made in form 
of National Conference which being held in Zagreb 20/2/2018. Mr. Fintan Farrell presented 
EMIN2 project developments , main goals and activities, Ms. Pletikosa State secretary from the 
Ministry of Demography, Demography, Family, Youth and Social policy gave a speech about 
actual Ministry approach and development regarding measures directed towards poverty 
alleviation, Živa Humer from EMIN team from Slovenia described MI challenges in Slovenia; two 
professors from the Zagreb Social Work faculty, National coordinator and one person with 
experience in poverty also presented very interested overview regarding actual functioning of 
minimum income in Croatia. After presentation fruitful discussion was developed with around 
100 participants (social workers, civil society representatives, people with experience in 
poverty, policy decision makers, people from academia, students. Media coverage of the 
Conference was really huge, so it could be assessed that Conference achieved large impact (see 
WP 5.). 
 
We already presented our EMIN 2 project in Zagreb and Rijeka, and we plan during the year 
organize two round tables with key stakeholders in the field in Osijek and Rijeka or we will try 
to participate in events organized by other organizations.  
 
Estonia 
Exclusion in 1992. Every year, this day is celebrated in Europe, including Estonia. 
The United Nations declared the 17 October International Day for Combating Poverty and Social 
The Tallinn Social Work Centre, our member, organized  Open Days on 18th,19th and 20th of 
October 2017 in order to introduce to all interested persons the work and housing conditions 
and service providing to people in trouble situations in different institutions in Tallinn city. 
 
PEPs met citizens and politicians in 8 different social care units and emergency social assistance 
night shelters on 3 different days – In Kauge street 4, In Tuulemaa street 6, in Varre street 7, in 
Männiku street 92, in Paagi street 8, in Akadeemia street 34, in Mahtra street 44 and in Kadaka 
street 153B. The residents of the shelters actively participated in debates on the poverty line, 
better living conditions and adequate minimum income. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Parliament held a debate on 31.05.2017. “The effects of family benefits and social transfers on 
fertility”.  Kärt Mere participated in the panel discussion. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecvK_Y-_qJ0 

https://www.aripaev.ee/uudised/2017/04/27/uuring-igal-neljandal-perel-ei-ole-piisavalt-saaste 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecvK_Y-_qJ0
https://www.aripaev.ee/uudised/2017/04/27/uuring-igal-neljandal-perel-ei-ole-piisavalt-saaste
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We were contacted regarding to the search of a field expert. EMIN Estonia gave a positive 
respond and we named 2 experts. 
 
Civitta in Estonia is interested in conducting an on-demand analysis by the State Chancellery on 
the impact of the subsistence minimum on ensuring economic coping. 
 
In the Lääne-Viru higher education institution was held already the 14th Student Competition " 
Bring Good Idea to life, 2018". The design contest is marked by the Global Money Week 
International Money Week. On the market place there was room to introduce EMIN to the 
future social workers. 
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Denmark 
As mentioned above in WP 5, we arranged a conference concerning “A social Denmark – A 
social Europe”, held 31 October 2017 in Copenhagen for social and civil NGO’s, Trade Unions 
and political parties in a common initiative in favour of a decent minimum income. 
We have planned presentations at events organised by trade unions, but until now we have not 
succeeded.  
 
Finland 
We organised seminar in parliament on 22th of November 2017 with the title “Finland 100 
years – the development of Poverty”, where also reference budgets, basic social security and 
EMIN-project was discussed. 
We are also co-organising EMIN peer review on coverage and non-take-up in Finland on 13th-
14th of March. 
We are organising a public discussion to World Village -festival in Helsinki 26th of May about UN 
Sustainable Development Goals, Poverty and Minimum Income (this will be in Finnish, but 
might include one Finnish MEP speaking) 
In EMIN bus trip we are going to organise at least one seminar in Finland, where there is also 
some people talking from abroad. We are also taking part of Basic Income Earth Networks 
World Congress in August in Tampere, Finland, where minimum income could be discussed. 
 
Events we have participated: 

- SOSTETalk! Fair in Oulu 3.-4.10.2017 
 

Upcoming events we are going to participate: 
- Finnish Social Forum 21.-22.4. 
- Days of Meeting Places / Community places in Tampere 26.-27.4. 
- Substance Abuse Prevention Days in Helsinki 16.-17.5. 
- World Village Festival 26.-27.5. 
- Everyone on the Bus -tour in Finland 13. –16.6. 
- Alternative Forum in Turku 27-28.7. 
- Basic Income Earth Network (BIEN) world congress in Tampere university 24.–26.8. 
- Furure Today Forum by SAK Trade Union 6.10. 
- M/S SOSTE Cruise 9.-10.10. 
- A Night of the Homelessness 17.10. 

 
France 
 Our first large-scale national awareness event will take place on April 5, 2018 at the 

Uniopss National Convention in Tours. This event will bring together a large number of 
social and medical-social actors, including association managers and associations. 
We will animate an "agora" dedicated to EMIN that will be the opportunity to 
communicate about the project and its objectives, and also a time of interaction with the 
public which will allow us to collect the impressions and recommendations on the 
implementation minimum income in Europe. We will use the quiz we created to challenge 
people about the situation in France and Europe. The Agora will be an exchange between 
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Guy JANVIER (President of EAPN France) and Richard DELPLANQUE (ex-recipient of RSA, 
administrator of EAPN) animated by JP Bultez to cross visions on the stakes of the 
establishment of minimum income in France and in Europe. 
This direct address to a public of people involved in the associative world will be for us a 
very precious relay towards the civil society to spread our messages. Around 1000 people 
are expected on the event, and a communication has been distributed widely since 
December with the content of the intervention.  

 Congress of Tours (UNIOPSS) – 5th of April, 2018 
 Bus stop and round tables in Lille – 25th of April, 2018 
 Bus stop and round tables in Reims – 27th of April, 2018 
 Bus stop and round tables in Cessesnon sur Orb – 30th of April, 2018 
 Bus stop and round– 14th of May, 2018 
 Program closing event -  4Th quarter of 2018 

 
Germany 
Poverty Congress (27.-28.06.017): Under the motto "Reversing: Stopping poverty, creating the 
future", the second Poverty Congress took place in Berlin on 27th and 28th June 2017. The 
congress was organized by “Paritäischer Gesamtverband”, DGB and NAK, the German EAPN 
section. Over 500 partizipients discussed with people experienced with poverty, experts from 
politics, science, practice and journalism. The EMIN-project was presented at the workshop 
“Precarious employment - coping and counterstrategies”. 
At the 2016 Poverty Congress, we explored the issues of what poverty means in a rich country, 
where poverty is systematically produced and who those are. This year's focus was to show 
what a society without poverty can look like. In the federal election year 2017, we made clear 
demands on politicians. www.armutskongress.de  
 
Assembly of delegates of NAk on 10.th of November 2017. 
 
12. Meeting of people with experience of poverty on 4th and 5th Oktober. 
 
Planed: Own project stand at the 28th Federal Congress of the DGB from 13.-17. March 2018. 
Presentations and information about EMIN will take place at the project stand.  
 
Greece 
No National Awareness raising event has been organised so far. We are planning a relevant 
activity to take place in the autumn 2018 – the speakers and members of the panel will be 
(upon confirmation of participation): 

 Ms Theano Fotiou, Alternate Minster of Social Solidariy 

 Mr Heliopoulos, Alternate Minister of Labour 

 Mr Planiteros,Director of Antipoverty Dpt, Ministry of Labor, Social Insurance and Social 
Solidarity 

 Ms Maria Stratigaki, Vice Mayor for Social Solidarity, Welfare and Equality 

 Ms Ioanna Pertsinidou, President of the Network for the Right to Housing 

http://www.armutskongress.de/
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 TheodorisGeorgakopoulos, Context Director of diaNEOsis 

 Representative of the National Delegation – People Experiencing Poverty 

 Athens Coordination Centre for Migrants and Refugees, Livelihoods Working Group – 
11/01/2018 

 Workshop on Barriers in Occupation, organised by PRAKSIS at Athens Solidarity Centre, 
Coordinator MsVicky Kelemouridou 

 Workshop on Job Research – 13/09/2017, organised by PRAKSIS at Athens Solidarity 
Centre, Coordinator Ms Dina Bardaki 

 Board meetings of Hellenic Network on the Right to Housing (the Network consists of 23 
NGOs) 

 
Hungary 
The International Day for the Eradication of Poverty (17/10/2017), we organized a round-table 
discussion: https://www.facebook.com/events/1279528235492562/ 
We organized an event with an open discussion in Debrecen to local civil actors, where the 
issue of the MI was the focus: 
http://meltomegelhetes.blog.hu/2017/07/07/debrecenben_jartunk 
On the 10th Nov 2017 social benefits and the lack of proper MI was on the table as well. 
We organized a workshop for university students as well, where they could try how is it to 
make ends meet when someone only has social benefits as a monthly income – or not even 
that: https://www.facebook.com/events/147612562507898/  
An event during the bus journey is also planned to raise awareness on the issue in the summer. 
The working group took part at a university event called “Szakkollégiumok Éjszakája 2017” 
where we were present with a stand and our flyers, and were open to tell the students about 
our campaigns and MI-related work. 
The delegates of our working group are going to attend at the MI conference on the 8th March 
in order to build relationships to strengthen the collaboration around EMIN. 
The Day of Social Work is also a good chance to spread the messages of EMIN: there will be one 
event in spring and one in autumn. 
 
Ireland 
EMIN Ireland, with support from EAPN Ireland, organised a half-day workshop on the 14th June 
2017. This included inputs from Rachel Broady of Salford National Union of Journalists (NUJ) on 
their project Reporting Poverty and from Robin Hanan of EMIN Ireland on EMIN, followed by a 
brainstorm on ideas to take forward the EMIN project in Ireland. In particular the workshop 
focused on addressing the stigma experienced by those living in poverty and dependent on 
minimum income and the role the media plays. 

 
The EAPN Ireland Fact Sheet on access to an adequate social welfare was disseminated and 
discussed at the Workshop as a context for the discussion. 
 
Italy 
See section above on bus and on communication strategy 

https://www.facebook.com/events/1279528235492562/
http://meltomegelhetes.blog.hu/2017/07/07/debrecenben_jartunk
https://www.facebook.com/events/147612562507898/
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Latvia 
Starting from August 1, 2018 the EMIN-2 national coordinator and regional coordinators plan to 
make arrangements for hosting an international conference in Riga in October of 2018 aiming 
at increasing the visibility level of EMIN-2 project at national level. Members from EAPN 
networks from other European countries, national level Minimum Income Schemes policy 
developers, representatives from EAPN-Latvia member organizations, as well as other NGOs 
and trade unions, and officers and professionals from municipalities and commercial 
companies. 

 

On October 27, 2017 in Riga there was hold a discussion meeting „Social Inequality in Latvia: 
Challenges and Solutions” hosted by the Freedom and Solidarity Foundation. EMIN-2 national 
coordinator and a regional coordinator presented information regarding EMIN-2 project task on 
stimulating debate and maintaining a regular dialogue at EU and national level on adequate 
Minimum Income Schemes during the meeting. 

 

There is scheduled one discussion meeting on April 2018 in Riga with engagement of 
stakeholders from municipalities and NGOs in accordance with the EMIN-2 project task on 
stimulating debate and maintaining a regular dialogue at EU and national level on adequate 
Minimum Income Schemes. 
 
Lithuania 
The National conference will be held at Lithuanian National Library. The conference is 
scheduled to coincide with the Everybody on the Bus event. It is planned to invite academic 
speakers, representatives of the Ministry, members of EAPN Lithuania. The theme of the 
conference is the protection of minimum income schemes. A supposed name of the conference 
is “Minimum income protection in Lithuania: to help, to invest and to enable”. There will be 
three panels about the three aspects of the minimum income (adequate, accessible and 
enabling). Each of them will have three different speakers and open discussion panel. 
 
Representatives of EAPN Lithuania participated in Caritas National Conference in the summer of 
2017. The director of EAPN Lithuania was also invited as a speaker. She spoke about difficulties 
of minimum income guarantee in Lithuania. 
 
OECD conference in Lithuania on 1 March where different stakeholders were invited to hear 
about OECD analysis on social protection in Lithuania. EAPN also participated there and raised 
questions about minimum income protection and proposed our own amendments, especially 
concerning the adequacy of the minimum income. 
 
WORK PLANNED: 
We are planning to participate in 3 meetings with locals in 3 different cities that are in different 
regions of Lithuania. There is kind of tradition in smaller cities in Lithuania to arrange meetings 
with intellectuals and professionals from different fields in local libraries. These meetings are 
usually organised in discussion format.  At this stage we have contacted with two libraries from 
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different cities and they are going to arrange the first two meetings with locals this April. 
Discussions will be led by our National Ambassador. 
 
Every September there is a so-called discussion festival in Lithuania. We have proposed a theme 
about minimum income protection in Lithuania and we are still waiting for the confirmation.   
 
Luxemburg 
The evening of the bus stop in Luxembourg we will organize a national awareness raising 
conference. 
- REPIS 2017: We already organized on the 5th of July 2017 during the annual EAPN event 

called REPIS (Rencontre Participative d’Inclusion Sociale) a working group on minimum 
income. The minister of Family in charge of the minimum income scheme in Luxembourg 
was also present to hear the conclusions of the working group and discuss some issues 

- Octave 2018: During the “Octave” (one of major annual religious celebrations in 
Luxembourg, generally in May), Caritas organizes a celebration called “Prière solidaire”, 
during this event minimum income will be a major subject 

- REPIS 2018 is actually being prepared, it shall take place and of June /beginning of July. 
- Another event by the end of 2018 together with trade-unions needs to be finalized. 

 
Malta 
Due a very hectic political in 2017 it was agreed that a national conference regarding EMIN2 
would be done in the beginning of October 2018. NGOs, Civil Society Organisations, 
Foundations, Trade Unions, university lecturers, relevant individuals, faith groups, political 
groups, and national authorities will receive an invitation and will be asked to join the 
conference regarding minimum income schemes in Malta. All national media will be invited to 
join this national conference.  
 
The following activities where held and going to be held.  
 

 National Coordinator was invited on National Maltese TV for an interview of 20 minutes 
regarding the EMIN2 Project 12th February 2018. (Another interview will be held), date will 
be given later). 

 

 National Coordinator was invited for a debate on National Maltese Radio regarding EMIN2 
Project on 6th February 2018. (Another interview will be held), date will be given later). 

 

 National Coordinator is working to be present with EMIN2 Project in the fresher’s week 
scholastic year opening in September 2018. 

 

 A stand with information of EMIN in Valletta Capital City of Malta (still working on logistics)  
 
Netherlands 
In December we organized together with the stichting Zwerfjongeren Nederland (Homeless 
youngster), U 2B Heard! (a project for homeless and former homeless youngsters), lectors of 
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the Universities for AS Windesheim Almere and NHL Stenden Leeuwarden and students social 
work of the latter, a workshop on Young People and the Minimum Income now and in 2027. An 
article is placed on the EMIN Blog. 
In February 2018 we organized the second workshop at the University of AS NHL Stenden 
Leeuwarden with students of the Atelier “Social work & entrepreneurship” with the title Young 
entrepreneurs and the MI now and in 2027. From this WS an article is also placed on the Blog. 
We are discussing with organizations that deal with early school leavers, unemployed 
youngsters and young people with a social handicap, to cooperate, trying to organize a third WS 
in March. 
What these WS showed were four things 
1. All the young people are unaware of the fact that there is a MI that they can have access too, 
might this be necessary. In NL this is the social assistance. 
2. Students will leave their education with a debt of 40.000 to 62.000€. This is their start in life. 
3. They all do not know about regulations, where to go if there is a necessity and how to apply. 
4. Since the workshops we hear that they are talking about this issue, what shows how it opens 
eyes if you can organize such meetings. 
Two of the outcomes of this second WS are 
1. that 8 students will be volunteers when the EMIn bus will be in Leeuwarden 
2. that we are preparing for a group of 16 student to visit the European Parliament and, with 
assistance of the ministry of SA&E, which we told about this initiative, to meet some people 
from the Commission. 
 
Another outcome of the second WS is that a group of 16 students asked EMIN NL to realize a 
study visit to the EP and the Commission. The previous co-ordinator of Poverty&Social Inclusion 
of the ministry of SA&E heard about this initiative and immediately offered to support it, by 
using her contacts. Thus, we are now creating a program for a Study Visit to Brussels for around 
20 persons, 16 students, 2 lectors and 2 persons from EMIN NL. And spoke about the possibility 
to have this followed up by a Study Visit to our Parliament and the ministry of SA&E.  
  
Poland 
We have organised a seminar with participation of Czech partner in December 2017 in Warsaw. 
During the seminar we presented the national context report, new declaration and postulates 
of Polish Minimum Income Network and exchanged the information with Czech partner. On the 
seminar the representatives of NGO’s, academics and trade unions were presented. All 
representatives signed the declaration. 
We have talked about EMIN during some meetings organized by some NGO that took place in 
Warsaw (October 2017), in Olsztyn (October 2017) - both there were International conferences 
and in Swinoujscie (January 2018). 
 
Portugal 
One seminar, associated to the EMIN Bus tour, on May 7 in Oporto, with the provisional 
programme, subject to confirmation:  
Opening Session – EAPN Portugal 
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Presentation of EMIN on an European level and the steps taken so far to contribute to the 
implementation of adequate minimum income schemes – Fintan Farrell 
Round table: Carlos Farinha Rodrigues – academic, Isabel Baptista – CESIS, GEP, members of 
CNC, EAPN Portugal 
Debate/discussion open to the public 
 
Development of two informative and awareness raising sessions about adequate minim 
income, by invitation: The first occurred on 12 October 2017, in Vila Real Regional Network of 
EAPN Portugal and the second in Sesimbra (Setúbal Regional Network of EAPN Portugal), on 
November The public present in those sessions were disadvantaged and/or socially excluded, 
employed or unemployed citizens  
 
Presentation of EMIN 2 to all members of EAPN Portugal in national meeting (September 21) to 
raise awareness to the implementation of other encounters to debate this theme. 
 
Presentation of EMIN 2 in the Citizens National Council meeting (September 11). 
 
Romania 
The Romanian EMIN network will organise one large EMIN National Conference in Bucharest 
mid 2018. The event is planned to be associated with ‘Everyone on the bus’ tour and take place 
on 4th of June. The large-scale event will gather relevant national actors and stakeholders, as 
well as politicians, MEPs, representatives of academia and people experiencing poverty. It will 
provide an optimal space for debating and finding the very best ways to work together and 
engage. 
 
Regarding other relevant events dedicated to awareness raising at Romanian level, during the 
reporting period 3 events took place, where EMIN experts had inputs, participated in the 
debates and raised awareness on the European Minimum Income Schemes with relevance for 
the national context: 
 
1. The Debate “In-work poverty in Romania: experiences and messages of people 

experiencing poverty” organised by EAPN Romania together with Novapolis Association 
and the European Institute in Romania that took place on 17th of October 
https://www.facebook.com/EAPNROMANIA/posts/2001411483427283. The event marked 
the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty and brought together relevant 
stakeholders in the field: NGOs, public authorities, researchers, PEPs. One of the specific 
issues that have been debated was the Guaranteed Minimum Income - evolution and trends 
in the Romanian society within the EMIN project and EMIN network’s objectives and 
activities at European and national level. 

 
2. The SUPPLY CHA!NGE Romanian Round Table and Positive Scenario Workshop, organised 

by ‘AUR’-the National Association of Human Resources Specialists in partnership with 
RENASIS (EAPN Romania). The event has been coordinated by EMIN2 coordinator Raluca 
Manaila and benefited from the presence of over 50 national and international key 

https://www.facebook.com/EAPNROMANIA/posts/2001411483427283
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stakeholders, national TU confederations and MEP Maria Grapini, plus multiple journalists. 
The event took place on the 17th of November in Bucharest, venue Hotel Europa Royale. 
EMIN2 experts Stefan Constantinescu and Iris Alexe facilitated one of the Round Table’s 
working groups and focused the debates on the core EMIN2 messages. Over 10 EMIN 
network members were present at the event.  

 
3. A presentation regarding European Minimum Income Schemes and the poverty situation 

in Romania will be provided by the EMIN network expert Stefan Constantinescu within the 
Journalism Prize Award-Giving Ceremony. This is going to take place on the 28th of February 
2018 within the project “Journalism Prize goes international 2017-2018”, a project 
implemented in Romania by EAPN Romania and founded by ERSTE Foundation. The Award-
Giving Ceremony aims to award in a symbolical manner (prize “With honesty about 
poverty”) the journalists that report about poverty in a dignified and respectful way. The jury 
is made up of people experiencing poverty. The event represents a good opportunity to 
raise-awareness about European Minimum Schemes, especially as the event will benefit 
from the presence of mass-media and journalists, activists, NGOs, public authorities, PEPs 
etc. https://www.facebook.com/RespectfulReporting/ 

 
In the following period, the Romanian EMIN Network will continue its efforts for enhancing 
participation and inputs in events such as: the Romanian Development Camp, NGOs or the 
thematic forums, Trade Union conferences/gatherings, summer schools or festivals etc. The 
national Ambassadors, local representatives from the Permanent Representation of the EU as 
well as representatives from Europe Direct Centre will be invited to engage and to contribute to 
these events.  
 
Slovakia 
In May 2017 we informed about EMIN our members in north, middle and west Slovakia and 
motivated them for future cooperation especially during BUS TRIP.  
4-6th of October 2017 we organized International Conference EMIN 2 (Future of Social EUROPE) 
in Košice – Oasis – centre for poor people living with MI guided by priest Peter Gombita, who 
became our EMIN Ambassador. We invited press, TV, radio, masmedia, also Czech Lux TV made 
interview about it and we made visible BUS TRIP , too. We invited our partner Jo Bothmer from 
EMIN Netherlands, Elisabeth Ziegler-Duregger from Austria focused on gardening simplest way 
to have healthy nourishment and Anton Suchar from Neratov centre of poor handicapped 
people working social enterprise in Czech R. There were present also Lucia Duriš Nicholson,  
Vice – chair of Slovak National Council and previous state secretary of Ministry of Social Affaires 
and mayor of Spišsky Hrhov with good practices with Roma community in his region. There is a 
need improve quality of life of people with the lowest possible income, with positive 
consequences for their children. We had meeting with the deputies in Slovak National Council 
30th of November 2017 and we draw attention to the importance of adequate and accessible 
Minimum Income Schemes and their positive value for the whole of society. We informed them 
about EMIN 2 and BUS TRIP  
 
Slovenia 

https://www.facebook.com/RespectfulReporting/
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The National Awareness raising event will be organized in the autumn 2018, preferably in 
October. Planning the event will start after the EMIN BUS in May.   
 
Živa Humer attended the national conference “Modern Slavery - Precarius Forms in the Labour 
Market”, 21st of November 2017 in Ljubljana. The conference was organized by the Movement 
for Decent Work and Welfare Society. Živa Humer presented a paper "Between the Minimum 
Wage and Minimum Income: Precarity and Poverty", focusing on the main results from the 
national EMIN context report for Slovenia and joint report for the EU.  
 

The following 3 events are still work in progress (communication with the Women’s Lobby of 
Slovenia, The Association of Free Trade Unions of Slovenia and Kings of the Street started).  
 
Spain 
We are planning to organize an awareness raising event at the end of May, counting with the 
participation of at least two transnational contacts. It will be a round table at a public square in 
Madrid, with streaming on Facebook. We intend to make a statement about the need of a MI 
as a right for all European citizens, in view of the forthcoming EU elections. 
 
Barcelona. The Taula d’entitats Social, member of the EMIN network, organized a seminar for 
social organizations to debate the Renta Garantizada de CIudadania, the new scheme 
implemented in Catalunya, last October 5th, 2017. 
Zaragoza. In order to discuss the Pillar of Social Rights, EAPN Spain held the annual seminar on 
"Social Rights as a pillar in Europe".  
 
The situation of Minimum Income at the EU, the national and the regional level (Aragon) were 
presented by Marta Arjol Martínez, CCOO representative, EMIN representative in Euskadi, 
Alfonso Lopez, EMIN representative in Galicia, Xose Cuns, and Graciela Malgesini, EMIN 
National Coordinator.  
Seminar opening: Juan Carlos Sanchez (Obra Social Ibercaja’s Director), María Pilar Gonzálvez 
(Family and Childhood General Director, Ministry of Social Affairs), Daniel Gimeno (EMIN 
Coordinator), Pedro Santisteve (Zaragoza’s Major), Carlos Susias (EAPN President) and María 
Victoria Broto (Deputy of Citizenship and Social Services), in Zaragoza, November 17th, 2017.  
 
Madrid. January 25th, 2018. EMIN meeting. Members coming from Canarias, Asturias, Madrid, 
Extremadura, Valencia, Cantabria, Murcia, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña, Castilla La Mancha, 
Castilla y León, Euskadi, Galicia, La Rioja, gathered at the ONCE Foundation headquarters in 
Madrid. We discussed the situation of MI in each region and the perspectives of the proposal of 
law currently at the Parliament. 
 
Valladolid. October 16th, 2017. Daniel Duque, EMIN representative in Castilla y León, explained 
that due to an increase in employment and the Renta de Ciudadanía nearly 92,000 citizens of 
Castilla y León got out of poverty in the last two years; 16,000 of them from the most severe 
stage. This was a joint act with the regional government. 

http://aragonhoy.aragon.es/index.php/mod.noticias/mem.detalle/area.1020/id.208749
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Toledo. April 21st, 2017. The Government of Castilla-La Mancha informed EAPN-EMIN network 
that the rejection of Podemos to the Budgets paralyzed the increase of 26% in the regional 
minimum income. These would have meant an increase from 8.25 million to 10.4 million euros 
"to reach all people, all families in poverty or risk of social exclusion in the region that need it." 
The importance of this act was the joint press conference that was held to give us explanations 
about the impossibility of increasing the minimum income. 
 
UK 
Three Scottish policy round tables will take place between April1 0 and May 30, 2018. At each 
discussion Peter Kelly of the EMIN Steering Group will chair and Katherine Duffy UK Coordinator 
will speak about the EU EMIN campaign and our UK activities and policy asks. The events will 
follow the successful model of EAPN’s invitation-only round tables for policy maker staff, on 
Brexit and social and employment policy. These each had 3 short specialist inputs, discussion, 
conclusions and asks, and were recorded for follow-up reports.  They are as follows: 
20 April:  Minimum Income or Basic Income? How best to address poverty? 
This discussion will focus on how a basic income can contribute to secure an adequate 
minimum income for all. It is recognised that basic income is not only conceived as a tool to 
address poverty, so how far can it contribute to addressing some of the complexities behind 
modern poverty?  Speakers:  

1. Annie Miller, Citizens Income Trust  

2. Adam Corlett, Resolution Foundation 

3. Bill Scott, Inclusion Scotland  

10 May 2018: Universal Credit: Can it ever provide an Adequate Income? 
This discussion will look at what the experience of implementing UC can tell us about securing 
adequate minimum incomes. We will look at the experience of claimants and look at where 
there are possibilities for change.    Speakers: 

1. John Dickie, CPAG Scotland 

2. Susan McPhee, Citizens Advice Scotland  

3. Shelia McKandie, Highland Council 

30 May 2018: Roundtable 3: Making Work Pay? Securing an adequate minimum income in a 
changing labour market 
This discussion will explore what more needs to be done to address in-work poverty, covering 
not only pay but job quality. Speakers: 

1. Gail Irvine, Carnegie UK Trust 

2. Jennifer McCarey, Unison trade union 

3. Dr Peter Kenway, New Policy Institute  

 
October 2018 Final conference 
The final UK conference is a key awareness-raising event at UK level. It is foreseen to take place 
in October and there is an offer to hold it in Manchester hosted by Manchester Metropolitan 
University, but detailed planning will not take place until the first week of April 2018.  
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It will bring together participants in the various UK activities with others, and draw on the 
consolidated report of activities, policy asks and ways forward for campaigning for adequate 
minimum income and MIS in the UK.  
 
‘Reality on the ground’ discussion groups 
To help ensure the voice of experts by experience is included in the development of the 
projects’ ‘asks’ and proposals in the final report and conference, a series of reality on the 
ground discussion groups are planned between December 2017 and June 2018. These are 
modelled on focus groups, with around 8 participants and 2 facilitators. They discuss four topics 
about their experience of benefits: 

1. Benefits / administration: what works and what does not? 
2. Adequacy:  what does adequacy mean, what are the consequences of inadequate 

income, what do you feel about your circumstances and how do you manage your 
income? 

3. Standards: what do you spend their money on, and how does it compare to the 
‘average’? 

4. What things need to change about your lives/ the benefits system?  
The first three groups took place in London: - the group of Black parents and children in receipt 
of benefits in December 2017 at a childcare venue and a group with multiple disadvantages at 
ATD in Addington Square, Camberwell on 20 February 2018. The third group took place on 27 
February at Migrants Voice, Pentonville Road, Kings Cross London. Further groups are planned 
for the midlands of England later in spring – there is one planned for a group of multiply 
disadvantaged women in Nottingham, date tbc and potentially others in the north.  
 
Members of the EMIN steering group spoke at several events in 2017, documented in our 
previous progress report.  
At present, this year, the Bus visit is taking priority in England and the policy round tables in 
Scotland. When these are out of the way, we expect to have a higher profile with which to 
secure invitations to events. However, preparing for our own events has meant engaging in 
other events to secure participation in ours.  
 
A local example of this concerns preparation for the Bus Event: 

 See above co-sponsored Unite Community/ EMIN events.  

 As well, Katherine Duffy participated in a suffragette commemoration event, a waste food project and a 
Christmas lunch for homeless people; she has visited De Montfort University local action, and visited BBC 
news, a Sikh temple and the Anglican cathedral.  

So far these have resulted in offers to help get speakers for the Leicester Round Table and the 
public square part of the Bus visit (offers from EAPN, Leicester Trades Council and Leicester 
Unite Community; Offers to ask dignitaries to participate, from Unite Community and LCC CIC  
Muslim Community Centre; offers to provide evening meal etc for the Bus by LCS CIC; offer to 
issue invitations to the English Round Table event, from the Anglican cathedral Dean of social 
enabling, offer to be a project visit from the Guru Nanek Sikh Temple and offers of stewarding 
from Unite Community  and Derbyshire Unemployed Workers Centre and EAPN England. 
Poverty Alliance have arranged all the speakers for the Scottish Round Tables.  
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WP8 Website and visibility tools 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Key information  
 See section above under work package 5 Communication: 

 We are building a library of content from the national level (pictures, interviews, quotes…), 
to translate the Communication Strategy into concrete actions.  

 Tools available:  
 The EMIN Blog (www.emin-eu.net)  
 Presentation leaflet of EMIN  
 Logo for the Bus and special blog for the journey (www.eminbus.eu)   
 The online platform Trello 
 Further tools and tool kits are being developed: ‘a myth busting campaign’: a social media 

campaign, a campaign with video testimonies  
 Use of social media: Twitter account, Facebook Page.  

 Press contacts and media coverage: a database of the most relevant journalist has been 
developed and first contacts are being made. 

 

WP9 National Ambassadors 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Advice re National Ambassadors 
 In the context of the EMIN2 Communication strategy we developed advice in relation to the 

National Ambassadors to be appointed. We have found it useful to distinguish between 
Advocates (people with high impact and high knowledge on the subject) which it will be 
important to identify and ensure their support for the EMIN project. Indeed, the National 
Coordinators need to be seen as key advocates in the project.  Ambassadors we seen as 
people with potentially high impact but with less knowledge on the topic, people who have 
a general interest in a more social and fair society who could be informed and encourages 
to play a role in highlighting awareness of the importance of adequate, accessible and 
enabling Minimum Income Schemes.   

Deliverables: identified in application 
- 1 EMIN website updated, tested and relaunched  
- Development, testing and launching of a blog for the “Everyone on the bus” initiative 
- Production of leaflet and other dissemination tools related to EMIN2 
- Video recordings for the journey 
- Press contacts and media coverage around the activities organised  

Deliverables identified in application: 
- methodology for the appointment of national ambassadors for EMIN developed 
- National Networks select and appoint National Ambassadors based on methodology 
- National Ambassadors present during events organised as part of the programme of 
activities of the EMIN 2 project (including the ‘Everyone on the bus’ tour) 

http://www.emin-eu.net/
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 Advice was given re the selection and role of National Ambassadors. 

 The notion of EMIN Ambassador seems hard to achieve in many countries. However, the 
idea to have some well-known people play a role in relation to the bus trip seems to be 
developing well in many countries. It seems asking to connect to a once off activity is a 
better strategy than trying to ask an ongoing commitment, which seems to be something 
more achievable for large scale Organisations with long histories or with organisations where 
‘celebrities’ were involved from the beginning of the organisation. 

 

Development of National Ambassadors 
 
Austria 
We started an Ambassador-campaign already in autumn 2016 and it lasted until the beginning 
of 2017. So, we can’t do it again. Our ambassadors in this case were on the one hand 
representatives (directors, general secretaries etc.) of NGOs, on the other hand MI 
beneficiaries.  
 
#abersicher [“that’s for sure”] is another, small (zero-
budget) online and social-media campaign in order to 
underline the importance of the minimum income scheme. 
Prominent representatives of social care organisations or 
member organisations of the Austrian Anti-Poverty Network 
(e.g. Caritas, Diakonie and many others), as well as 
recipients of the minimum income, explained why the 
minimum income plays such a key role.  
 
Their messages were: 
“The minimum income ensures the security of our welfare 
state for all of us.” 
“The minimum income permits a certain level of life in 
dignity.” 
“The minimum income does not enable a life in luxury. It 
helps people avoiding manifest poverty. Cutting back on the 
minimum income puts social cohesion at risk.” 
 
For further information please visit www.armutskonferenz.at/abersicher (in German). 
 
Belgium 
Belgian has a vast tradition of working together with local associations to ensure involvement 
and participation of people experiencing poverty in policy making and advocacy work. They are 
involved in the preparation of the bus tour events, at our Minimum Income Meetings, as well as 
in the EMIN steering group. For us people experiencing poverty are the best emplaced to take 
up the role of national ambassadors and raise awareness about the importance of adequate 
minimum income.  

http://www.armutskonferenz.at/abersicher
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Bulgaria 
We are still in the process of trying to appoint National Ambassador 
 
Cyprus 
Firstly, we had to highlight through our decision that we recruited National Ambassadors 
representing the majority of the civil society. Even more, it was quite important to have support 
by academia while we had strong belief deriving from EMIN1, that academic knowledge is 
considered crucially important argumentation, in the framework of our fight to support 
adequate, accessible and enabling minimum income schemes. We thought that social partners 
should be supporting our cause, as well as Governmental Officials all relevant with social 
justice, equality and protection.   
 
Therefore we arrange personal meetings with candidate National Ambassadors, where we 
presented the program, explained our cause and asked for their support. Eventually we 
managed to assure engagement by five National Ambassadors: 
 

1. General Secretary of Cyprus Worker’s Confederation- Mr Andreas Matsas 
2. Vice Rector of the University of Nicosia- Mr Konstantinos Fellas  
3. Equality Commissioner- Mrs Josefin Antoniou 
4. Volunteer Commissioner- Mrs Giannis Giannaki 
5. President of Women Socialist Movement and Former MP- Mrs Roula Mavronikola 

 
We are presenting in public our National Ambassadors during April 2018, in an event where we 
invited the media where they will spend some minutes to speak about EMIN and about the 
importance of a life in dignity.  
 
There is a commonly accepted framework of activities and in each case is possible for a 
National Ambassador to participate and speak in public for EMIN they will be doing so. We 
foresee to have them with us during the Bus Tour.  
 
Czech Republic 
The process of appointing national ambassadors for the EMIN campaign has not yet been 
completed. We have selected several celebrities who are now in touch and deciding whether to 
accept these credentials. The selection includes, for example: Mrs. Marta Kubišová, singer, 
former dissident and anti-Communist resistance activist; Mrs. Taťána Kuchařová, Director of the 
Beauty of Life Foundation, Miss World 2006; Mr. Tomáš Sedláček, Associate Professor of Social 
Economics, former advisor to President Vaclav Havel; Mr. Vavřinec Hradílek, water slalom 
athlete, World Champion 2013 and 2017, holder of silver medal from the Olympic Games 2012 
in London; Mr. Tomáš Halík, Catholic clergyman, publicist, Charles University professor in 
Prague, Templton Prize laureate; Mrs. Milena Černá, doctor, chairwoman of the Board of the 
Good Will Committee - Olga Havlová Foundation. The selection of ambassadors will be made by 
March 15, 2018. 
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Croatia 
In Croatia we have established close cooperation with one famous and nationally recognized 
actor among broad public Mr. Ivo Gregurević who is very keen and sensitive to the topic of 
poverty and he accepted our invitation to become ambassador for EMIN2 project in Croatia. 
We invited him to our National Awareness Raising event what we made in form of National 
Conference which being held in Zagreb 20/2/2018 where he gave a speech and he was very 
welcomed by the audience and also after in media coverage.  
 
Estonia 
We appointed 3 National Ambassadors. 
1. Piet Boerefijn – the Founder of Food Banks in Estonia http://www.toidupank.ee/welcome/ 
2. Riina Solman – the leader of Oleviste Hoolekanne NGO 

 https://irl.ee/blog/liikmed/riina-solman/ 
3. Katja Ljubobratets – head of communications at Maxima  stores, in one of the biggest 

employers in Estonia. She is the  leader of  “Angel tree” charity campaigns. 
               https://ee.linkedin.com/in/katja-ljubobratets-8046702b 

 
Denmark 
Relevant people have been contacted, but until now we have not had positive reactions. 
 
Finland 
None yet. We have talked about previous president Tarja Halonen and some bishops of the 
Church. 
 
France 
We tried to contact many persons, especially from the political sphere, but for the moment we 
have no positive feedbacks 
 
Germany 
No German EMIN Ambassador has been identified yet. 
 
Greece 
No National Ambassadors have been appointed. The coordinators or/and the focal points for 
the various ad hoc or institutional committees can function as Ambassadors (see WP2). 
 
A special meeting where they would participate and decide on the steps and procedures is 
planned to take place after Easter. The coordination of this group with be carried out by 
PRAKSIS.  
 
Hungary 
During our action week called “Week For The Dignified Living” we organized an event at which 
writers shared their poverty-related stories with the audience: 
https://www.facebook.com/events/503260483373761/. (The press attended the event as 

http://www.toidupank.ee/welcome/
https://irl.ee/blog/liikmed/riina-solman/
https://ee.linkedin.com/in/katja-ljubobratets-8046702b
https://www.facebook.com/events/503260483373761/
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well.) Based on that event and our connections, we developed a list of well-known writers who 
seemed supportive with our activities. They are not officially asked yet, but that is our 
intention. (Also, we would like to get the contact information of more artists who can be the 
voice of this work.) 
 
Ireland 
No Irish EMIN Ambassador has been identified yet. 
 
Italy 
No developments 
 
Latvia 
On February 1, 2018 EAPN-Latvia announced a call to nominate candidates for the position of 
EMIN National Ambassador, the deadline for nomination of a candidate is March 31, 2018. 
Considering recommendations by the EMIN-2 project team, the call to nominate candidates for 
the position of EMIN National Ambassador was addressed to the NGOs, trade unions, 
governmental institutions, municipalities and private companies. 
 
Lithuania 
Appointed National Ambassador. Our National Ambassador is a well-known academic and 
former advisor to the Prime Minister, prof. Boguslavas Gruževskis. 
 
WORK PLANNED: 
As it was mentioned before, we are planning to organize discussions in the libraries of three 
different cities.   
We are going to start our series of videos of well-known people with the video of our National 
Ambassador. We are also planning to arrange some interviews for the media. 
 
Luxemburg 
We have some promising contacts, but not yet a list of agreed Ambassadors. This item will be 
followed up in the next weeks. 
 
Malta 
Various tentative steps were done to appoint a National Ambassador. A final agreement was 
rather difficult to obtain as they did not want to committee themselves for this role. As a 
network we did not lose hope and we are trying our best to find alternative people for this role.  
 
Netherlands 
We tried to find ambassadors, but what we experienced is that at the moment a well-known 
author and tv personality e.g. realized what it meant, the discussion ended. This is an overall 
experience, also with others. So, we leave it. Maybe we will find during the bus trip or through 
the bus trip a person that will act as such. 
 
Poland 
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We appointed National Ambassador (ex-politician, very involved in fighting against 
homelessness) and he supposed to participate in our National Awareness raising event that 
took place in Warsaw in December 2017 but at last moment he was not able to participate. We 
still try to involve him in some other activities and promoting the visibility of EMIN Poland.  
 
Portugal 
We have established contacts on our national meeting, on the 10 July, with ONGs, universities, 
trade unions and public entities. We have sent them a work proposal and we are expecting 
them to add comments, ideas and explain how and when they want to be present or contribute 
to the EMIN project. These are people that can easily relate to the EMIN project and for what it 
stands for and that already offered to participate in the project events. 
 
Romania 
The Romanian EMIN Network has made constant efforts to identify and appoint National 
Ambassador/s to help promote the visibility of the EMIN Network. 
 

1. Discussion are still taking place with 2 EESC members on behalf of 2 Romanian TU 
confederations: Petru Sorin Dandea (General Secretary of Cartel Alfa TU confederation) 
and Dumitru Fornea (International Relations - Meridian TU Confederation);  

2. Final discussions are being concluded in order to consider Ms Laura Stefanut as a 
National Ambassador for the Romanian EMIN Network. She has agreed in principle to be 
involved in the raising-awareness campaign as well as the EMIN Bus Tour in Romania, 
however still a lot of effort has to be made to obtain her  official final agreement and to 
agree upon a planning of her concrete involvement and support for the Romanian EMIN 
Network. Ms. Laura Stefanut is an independent journalist and an activist for social justice 
http://laura.casajurnalistului.ro/despre/. 

 
Slovakia 
We have several eminent Ambassadors – especially priest Peter Gombita, founder of Oasis with 
240 poor people, some homeless people (now 14 years of Oasis existence). There is ecofarm 
with domestic animals, and flower glass houses, too. We addressed as Ambassador Elisabeth 
Ziegler-Duregger (focused on healthy food and gardening). She is also active in the inclusion of 
refugees and migrants, in dialogue among other religions and minorities. Both Ambassadors 
were involved in production of short video messages to promote the importance of Adequate 
Minimum Income. They attended key event in Košice 5-6. October 2017 organised by EMIN and 
29. November 2017 coorganised by EMIN.   
We addressed as Ambassador PhDr. Sona Gaborčáková, 
member of Social Committee of Slovak National Council and previous 16 years she worked in 
Charitas. She was happy and she helps us very much especially during BUS TRIP in Bratislava 
and she raises awareness about EMIN especially in Slovak Parliament and among politicians and 
Church. All ambassadors encourage people to participate in spreading the messages in their 
network and workplace.  
As 1st  Ambassador of EMIN we nominated previous head of House of European Commission in 
Slovakia Dušan Chrenek. Since 2018 he works in Brussels. We are addressing also our Golden 
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Olympic Champion in Biatlon  Nasta Kuzminova from Banska Bystrica and several other famous 
and heartfull great persons. We expect good results and their contribution to tackling poverty, 
too. 
 
Slovenia 
Danijel Černe, well known musician (author of music, songwriter, guitarist, creative leader and 
founder of the multimedia project and the progressive band Terra Mystica, and co-founder, 
performer and author in the Terrafolk group). 
 
Nina Zidar Klemenčič, laywer (a founder of the law firm Zidar Klemenčič, who led several high-
profile cases in the area of media, competition and commercial law. She is also very active in 
the areas of protecting the rights of children and the weak, and among others, a member of the 
Governing Board of the Unicef Foundation). She will be invited in the following weeks. 
 
Anita Ogulin, Zveza prijateljev mladine – she will be invited in the following weeks. 
 
All National Ambassadors will promote the visibility of EMIN BUS event …  
 
Spain 
It is not easy in Spain to produce this National Ambassador who could be unanimously 
accepted, because of the fragmentation and decentralization of the social policies. We are 
trying to figure this out, but it’s not something already achieved. 
 
UK 
We had decided against an Ambassador in the UK, but are now considering Akala, a well-known 
London-based rapper, who has spoken at pro-Europe events. He has been approached by an 
organisation in the EMIN Steering Group with whom he is in contact and he is interested but 
nothing is agreed yet. 
 

 

WP10 EU and national level policy dialogue 
 
Deliverables identified in application 

-Regular exchanges with policy makers at national and at EU level: European Commission, 
governments, national ministries, national parliaments, European Parliament, as well as other relevant 
policy makers 
- Regular information updates and articles on policy dialogue on the EMIN website and ‘Everyone on 
the Bus’ blog 
- Baseline Context report at beginning and 1 final context report at end of the Project  
- At least 2 meetings in the European Parliament of the EMIN Advisory Group  
- Members of the European Parliament available to attend meetings and contribute input to the Project 
- Discussions on EU policy initiatives with regard to MIS at Annual Convention and European Platform 
against Poverty. 
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EU Policy Dialogue 
 Since EMIN1 national dialogues have continued in many countries re EMIN schemes. Key 

events to be organised by the National Networks should be in their work programmes 
which they will develop for end June.  

 At EU level the discussions around a European Pillar of Social Rights have been very timely 
for raising attention to the importance of Minimum Income Schemes. EMIN and the EMIN 
partners, have been active in raising awareness of the debates in relation to Minimum 
Income Schemes in the context of the consultation on the Pillar.  

 In addition, Anne Van Lancker, EMIN policy Coordinator, spoke at an event in the Social 
Platform seeking to clarify issues in relation to adequate Minimum Income Schemes and 
Universal Basic Income proposals.  She also attended an event organised by OSE and ETUI 
where she had the chance to raise interest to the EMIN2 project.  

 The key opportunity in this period were in relation to the adoption of the European Pillar of 
Social Rights. EMIN released and distributed its response to the Pillar (see appendix 3 and 
attached).  To follow up the EMIN EU Context Report provided back ground for our revised 
‘EU road map for the progressive realisation of adequate, accessible and enabling Minimum 
Income Schemes'. This revised road map, primarily takes account of the Social Pillar 
communication. This revised road map will guide our advocacy and lobbying activities in this 
period including in the run up to the Gothenburg Social Summit where the proclamation of 
the Pillar of Social Rights will happen. We would expect to have a second version of the road 
map later in the project where we also look at the proposals re public awareness and the 
proposed Directive, as well as taking account of relevant policy developments 

 The second key opportunity in this period was the European Parliament report on 
‘minimum income policies as a tool for fighting poverty’, rapporteur Laura Agea, which was 
adopted in Plenary with 451 votes in favour, 147 against and 42 abstentions. EMIN followed 
the development of the report carefully and was in touch with the rapporteur and the 
shadow rapporteurs as well as key MEPs active on the report. The Report gives strong 
support for the ambitions of the EMIN project. Key highlights from the report include: 
 The call on all Member States (MS) to upgrade their minimum income schemes so that 

they ensure a life in dignity to households with insufficient income, support their 
participation in society and ensure their autonomy across the life cycle 

 That MS should set minimum income schemes above the poverty line, taking into 
account the Eurostat risk-at-poverty threshold, set at 60% of national median income 
after social benefits, together with other indicators such as reference budgets 

 Recalls the EESC opinion on a framework directive on minimum income in the EU, 
which should lay down common rules and indicators, provide methods for monitoring 
its implementation and improve dialogue between the individuals concerned, the 
Member States and the EU institutions and calls on the Commission and the Member 
States, in this regard, to evaluate the manner and the means of providing an adequate 
minimum income in all Member States; 
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 MS to combat the non-take-up of MIS and requests the Commission and the Social 
Protection Committee to develop further research and recommendations and guidelines 
to tackle this problem 

 Stresses that it is vital for all those in need to have access to sufficient minimum income 
schemes to be able to meet their basic requirements, including for the most excluded 
such as homeless people 

 The call on Commission and MS to better use ESF and EaSI to help to improve the 
functioning of existing systems  

 Stresses the importance of the European Semester in monitoring the adequacy of 
minimum income schemes and their impact on poverty reduction   

 In addition, in this period we had the opportunity at EU level to present the EMIN project 
at: 
 ETUC social protection committee 9 May 
 European Social Insurance Platform 30 May 
 EWL meeting 8 June 
 Stakeholder consultation with the European Parliament Maria Joao Rodrigues 8 

September 
 EPC event on Basic Income – Minimum Income 29 October 
 The Belgian Peer Review on Child Poverty 5-6 October 
 A meeting of the Social Protection Committee on 24 Oct 
 EU Platform for Reference Budgets on 22 February 
 Conference on integrated delivery of social services aiming at the activation of minimum 

income recepients in the labour market – success factors and reform pathways, on 8 
March 

 EU stakeholders meeting on 21 March 
 MEPs and press on 11 April 

 

National level Policy Dialogue 
 
Austria 
We had some meetings with national politicians where always MI was an important topic: 

 On 15th of February 2017 we had a meeting at the federal chancellery with 
representative deputy head of chancellor Christian Kern, Ms. Rosoli. Social rights and 
Minimum Income were the most important topics in that meeting.  

 In July 2017 we made a presentation in the National Platform against poverty and social 
exclusion and discussed MI in the context of social rights 

 In September 2017 (before national elections) we sent out a letter to representatives of 
political parties. The core of the letter was about social rights (Economic, cultural and 
social rights) with a strong link to Minimum Income. The cuts in the field of means-
tested minimum income are criticised from a human rights perspective. It was sent out 
to members of all political parties: party spokesman / lead candidate, spokesman on 

human rights and spokesman on social affairs. Some politicians responded and we had 
some discussions with them.  
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We commented country specific recommendations also this year.  
 
 
 
 
Belgium 
The Belgian public administration is very much involved in the EMIN project. The public 
administration is attending the Belgian working group around Minimum income and will send a 
delegate to the Peer Review in Helsinki.  
 
National policy makers and MEP’s will be invited to participate in EU bustour stops and national 
awareness events in Belgium.  
 
In 2017 the Belgian workgroup EU 2020, consisting of people experiencing poverty and 
supported by the BAPN, came several times together to reflect and take position on the new 
European Pillar of Social Rights. This resulted in a common text presented by one of the 
workgroup members on the annual EAPN convention in June 2017. On this annual convention 
not only members of the European Anti-Poverty network were present, but also European 
officers, different decision makers and other stakeholders.  
 
In 2017 BAPN also wrote his national context report on minimum income schemes. This report 
was written in collaboration with the Belgian representative at the European institutions 
 
Bulgaria 
We try to exchange and agree messages with participants in the National Council for Social 
Inclusion at the Council of Ministers, different working groups at the Ministry of Labour and 
Social Policy, the National Economic and Social Council, etc.  
 
A representative of the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy will take part in the peer review in 
Helsinki 
 
Cyprus 
We have a continuing cooperation with the Welfare Benefits Administrative Service and with 
the Minister of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurances Mrs Zeta Emilianidou and under this 
framework we had reps by both in all our conferences so far. This cooperation is not narrowed 
while we share our recommendations with all the Governmental Services and of course their 
participation in our events allows them to evaluate other methods of approach (good practices 
by other countries) which were not adopted in our minimum income system. An example if the 
approach of Reference Budgets which is something different from what the Cypriot Legislation 
for minimum income applies.   
 
Czech Republic 
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We spoke with the heads of trade unions (Czech-Moravian Confederation of Trade Unions), 
with the Representation of the European Commission in the Czech Republic, with the staff of 
the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, with members of the European Economic and Social 
Committee of the European Union for the Czech Republic, with some deputies and senators of 
the Parliament of the Czech Republic. Given the recent parliamentary elections and the process 
of forming a new government, we are waiting for the new representatives of the state bodies 
with whom we want to act. We also strive to support scientific institutions and university 
workplaces. 
 
We will provide input to the Final Context Report that will be compiled in the autumn of 2018. 
The structure and content of this Final Context Report will build on the Input Context Report 
that we developed in 2017. 
 
Croatia 
Croatian EMIN2 team and especially National Coordinator already made contacts with Ministry 
for Demography, Family, Youth and Social policy.   Ms. Lažeta Katica head of social policy 
department within Ministry is formally appointed with EMIN2. On the other hand National 
Coordinator Z. Babić  is formally appointed as a member of the working group on Action plan 
for social benefits consolidation and improvement, within same Ministry. 
 
EMIN2 project for Croatia was presented 13/6/ 2017 to the representative of European 
Commission in Croatia Mr. Branko Baričević. Ms. Baričević expressed his full support to the 
EMIN2 project and offered partnerships in organizing National Conference and other activities 
of EMIN2, so European Commission Representative provide us space for organizing  our 
National Awareness Conference in Zagreb 20/2/2018.  We will closely cooperate with the office 
of representative of European Commission in Croatia in next activities in EMIN2 project.  
 
Estonia 
1. We have good cooperation and information exchange with MEP Yana Toom. 
MEP Yana Toom supports EMIN strongly 
On her website she is writing
Is there an adequate minimum income in Estonia? Decide for yourself: At the moment, the state 
guarantees a family income of 130 euros for its first member and 130 euros per child, or 104 
euros for each subsequent adult. And so on the condition that they live in a savage dormant 
dwelling. (2017) 
 
What is planned by the Ministry of Social Affairs from January 2018? 
First, raise the subsistence minimum from the current € 130 to € 140 in the coming year. 
Secondly, to cancel, as appropriate, family allowance: instead, the subsistence minimum will 
increase to 168 € per month. Child benefits also increase. In addition, due to the tax reform, 
more money is available to low-income employees. 
 
Do these changes solve all the problems? I do not think so. Unfortunately, in the case of such a 
minimum income, we cannot talk about a life of dignity at all stages of life. There is room for 
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growth in the minimum income, and we can only welcome the fact that Europe will now be 
even more determined to push us towards this increase. 
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http://yanatoom.ee/en/?s=EMIN 
http://yanatoom.ee/uudised/nuud-tuleb-meil-toepoolest-ules-ehitada-oma-sotsiaalpoliitika-
nagu-euroopas/# 
 
2. The Delegation of the European Commission was in the European Semester mission in 
Estonia in November 2017.. 
In the framework of the European Semester, Estonia's challenges were analysed in the country-
specific State Reports published in February and country-specific recommendations issued in 
May. 
 
In the mission, they were met with non-profit organizations to hear our opinions about the 
challenges Estonia is facing. Especially in terms of economic inequalities and wage bargaining. 
They also look forward to a possible improvement in the implementation of the very substantial 
capacity utilization reform for Estonia
 
3. We participate regularly in the debates in European Centre. 

Resilience of Estonian social protection system to future of work scenarios 

In 2017-2018, the Foresight Centre under the Chancellery of the Parliament analyses future of 
employment, work and employment relationship in Estonia in order to foresee potential future 
situations in the labour and social protection field until 2030. Consortia of Praxis and Centar 
analyse the resilience of Estonian social protection system in the face of future of w

http://yanatoom.ee/uudised/nuud-tuleb-meil-toepoolest-ules-ehitada-oma-sotsiaalpoliitika-nagu-euroopas/
http://yanatoom.ee/uudised/nuud-tuleb-meil-toepoolest-ules-ehitada-oma-sotsiaalpoliitika-nagu-euroopas/
http://www.praxis.ee/en/works/social-protection-scenarios
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Denmark 
The project is discussed with the Commission representative in meetings in June and October 
2017. Ministries of Social Affairs and Labour are informed directly in august 2017 and other 
Ministries are informed via a meeting 6 March 2018 in the Governments Contact Committee for 
EU – 2020 Strategy. Some politicians in the Danish Parliament are contacted and informed 
directly, while the meeting with the relevant parliamentary committee has not yet been 
agreed. 
 
Finland 
We have talked about EMIN and our views with European Semester Officers, some MEP´s and 
members of parliament, but are going to start more intense dialogue in spring and invite them 
our events and but tour. 
Finland has no recommendation on Minimum Income in CSR´s, but we are waiting for March to 
see if in Country reports there would be more social things after the European Pillar of Social 
Rights has just been signed. We will also talk about minimum income in our European Semester 
-lobbying. 
 
France 
Contact with the ministry of social affairs and the section of minimum income systems, National 

observatory on poverty and social exclusion, Conseil national de lutte contre exclusion (CNLE 

and specially the 8the college with people living in poverty) 

 
Germany 
We have contact to the Ministry of Labour which is responsible for legal examining of MIS 
guarantees at EU level. 
We are in contact with parliamentary group of SPD (labour and social politics).  
In spring we will organize two political breakfast with Representations of the EU-Parliament and 
with representations from national parliament.  
 
During the bus-journey we will organise several discussions with national policy makers and 
scientific experts: 
From EU-level: Gabi Zimmer (Linke) and Jakob von Weizsäcker (SPD),  
From national parliament: Matthias Birkwald 
From local parliament: Members of the State Representation from Thüringen and NRW 
From scientific: Christoph Butterwegge and Klaus Dörre (Uni Erfurt). 
 
Greece 
Will be developed in the context of the bus tour 
 
Hungary 
It is a complicated timing in Hungary, since the parliamentary elections will be on the 8th April. 
It is hard to reach the ruling party right now, on the other hand, we have already checked the 
party programmes of those parties who has already published their plans (see the public 
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information on it above). Besides, via our campaign on the family allowance we are in the 
middle of the process of developing relationships with the ministry and the decision-makers. 
 
 
Ireland 
The issue of an adequate social welfare is one of the core demands of EAPN Ireland in its work 
on national Budgets. This is presented to the key Government Departments. 
 
It is also an issue that is included in the Better Europe Alliance’s engagement with the European 
Semester Process and highlighted in the BEA’s written response to the European Commission’s 
2017 Country Report for Ireland and subsequent meetings with the European Semester Officer 
and the Commission’s Country Fact Finding Mission in October 2017. 
 
Italy 
As a national coordinating body, we followed the meetings that the Ministry of Labour and 
Social Policies and the Managing Authority of the National Action Plan for Inclusion organized in 
Milan on October 27th and in Bari on December 4th on the occasion of the launch of the 
Inclusion Income, in the presence of Minister Poletti. Since last December 1st Italy, like the rest 
of Europe, has a single measure to fight poverty: Inclusion Income (REI). The challenge is to 
create and maintain and effective system of active inclusion that generates confidence and 
produces change by involving the most vulnerable individuals, making use of their skills, and 
taping resources and potential, with the support of social and welfare services and the 
involvement of the third sector and the whole community. 
 
Latvia 
 On March 28, 2018 in Riga it is planned to approve the schedule of events and persons responsible 

for providing dialogue building activities with Vice-president of the European Commission Valdis 
Dombrovskis, MEPs elected from Latvia, MIS Advisory Group at EP, Representative Office of the EC in 
Latvia, State President of the Republic of Latvia, Latvian Members of Saeima (Parliament), Prime 
Minister, State Chancellery, Minister for Welfare, and other policy makers during the period from 
April 1 to November 30, 2018. 

 EAPN-Latvia Chairperson of the Board was included in the Working Group for Development of 
Upgraded plan for Minimum Income Support Schemes at the Ministry of Welfare. From 2017 Elina 
Alere-Fogele, the Member of the Board, is working in the coordination committee for Social inclusion 
policy at the Ministry of Welfare. 

 On March 29, 2017 in Riga national coordinator of EMIN-2 project and two regional coordinators 
took part in the Meeting of Council for Implementation of Cooperation Memorandum Between the 
Cabinet of Ministers and NGOs. The meeting covered the following topics: Upgraded plan for 
Minimum Income Support Schemes (Ministry of Welfare) and current information regarding progress 
in development of State taxation policy guidelines for 2017-2021 (Ministry of Finance). 

 On August 26, 2017 EAPN-Latvia Board submitted 23 letters to the Committees of the Saeima 
(Parliament), relevant Ministries and Municipality of Riga with proposals regarding reduction of 
poverty and social exclusion in Latvia. Response letters from the relevant bodies with explanations 
showing willingness to maintain a further dialogue with decision makers regarding Minimum Income 
Schemes were received till end of November 2017. 
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 On November 15, 2017 in Riga three regional coordinators of EMIN-2 project in a meeting in the 
Saeima (Parliament) discussed support programs for people experiencing poverty and Minimum 
Income Schemes with leaders of Committee of Social and Employment Affairs. 

 On April 27, 2018 in Brussels, Belgium a regional coordinator of EMIN-2 project will participate as a 
member of delegation of Latvian Ministry of Welfare in the Annual Convention on Inclusive Growth 
on topic „Implementation of the Social Pillar”. 

 
Lithuania 
Ministries:  
EAPN Lithuania always tries to communicate with the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour. In 
2017 EAPN Lithuania in cooperation with Vilnius University conducted a study on study on 
social assistance reform which was analysed from the beneficiaries and NGOs workers point of 
view. It actually helped to take steps towards cooperation between EAPN Lithuania and The 
Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour since we invited the Ministry to submit questions for the 
respondents and the Ministry gladly agreed to do it. We also invited the Ministry to the 
presentation of our study. The adviser of the Minister was invited to be a speaker, other 
representatives of the Ministry were invited to attend and discuss the results of our study. We 
are very glad that the advisor was very interested in our study and stressed that this kind of 
studies, which show beneficiaries experiences, are very important and worth to develop.  
It is important to note that in our study we also proposed recommendations on how to improve 
minimum income schemes in Lithuania. Some of our recommendations were taken into 
account because this year some amendments to the law regulating minimum income schemes 
came into force and many parts of it coincide with our recommendations that we suggested in 
the study. That is why we consider the study and presentation of it as a very successful part of 
our EMIN work. 
Also, there was a meeting with the Minister 8 March were the EMIN project was presented 
personally to the Minister and the EAPN Lithuania proposals for minimum income schemes 
improvements were proposed (see also WP2). 
 
Politicians: 
The Parliament members were also invited to participate in the presentation of the study that 
was mentioned before. Therefore, politicians and even the leader of one political group, the 
chairman of the Social Affairs and Labour Committee participated in the presentation and were 
active during the discussion. 
In addition, representatives of EAPN Lithuania tries to constantly meet with the members of the 
Parliament and EMIN project is always in the agenda of their meetings. In 2017, there were 
three meetings with politicians from different political groups where EMIN project was 
presented and possible improvements in Lithuanian minimum income schemes was discussed. 
Recently we also got in touch with the deputy of the chairman of the Social Affairs and Labour 
Committee. We presented him the EMIN project and asked to be patron of our National 
Conference during the Bus trip, which he gladly agreed to do. 
 
WORK PLANNED: 
European Commission representatives in Lithuania 
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We are also planning to meet with the representatives of the European Commission in 
Lithuania, but we still have not started to make arrangements to meet them. 
 
Luxemburg 
See above. 
 
Malta 
A tentative appoint was set up to both the Cabinet and the Opposition Party where sent to 
conduct a meeting with them to firstly explain this EMIN2 initiative and secondly discuss in 
what ways we can organise activities for when bus will come over to Malta. The same request 
was done to all the MEPs of Malta and we received a reply to hold a meeting at the end of 
March and during the month of April. Our network will meet with all Maltese MEP’s.  
 
 
Netherlands 
Since our last report we see some developments. It started at the moment that the previous 
minister of Finance Jeroen Dijsselbloem said openly that the economic revival as well as the rise 
of profits should be seen also in the wages of the people. This call was repeated by the prime 
minister and others. Note: they were talking about the wages, not about the minimum income. 
But seen the fact that the minimum income level is directly connected to the Statutory 
Minimum Wage, this means that if the SMW would rise the MI will follow immediately. The 
reality is that the MI has gone up at the 1st of July 2017 and the 1st of January 2018 and will rise 
further at the 1st of July 2018. This increases however are just enough – or may be not even 
enough- to hold on to the purchasing power of the people living at the MI level.  
 
The second development is that the Association of managers of the local/regional DSS (Divosa) 
and the Task Force Poverty & Debts of the G 40 (40 cities with > 100.000 inhabitants, with 
exception of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, the Hague and Utrecht) have made a Fact sheet on 
Poverty. These Fact sheets show clearly that a family on MI lacks about 200€ per month to live 
decently. These Fact sheets are brought to the government level. EAPN NL takes part in the 
Task Force of the G40, as a rep of the VNG, of Divosa and of the Social Economic Council (SER) 
does.  
G40 Fact sheet: Almost one in five households has risky or problematic debts (corresponding to 
1.3 million households). Households with a low income have annual income 
€ 2300 deficit compared to the not-much-but-sufficient criterion. 
Divosa Fact Sheet: A household in poverty lacks around 217€ per month on income. 
 
EMIN is also mentioned in the Reaction on the concept National Reform Program and in our 
Poverty watch 2017 and our Paper on Debts and causes of debts, asked for by the Commission 
SA&E of the Parliament. 
 
We asked all Dutch MEPs, with exception of the populists, to support the EMIN report in the 
European Parliament.   
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As we already stated there are a lot of direct contacts to MEP’s and MP’s. Next to this we had a 
meeting with the new Co Ordinator for Poverty and Social Inclusion of the Ministry of SA&E on 
the 28th of February. We spoke about the bus tour and about the possibility to have the State 
Secretary at the evening debate in Leeuwarden. Next to this we invited our ministry to join the 
new platform Public Authorities that is developed by Mrs. J. Goris of the Belgium ministry of SA 
and Fintan Farrell, co ordinator of EMIN. Together with our Slovak friends we also invited the 
Slovak ministry to join this platform. This cooperation with the ministry started when the 
Netherlands and Slovakia where follow up President of the EU. 
Next to this Mr. J. Lenaers, MEP, PPE, will be present at the moment the busses arrive in 
Brussels in June (again if the work of the EP does make it possible). 
 
In March we will have a meeting with someone from the office In the Netherlands of the EP, to 
discuss their participation at the panel discussion in Leeuwarden on the 26th of May. 
We also invited the office of the Commission, for the discussion on Eindhoven, but had no 
reaction till now. 
 
In this year’s autumn we will organize a conference on MI. We will invite all (local) organizations 
that participated at the bus tour to join this and work together to create an interesting 
conference. We already spoke to the ministry of SA&E about it and they are willing to see in 
what way we can cooperate for this conference. 
 
The co ordinator of EMIN NL will be present when the bus is in Germany and in the capital of 
Slovakia, Bratislava. He also was one of the speakers at the EMIN conference, held in Kosice, 
Slovakia on the 5th and 6th of October 2017. At this conference he spoke to the President of the 
Slovak Parliament, who was also present, about the EMIN initiative and together with her, the 
director of the Homeless centre where the conference took place and the co ordinator of the 
Slovak EMIN, he crossed the poverty line, which was broadcasted on tv. 
 
We had a meeting with the deputy head of the representation if the EP in the Hague. Very open 
and inviting. They will think about our invitation to take part in the panel discussion in 
Leeuwarden. Next to that we were offered to use their conference room, e.g. for the 
conference in October or for a meeting with EU connections. Both side are looking forward to 
cooperating in future.  
 
Poland 
We have had some contact with the Ministry of Family, Labour and Social Affairs. We have sent 
them our declaration and have received some feedback from them. We invited them for our 
seminar in December, but they didn’t show up.  We also presented EMIN and our national 
report during a seminar in The European Commission Representation in Poland. 
 
Portugal 
Defend the right to an adequate minimum income is a core issue in the work of EAPN Portugal. 
In April we have prepared a position paper with recommendations for the national NRP and 
EMIN was indicated as an important experience to take in consideration for the definition of an 
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adequate minimum income scheme. The document can be consulted in here: 
http://www.eapn.pt/documento/551/a-situacao-social-em-portugal-2017-recomendacoes-da-
eapn-portugal  
 
In 2016 EAPN Portugal has also answered to a request from the Ministry of Labour, Social 
Solidarity and Security that was preparing a common position to the European Pillar of Social 
Rights (EPSR). In the document prepared by EAPN Portugal the project EMIN was described as 
an important practice at political level. This information was also included in the Government 
reply to the questionnaire of the EPSR. The information is available here: 
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?pager.offset=15&advSearchKey=SocPilgov&mode=advanc
edSubmit&catId=22&policyArea=0&policyAreaSub=0&country=0&year=0 
 
On July 10, the first national meeting within the framework of EMIN 2. For this meeting we 
began to identify relevant participants for this phase and build a database, translate the 
presentation of EMIN to Portuguese and elaborate a summary of the project. We invited these 
people by email, sending them the summary attached. Most of them responded positively and 
the ones that couldn´t be present have shown their interest in participating in future actions. 
The meeting took place in Lisbon, in EAPN Portugal facilities, and was attended by 17 people, 
from different entities: Instituto de Ciências Sociais da Universidade de Lisboa, Saúde em 
Português, CGTP-IN, CESIS, ISEG, UGT, Instituto de Segurança Social (Social Security Institute), 
Instituto de Apoio à Criança, Cáritas Portuguesa and Animar, besides EAPN Europa and EAPN 
Portugal. (WP 2) 
Invitation of Carlos Farinha Rodrigues (academic) and Rute Guerra from GEP – Gabinete de 
Estratégia e Planeamento (Office for Strategy and Planning) to attend Peer Review on March 
14, which has been confirmed. 
 
European Seminar on May 9, with the participation of Fintan Farrell, to speak about EMIN. 
 
Romania 
The EMIN2 coordinators and experts ensure regular exchanges with policy and decision makers 
at Romanian level, such as: Commission Representation, Romanian Ministries, Romanian 
Parliaments, MEPs and other relevant policy makers. Lobby discussion are taking place with 
regards to the upcoming Romanian presidency and therefore the core messages of EMIN2 are 
highlighted during the lobby meetings and talks. During one of the awareness raising events 
MEPs Maria Grapini and Anti Costea from the Group of the Progressive Alliance of Socialists and 
Democrats in the European Parliament have been lobbied and they showed their support 
towards the event.  
 
Slovakia 
We contacted several National Policy makers as during Public Hearing advisor of prime minister 
Eric Tomaš who asked us to send him proposals and solutions. We started to cooperate with 
the members of social committee of Slovak National Council, and governmental deputies for 
poor region – Mr. Marcinčin and for Roma community Mr. Ravas.  This item will be followed up 
in the next weeks. 
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We established EU and national mixed teams to accompany and coordinate the journey on 
Board. Our national network coordinate visit in our country facilitate meetings and invite 
speakers, stakeholders, attendants, MI experts, etc. 
 
Slovenia 
In Slovenia there is no EAPN yet thus we are currently working within very small team and 
limited resources. There were some informal conversations already done, meanwhile officially 
the President of Republic of Slovenia (Mr. Borut Pahor), Minister of Labour, Family, Social 
Affairs and Equal Opportunities (Ms. Anja Kopač Mrak), Prime Minister of the Republic of 
Slovenia (dr. Miro Cerar) and mayor of Ljubljana (Mr. Zoran Janković) were contacted. There 
has also been several activities, including the national policy makers, within the project “Social 
& Solidarity Economy as Development Approach for Sustainability in EYD 2015 and beyond – 
SUSY” that partly covered the topic of poverty.  
 
Spain 
Basque Country. Hearing of EAPN EUSKADI on the Modification of the Income Guarantee Law, 
we produced a comprehensive document, which is summarized here (in Spanish). November 
21, 2017. 
 
EMIN Murcia has also produced a report for the regional government, which will be accounted 
for in the Report. 
 
UK 
We see the main body of this work as happening around and after the bus tour, when we have 
had most of our events and our platform is clear. It should form part of the basis of ongoing 
work on campaigning for adequate minimum income.  But so far we have made the following 
political contacts: 
 
MPs and MEPs 

 Katherine Duffy has twice contacted Rory Palmer MEP, an alternate member of the 
Employment and Social Affairs Committee, concerning support for EMIN, as his constituency 
includes Leicester, where the Bus will stop, and he has responded saying he will provide a 
message of support.     

 Katherine Duffy wrote to Liz Kendall MP for Leicester West, one of the 3 Leicester city 
constituencies, with information on EMIN and the link to UC in which she is actively engaged 
in local preparation, and her office replied agreeing to follow-up, but this has not so far 
happened. 

 Carol Evans of EMIN Steering Group and Katherine Duffy, had a meeting at the Houses of 
Parliament on 8 March 2018 with Ruth George MP, a member of the Parliamentary Work 
and Pensions Committee and chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Universal Credit. 
We have since sent her further literature from the EMIN Peer Review on take-up, Helsinki 
12-14 March. We explained the EMIN campaign demands and raised the issue that the 
welfare system in UK was introduced in 1948 with no explicit standard of assessing need and 
that this remained the case. We had an exchange on the pros and cons of Universal Credit, 

http://www.eapneuskadi.org/include/uploads/files/RESUMEN%20EJECUTIVO%20COMPARECENCIA%20PARLAMENTARIA%281%29.pdf
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on which she is an expert. She took a short selfie video of the three of us, which is on the 
EMIN blog.   

 Unite Community East Midlands Region has got Chris Williamson MP for North Derby, as 
speaker for the Unite Community/ EMIN event on May 19 (see above). Katherine Duffy will 
speak for EMIN at the same event and we and we will ask Chris Williamson to promote the 
aims of EMIN. 

Ministries 
Poverty Alliance member of the EMIN Steering Group has raised the issue of adequate income 
and the EMIN campaign with the Scottish government, who sent a civil servant to the Helsinki 
peer review on take up (see below).  
 

WP11 Peer Reviews 
 

Deliverables identified in application 
- 1 Peer review on coverage and Take-up of MIS involving 7-12 countries; 
- 1 Peer review on Reference budgets involving 7-12 countries; 
- 1 Peer review on Active inclusion involving 7-12 countries; 
- 3 Final reports of Peer Reviews in English  

 

 
Peer Review on Coverage and Non-Take-Up 

 This Peer Review took place in Helsinki on 13-14 March 

 The Peer Review was hosted by the EMIN Fin and KELA the organisation developing the 
experiment on ‘universal basic income’ 

 3 representatives from Belgium Bulgaria, Croatia, Finland, Portugal, Spain and UK took part. 
Iceland and Estonia sent representative at their own cost. 

 The presentations from the Peer Review are all available at www.emin-ne.eu 

 The report is drafted and will be ready for end of April 

 The Peer Review received a very positive evaluation from participants. 
 
Peer Review on Reference Budgets 

 The project partner Antwerp University will assist in one of the Reference Budget Projects. 
A first meeting with this partner was held on 21 March.  

 The Peer Review is now set for 18-19 September in Antwerp 

 The programme is well developed 

 Delegations are now being formed from: Austria, France, Luxemburg, Latvia, Malta, Poland, 
Slovakia 

 
Peer Review on Active Inclusion 

 Active Inclusion: The date is now set for 20 and 21 September and the Peer Review will be 
hosted in Madrid. 

 Cyprus, Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Lithuania, Slovenia, Romania, Czech Republic, Estonia, 
Greece, Germany and Ireland should prepare delegations to take part. 

http://www.emin-ne.eu/
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 The Peer Review on Active Inclusion will be held jointly with the ESF Project on the use of 
ESF to support Active Inclusion. This should enable the policy community and the finance 
community to be present and to facilitate cross learning and future cross work.  

 

WP12 National Policy debates on Reference Budgets 
 

Deliverables identified in application 
- Meetings on Reference Budget application at National level organised in selected countries by the 
National Coordinators  
- Presentation of national RB results at national event published online 

 

European level Support 
 Contact has been made with Antwerp University, project partner in EMIN and the 

coordinators of the Project to develop a common methodology for comparable Reference 
Budgets in the EU. They also sustain contact with the EU Reference Budget Networks.  A 
new EU Platform for reference budgets, cofinanced by InGRID funding and funds of 
UAntwerp, was launched on 27 February, to strengthen the network of experts. EMIN 
participated through its policy coordinator. Interconnection with the EMIN project will be 
ensured with the Platform. 

 Our partners in Antwerp University have produced a comprehensive presentation of the 
outcomes of the Reference Budget project which can be used for experts presenting work 
on Reference Budgets at National events. This can be helpful for them to structure their talk 
and situate their work in a broader EU context. 

 Recent developments with regard to research on and use of reference budgets, recorded in 
the national context reports, have been assembled in a document and sent as feedback to 
our partners in UA.  

 
 

National level work on Reference Budgets 
 
Austria 
We are in close contact with ASB Schuldnerberatungen GmbH (Austrian umbrella organisation 
of officially recognised debt advice centres), which is working on Reference budgets in Austria 
and also with Michaela Moser (FH St. Pölten and part of our national EXCO of Austrian Anti 
Poverty Network).  
ASB Schuldnerberatungen will participate in the action around the EMIN-Bus in Linz. 
 
We tend to include focus on reference budgets in our Awareness raising event in Autumn 2018 
(probably October).  
 

Belgium 
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Berenice Storms, one of the leading researchers on the field of Reference Bugdets is part of the 
Belgian EMIN Network and reference budgets are described in the Memorandum as a 
benchmark tool to estimate the minimum income need and to advocate a significant increase 
of the social minima. 
 
 
Bulgaria 
Contacts with: 

- Temenuzhka Zlatanova, Head of “Living Standard and Labor Incomes” Department at 
the Ministry of Labor and Social Policy 

- Aleksandar Nikolov, University teacher and researcher, Sofia University, previous 
experience at the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy and at the National Statistical 
Institute 

- Douhomir Minev, Coordinator EMIN Bulgaria 
 
Cyprus 
We have not had any contact with people working on reference budgets yet but we are 
planning to do so while Anne Van Lacker has send us some links from University of Cyprus with 
experts dealing on the subjects and we will arrange a common event or even invite them to one 
of our events.  
 
Czech Republic 
We had a brief informal discussion with the co-author of the Reference budgets used by 
Ministry of labour and social affairs during the National anti-poverty meeting.  
 
Croatia 
In Croatia for the time being there is no serious discussion about Reference Budget and there is 
not national group working on it so we have nothing to report here.  
 
Estonia 
Lauri Lepik, EMIN I report author, is working on Reference Budgets in Estonia and we are in 
close contact



 

 

 

 

Denmark 
The experts, who have been working with the national Reference Budget in 
connection to the European Reference Budget, are not active any more. There is no 
or very little political support to have a reference budget or a poverty line. It is 
therefore rather difficult to make a meaningful event based on a Danish Reference 
Budget and to arrange it solely based on the European idea seems not useful. The 
only thing we can do is to underline why it is useful to have a budget as basis for a 
minimum income.     
 
Finland 
Lauri Mäkinen from University of Turku, who has participated in the European 
Reference Budget Network and made good research about the subject in Finland, 
has talked in our seminar 22 November 2017 in parliament about the reference 
budgets. He also held one our lecture about the theme in the meeting of EMIN 
Finland Network 20th February. Besides Lauri, also Anna-Riitta Lehtinen and Kristiina 
Aalto from Consumer Society Research Centre has participated our meetings and 
they are at the moment updating the finnish reference budgets / baskets of goods 
and services, which will be used in the evaluating of the Finnish social security in 
2019, which is nowadays a law in Finland and has to been made in every four year. 
 
France 
The administrator (Bultez Jean Pierre) is involved in the National Observatory on 
poverty and social exclusion (ONPES) and in charge of this topic for many years. After 
Reference Budgets in medium towns, (published in 2015) and rural areas (published 
probably in 2018), the Reference Budget 3rd step will be in Paris and surrounding’s in 
2018. 
The question is to coordinate the link between the Reference Budgets and the 60% 
threshold to define the level of poverty and to clarify what are the compulsory 
expenses or that ones that can be delayed. It will help the local authorities to shape 
the local supports, what are the needs for families and social access to publics 
services (transportations, food, culture, health, …). 
The ultimate questions will be the link between the Reference Budgets and the 
minimum income schemes.  
 
Germany 
The German “Grundsicherung” is based on reference budget. There is a great debate 
in Germany about the adjustment of the basic security benefits (Grundsicherung). 
Contact to Irene Irene Bäcker who has developed a new statistical model to adjust 
the basic security benefits.  
 
Greece 
Not developed in this period 
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Hungary 
Hungary was one of the pilot countries of the RB project. Péter Szívós from TÁRKI 
was the Hungarian expert in it. In order to reach a wider audience, we would like give 
space to the topic by the participation of him most probably during the bus journey. 
 
Ireland 
The Vincentian Partnership for Social Justice is a member of the Irish EMIN network. 
 
The Irish Network has also agreed that its core policy proposal for an adequate 
minimum income is that the Government should raise all minimum payments to a 
level which is adequate to both lift people above the poverty line and enable them to 
have a Minimum Essential Standard of Living. The calculations for this adequacy 
include the annual updated Minimum Essential Standard of Living for Ireland carried 
out by the VPSJ. 
 
Italy 
EMIN 2 has coincided with our monitoring of the new anti-poverty measure, 
Inclusion Income (REI), which envisages both an economic benefit and a path of 
active inclusion. EAPN Italy’s participation in the social partnership forum (2014-
2020) permits us to have a dual perspective, observing developments from both the 
institutional standpoint and from the vantage point of the territories where our 
member organizations work.  
 
As for the previous phase of the project, our awareness actions are focused within 
the institutional context. The political situation and the apolitical dimension of our 
network, make us more and more convinced that to activate strong and sustainable 
processes on this theme, the best strategic position is the one which allows us to 
intervene within the institutional domain. 
 
From the institutional standpoint, the Minister presented the 2018-2020 National 
Plan to Fight Poverty at the recent partnership meeting of March 22nd (the event 
was attended by representatives of Italy’s regions, metropolitan cities, trade unions 
and social stakeholders, including EAPN ITALY). The plan provides for the following 
essential services: professional social service, training-apprenticeships for social 
inclusion, home education assistance, home care, support for parenthood 
(specifically for children up to 1000 days old), cultural mediation and social 
emergency intervention. Some of these services had already been included in Law 
328/2000 “for the creation of an integrated system of social interventions and 
services”, while others, e.g. mediation and apprenticeships, are additional. This is 
Italy’s first-ever plan to combat poverty, and its drafting was shared with the social 
partnership, a forum where each participant had a chance to contribute. EAPN ITALY 
stated what it considered to be the plan’s shortcomings. The final result represents 
the best outcome concretely achievable. If more was not obtained, this was partly 
because, in our view, the representatives of the social stakeholders failed to agree 
among themselves on matters of both substance and method; if we had been more 
cohesive, we might have been able to get more. But, as we have often remarked, 
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networking in Italy is difficult: too many partisan or particular interests assert 
themselves, even when economic resources are not at stake.  
 
For 2018, the Ministry of Labour and Social Policies estimates that Inclusion Income 
(REI) will reach some 700,000 households, corresponding to 2.5 million persons. The 
percentage coverage is said to range from 40 to 80 per cent of those entitled.  
 
Territorially, instead, at this point we now have a rather clear view of the situation. In 
the southern region of Puglia, the regional government has its own anti-poverty 
measure, called “Dignity Income” (Italian acronym: RED), financed out of the regional 
budget and launched in 2016, i.e. before the two above-mentioned national 
measures. Municipal governments in Puglia encounter several communication 
problems with INPS, the entity that approves benefit applications and 
disbursements. One major problem is that the municipalities find it difficult to get 
INPS to explain the reasons why applications for benefits are declared unacceptable. 
The same thing happens in other regions (to our knowledge, in Lazio, Piedmont and 
Emilia-Romagna) where the national Inclusion Income program is flanked by other, 
regional anti-poverty measures financed with regional funds. 
  
With regard to the second part of the Inclusion Income program, i.e. measures for 
active inclusion, the Ministry has allocated about €500 million under the National 
Action Plan that municipalities can use to strengthen their administrative machinery 
and social planning units.  
 
Latvia 
The national coordinator will appoint an expert who will be responsible for 
promotion of policy within EMIN-2 project regarding Reference Budgets by April 1, 
2018 

Officers from Ministry of Welfare and Central Statistical Bureau as well as academics 
from the University of Latvia had a discussion with more than 20 representatives of 
non-governmental organizations. 

The three peer review participants from Latvia, who will be approved for 
participation in the  peer review in Antwerp, under the guidance of national 
coordinator will prepare information regarding position of Latvian government and 
current trends regarding Reference Budgets by September 12, 2018. 

Lithuania 
Not developed yet 
 
Luxemburg 
EAPN Luxembourg as well as 3 of its members were part of the working group set up 
by the Ministry of Family to prepare a study on reference budgets. The study, 
implemented by the STATEC was done in close cooperation with the EU-Project(s) 
and in relation to the team of the University of Antwerp. 
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We hold a national conference on Reference budget with participation of the 
Ministry of Family, the STATEC and one trade-union representative on December 6, 
2017. 
 

Malta 
Meetings where held with Caritas Malta who worked on two reference budgets. 
They are more than willing to support EMIN2.  
 
Caritas Malta conducted a research (A Minimum Essential Budget for a Decent Living – 
2016) which was launched in March 2016. 

This study builds on a previous study published in 2012 which used a Budget 
Standard Approach to describe and cost the minimum essential budget required by 
different households to live decently in Malta. The two overarching objectives of this 
second edition of the Minimum Essential Budget for a Decent Living (MEBDL) are: 

a. To revise the minimum essential components of a basket of basic goods and 
services to achieve a decent standard of living in Malta as laid out in the 2012 
MBDL study; 

b. To calculate the minimum essential budget for the three different low-income 
household categories in Malta based on this basket. 

The households of interest are those comprising: 

i. Two adults and two dependent children; 
ii. A lone parent and two dependent children; 

iii. An elderly couple (65+) 

Netherlands 
We had a meeting with Dr. B. Goderis from the Social Cultural Planning Bureau (SCP), 
coordinator for NL for the Reference Budget. Fine meeting, at which we talked about 
1. the invitation to the SCP to our conference in October. Was welcomed, since they 
finalize their 2-yearly Poverty Monitor in September. 
2. the role of EAPN NL in the Reference Budget process. We agreed that it would be 
worth thinking of the installation of a stakeholders group, next to the scientific 
group, in which EAPN NL can participate. This is discussed at the last meeting of the 
RBG and he feels that the University of Antwerp should install such an EU-group. 
 
Poland 
No contact. No information. 
 
Portugal 
EAPN Portugal was a partner of RAP – Rendimento Adequado em Portugal (adequate 
income in Portugal) Project (conducted by José Pereirinha) participating mainly in the 
1st phase (construction of guidance groups). RAP project was referenced in the 
Reference Budgets in Europe report as the main study in Portugal in this field. The 
presentation of its main results was on the 4th of July and EAPN Portugal was present 
not only as a partner but also as a member of EMIN project. At the beginning of this 
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presentation was delivered a brochure with a summary of the main results of the 
project, available (in Portuguese) on 
http://www.rendimentoadequado.org.pt/images/rap/pdfs/Brochura%20raP%20_%2
0FINAL.pdf. José Pereirinha, the coordinator, Elvira Pereira and Francisco Branco, 
researchers, presented several aspects of the RAP, from the methodology to the 
values obtained and afterward there was a debate. In the future, more detailed 
reports about the project will be published. (WP 2) 
 
Romania 
The Romanian EMIN Network had contacted and launched national discussions and 
debates focused on how the national experts that are working on Reference Budgets 
at national level (and involved in the European Reference Budget Network/ Platform) 
could support and provide expertise in this specific area for the Romanian EMIN 
Network.  
 
The experts will participate at the National EMIN2 Conference held in Bucharest on 
4th of June 2018 where they will have presentations / interventions on the national 
results of the research carried out within the European Reference Budget Platform. 
As well, the national experts working on Reference Budgets in Romania will be 
involved as resource persons in the team that will participate in the Bus Tour in 
Romania. At the same time, they support the Romanian EMIN Network through 
dissemination of information and by providing evidence-based information and 
scientific data, they facilitate the process of strengthening the EMIN network at 
national level.  
 
The Reference Budget experts will be involved in workshops/ debates organised by 
the Romanian EMIN Network that will involve academic representatives and 
students, e.g.: during the EMIN Bus Tour in Constanta on 2nd of June 2018, such a 
debate with members of academia, researchers, students, media etc is being 
planned together with the “University Ovidius Constanta”.  
 
Another cooperation example consists in the fact that the experts have written an 
Article entitled “The Healthy Food Basket for Romania. National Results of a 
comparative research carried out within the European Reference Budgets Network 
(2014-2015)” that will be published in the “Romanian Sociology” Magazine. Once 
published, the article will be disseminated also as a resource material for the 
members of the Romanian EMIN Network and also on social media page of the EAPN 
Romania. It will be available as an informational material during the Romanian EMIN 
Network events. 
 

Slovakia 
We contacted state officer E. Novotná from Ministry of Social Affaires, expert dr. 
Gerbery from the Institute of Family and Social affaires, who worked on Reference 
Budgets at National level and we received contact to Mgr. Daniel Škobla PhD, who 
also worked on Reference Budgets. We raise awareness on the importance of 
reference budgets as tools for policy making in cooperation with the Trade Union 
KOVO experts.  This item will be followed up in the next weeks.   

http://www.rendimentoadequado.org.pt/images/rap/pdfs/Brochura%20raP%20_%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.rendimentoadequado.org.pt/images/rap/pdfs/Brochura%20raP%20_%20FINAL.pdf
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Slovenia 
This event is not planned.  
 
Spain 
We have not done it yet, and the current developments in the regions are getting 
farther from the Reference Budget concept. The new legislation reproduces the 
same criteria of establishing an arbitrary amount for the benefit, without former 
debate or analysis about the purchasing power and the need satisfaction. In fact, MI 
beneficiaries in most of the regions tend to live in poverty or social exclusion, despite 
the income. 
 
UK 
We have links with Professor Donald Hirsch and the MIS group at Loughborough 
University who prepare the MIS reports for the Joseph Rowntree Foundation. He is 
speaking at the EMIN Round Table event on 23 May. At present we had no plans to 
engage with the European Reference Budget Network/ Platform, but a possibility is 
to invite a representative to participate in a panel on MIS at the final conference.   
 
 

WP13 EU- level Closing Conference 
 

 
 
 A date has been chosen for the Closing Conference (20-21 November). Hotel is 

secured. Work is now being done to check for Meeting venue for this date. 

 First discussions on the content for the final Conference took place at the joint 
Steering Group/National Coordinators meeting in February 2018 

 This will be developed in the coming months 
 

WP14 Project Management 
 

 

 The Kick Off Meeting with the European Commission took place on 27 January.  

Deliverables identified in application 
1 EU level closing conference (150 participants) 
1 Report on the learning from EMIN2 and outline of the agenda for the next period 

Deliverables: identified in application 
- Minutes of the 4 Steering Group Meetings.  
- 1 Inception report, 2 interim reports and 1 final report to the Commission 
- Preparation and production of reports and documents from the Project. 
- Quality control and language verifications 
- Reports of internal and external evaluation work. 
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 Coordination with the Project Management Team is ongoing to ensure the 
coherent development of the project.  

 Project Time Line: an overview table was developed in order to highlight the 
timing of key activities in the project and to monitor developments 

 Inception Report and First Interim Report delivered. 

 Three Steering Committee meetings were held. 

 Report on numbers attending meetings and contact information has been 
recorded.  

 Key documents have been proofed and published.  

 Overall coordination of the delivery of the work packages is regularly monitored.  
 
 

WP15 Project Evaluation 
 

 
 Independent Evaluator: The original person identifies to act as the independent 

evaluator of the EMIN2 project is no longer available. We are now identifying a 
suitable replacement. 

 Terms of Reference have been developed and a second person approached to 
act as external evaluator for the project.  

 Marauxa Cardama a specialist in the field of integrated sustainable development 
has been appointed as external coordinator. She has submitted an initial plan for 
the conducting of the evaluation.  

 The evaluation report is expected to be ready for end November.   

Deliverables identified in application 
- 1 Evaluation methodology developed 
- 1 Evaluator hired  
- 1 Final Evaluation Report produced  
 


